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ABSTRACT 

Hurricanes pose a great risk to life and property with thek high winds, excessive 

rainfall, wave action, and storm surge. Predicting changes within hurricanes at and near the 

time of landfall requires an understanding of the dynamics that drive the boundary layer 

flow. Forecasters predict the timing, duration, and effects of the intense winds associated 

with a hurricane when it comes ashore, while emergency management officials call for public 

evacuations based upon these forecasts. One region where understanding the magnimde 

and structure of the wind is critical is within the surface layet just downstteam of the 

coastline in the onshote flow. Within this tegion the flow begins to adjust to changes in 

surface triggered by its passage from the shallow coastal waters to the less homogeneous and 

rougher land. This adjustment may include a slowing of the mean wind with an increase in 

turbulence, both resulting from the increased friction of the man-made and natural tertain. 

Hurricane observing programs consisting of portable and mobile equipment and regional 

coastal mesoscale observing networks are leading to a better imdarstanding of tha processes 

involved with these flow modifications. The Texas Tech University Wind Enginaaring 

Mobile Instrumented Tower Experiment (WEMITE) continues to play a leading role in the 

observation and analysis of the boundary layer of ttopical cyclones at landfall. 

In otdet to gain fiirther insight into the characteristics of this coastal ttansition zone, 

experiments wete planned utilizing portable in-situ and temote measuring devices to ba 

placed within the onshote flow at landfall. Experiment plan designs along with tesults from 

these experiments ate discussed, including tha analysis of a datasat collected by multiple 

institations during the landfall of Hurricane Lili (2002) along the south-centtal Louisiana 

coast Investigation teveals the existence of fiactionally-inducad changes in the boimdary 

layer downwind of the coastline within the right semicircle with respect to Lili's forward 

motion. In tha outer reaches of lili, these ttansitions appear similar to internal boundary 

layers produced by flow moving over an abrupt change in surface. The impact on the 

magnimde of the wind within this neai-shoia region is a reduction of 4-10% per 10 km 

distance from the coast up to 50 km inland for open terrain. Results of the smdy show this 

reduction to be an exponential fimction of distance from the coast which is dependent upon 
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surface roughness. This rate of wind decay slows with farther progression inland and 

appears to be much faster than tha rate found in soma modeling studies. In conttast near 

Lili's circulation center, littie or no decrease in the magnitude of the mean wind was found 

for distances of up to 20 km inland. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Inttoduction 

For the majority of the coastal population, a hurricane's landfall is the most 

important time during the life cycle of tiiese magnificent and destmctive atmospheric 

circulation systems. Other than offshore industry, military, and transportation interests, 

hurricanes have the greatest impact on people and property at landfall. For each tropical 

cyclone, one important question to be answered is what the magnitude of the winds will be 

at the time of landfall. This, of course, is dependent upon many factors, including the 

estimated sttengtfi of the cyclone, where the locale in question is with respect to the storm's 

center and the coastime, as well as the terrain surrounding and elevation of the site where the 

wind is occurring. 

Much time and effort has gone into studying and predicting both the intensity and 

nature of ttopical cyclone wind, particularly while the systems are located over the ocean. 

The ocean is the breeding ground of the hurricane, provides its main source of energy and is 

where each cyclone spends the majority of its life. However, due to several mitigating 

factors, knowledge of the system's changes at landfall is still lacking, particularly regarding 

the changes taking place within the planetary boundary layer (PBL), the region of the 

atmosphere where the flow is influenced by the earth's surface. These mitigating factors 

include the inability to acquire research-quality data due to power loss to the recording 

system, instmment failure caused by the forces of the cyclone, the large separation distance 

between observing stations in coastal networks, the lack of adequate sampling at most 

stations, and the relative mfrequent occurtence of ttopical cyclone landfalls. Recentiy, 

however, some of these factors have been alleviated. 

In general, observations in the Hurricane Planetary Boundary I^yer (HPBL) have 

greatiy unproved over the past 5-10 years, with the advent of emerging technologies such as 

the Global Positioning System (GPS) Dropwindsonde (Hock and Franklin, 1999), the 

Stepped-Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) (Black and Swift, 1984), the Wind 

Engineering Mobile Instmmented Tower Experiment (Schroeder, 1998) and Florida Coastal 



Monitoring Program (Masters, Guriey, and Remhold, 2003), portable Doppler Radars 

(Doppler on Wheels (DOW) (Wurman and Wmslow, 1998) and Shared Mobile Atinospheric 

Research and Teaching Radars (SMART Radars) (Biggerstaff and Guynes, 2002), Mobile 

Integrated Profihng System (MIPS) (Knupp, Walters, and McCaul, 2001) and Aerosonde 

(Holland, 2003). These platforms are key to understanding the HPBL, whether it is through 

the direct or remote measurement of near-surface wuid and precipitation or quantifying 

profiles of kinematic and thermodynamic variables within and above the boundary layer. 

When these apparatus are harnessed together to gathet information based on ptedefined 

reseatch objectives, the tesulting analysis wiU greatiy advance out undetstanding of ttopical 

cyclones. 

Hurricanes are in a state of constant flux and no two are the same. Temporal and 

spatial stmcture changes from the synoptic- to micro-scale occur while the systems are over 

the ocean as well as during and after landfall. The goal of this research is to contribute to 

understanding the changes occurring within the HPBL at landfall, with emphasis on the 

study of the formation and maintenance of a coastal onshore internal boundaty layet 

(COIBL) and its effects on mesoscale (2 km-400 km) and mictoscale (< 2 km) phenomena 

ptesent within the HPBL. A COIBL is one of a series of closely telated structural features 

that may be ptesent within the HPBL during coastal ttansition. 

1.2 Motivations. Questions, and Impacts 

Recentiy, changes in adjustment ptocedutes of aicctaft flight-level to surface wind 

tesulting from new infotmation provided by the GPS dropwindsonde facihtated the upgrade 

of Hutricane Andrew at landfall in South Florida from Saffir-Simpson category 4 to category 

5, the most intense classification for ttopical cyclones. Coastal ttansition Mes at the root of 

the debate over these changes. Where and to what extent does this transition take place? Is 

the ttansition gradual with multiple steps oi abtupt due to great differences in surface over 

short distances? Curved flow associated with the ttopical cyclone ckculation almost certainly 

plays a role in making this ttansition different from the typical intemal boundary layer (IBL) 

stmcture that sets up during onshote flow and sea-bteeze events neat the coastiine. Is the 

flow akeady slowed befote teaching the coastline by steeper breaking waves associated with 



the shallow coastal waters? Does a convective high-wind regime force higher-momentum 

surface ak that emanated from the free atmosphere aloft farther mland than in low-wind 

cases? Extensive research remains before definitive answers to the wide breadth of 

questions can be provided. 

A statement made by the National Hurricane Center (NHC) Best-Track Committee 

regarding the reevaluation of winds in Hurricane Andrew (1992) at landfall in South Florida 

provides additional motivation for this smdy: 

There was much discussion about the use of the 90% reduction in 
close proximity to the coastline. It is noted here that the committee readily 
acknowledges that a boundary layer ttansition zone exists at some point 
between the open water surface and the rigid land surface. The width, 
nature, and exact location of this ttansition zone are, however, currentiy not 
well-known. It is the conclusion of the committee that further research in 
this area should be sttongly encouraged, and that our cuttent knowledge is 
insufficient to fotmulate any guidehnes which could be used opetationally at 
this time- and by extension- appHed to this case. The committee 
recommends that field experiments be conducted specifically to document 
changes in the boundary layet befote, during, and after hurricane landfall, 
using GPS dropsondes within the near off-shore envkonment 

The uncettainty in the ttansition zone comphcates the estimation of 
the maximum winds that might have been experienced over land— 
(McAdie, 2002, pp. 2-3) 

Many uncertainties exist in wind estimation that wete btought to light through 

reconsidering Andrew's classification at landfall in Florida. Relatively few observations from 

the coastal watets and near-shore over-land envkonment exist from landfaUing systems to 

illuminate the ttansition that takes place and its effects on the boundary layet mean and 

turbulent flow fields. Furthermore, since the GPS sonde drifts with the flow field, it cannot 

produce a fixed profile as can be constmcted from towers instrumented at multiple heights. 

Also, in most cases, GPS sondes cannot be dropped over land areas and less than 15% of 

the over-water soundings survive the fall to 10 m height in major hurricanes (Powell, 2002), 

so very Httie information exists from the coastal ttansition zone associated with the 

roughness change. It is also unknown over what spatial range the adjustment to equilibrium 

of these fields takes place m very high wind speeds. Although questions exist regarding the 



applicability of uiformation obtamed over the open ocean from the dropwkidsondes to the 

on-land coastal simation, Andrew was reclassified as a Category 5, 75 m/s hurricane at 

landfall and over the coastal waters near South Florida based primarily on new research from 

the dropwindsondes. Secondary support for the upgrade was given by cell ttacking from 

Doppler radar, gradient wind determination from surface pressure observations, and relating 

remotely-sensed Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer data from akcraft flights to 

develop additional telationships between flight-level (typically 700 mb) winds and surface 

wind. It is worth noting that all of the infotmation analyzed pointed to Hurricane Andrew 

being a Category 5 while over the deep, open ocean. Different arguments and theories 

produce different adjustment factors for relating flight-level to surface winds over different 

tetrain types, and these adjustment factors also vary with respect to location within the storm 

(Kepert 2001; Franklin et al., 2003). As remarked above, no guidelines to help the 

operational forecast and emergency management communities deal with the effects of the 

flow-field ttansitions near landfall can be determined until adequate data exist Analysis of 

the dataset from Hutricane liH (2002) provides a first step in approaching the problem. 

This smdy has fat-teaching implications, with potential impacts extending into the 

fotecast, emetgency management, and disastet mitigation communities. How the mean and 

turbulent wind fields vary with respect to the coasthne and ckculation has only been sparsely 

documented in the past Needless to say, the surface wind field over land is significantiy 

different than that ovet open-ocean and this needs to be accounted for precisely when 

forecasts are made and warning information is disseminated to the public. Accurate 

information from the surface layer near the coast can be used to solidify maximum wind and 

gust intensity estimates for over-land areas and reduce the size of watch and waming areas. 

Consequentiy, the economic impact to areas unnecessarily warned wiU be diminished. 

Furthermore, regions where false alarm evacuations occur can be eliminated. If the 

magnimde and dimensions of the coastal wind field can be accurately forecasted in advance 

of the event then emergency operation officials and independent groups such as power 

companies can quickly deploy equipment necessary for mitigation and restoration purposes 

to the specific areas affected. These site-specific predictions are still in thek mfancy due to 

the compHcated processes involved in understanding the changes taking place in the wind 



field at landfall. However, incorporation of the observations and subsequent developed 

theory behind the coastal ttansition of the boundary layer into loss estimation models such 

as the Federal Emergency Management Association's (FEMA) Hazards-US (HAZUS) will 

provide the means for resolving the areas of greatest impact from wind damage. 

This work is also cmcial to determining the onset of gale (34 knot), storm (50 knot), 

and hurricane (64 knot) force winds at coastal locations. These wind radk are currentiy 

forecasted as part of advisories issued by the National Hurricane Center four times daily 

when a ttopical cyclone is active in either the Atiantic or East Pacific Basins. Given the 

higher resolution data provided by the portable tower systems (WEMITE and FCMP) and 

fixed coastal observation networks, the moment when these winds reach the coastline can 

now be more easily determined and compared with the tuning of the forecasted arrival of 

the winds. This information is also key to emergency managers for determining the amount 

of time allowed to execute safe and orderly evacuations of coastal zones. Lead times 

requked for evacuation of coastal urban and suburban areas continue to increase with the 

growing popvdation on the U.S. Gulf and Eastern Seaboards. Although forecast etrors 

associated with the ttack of ttopical cyclones continue to steadily improve with the aid of 

numerical guidance (McAdie and Lawrence, 2000), greater evacuation lead times needed for 

heavily congested coastal areas would tend to offset the improvement Providing the best 

information possible on the atrival of the sttong winds may tesult in several extta hours for 

evacuations and readiness activities, vidth the potential to save lives and protect ptoperty. 

Baket (2003) quotes Hugh Willoughby, tiie fotmer Dkector of tiie NOAA/AOML 

Hvitricane Research Division, as estimating the benefit to cost ratio of forecasts and 

warnings for hutricane landfalls to be 3:1. While imptovements in ttack forecasting have 

been made over the past decade, predicting changes in intensity with any degree of accuracy 

wiU requke much more research. A pressing need for research on hurricane landfalls, and, in 

particular, boundary layer stmctural changes at landfall, exists in order to make 

improvements in forecasting intensity of ttopical cyclones near landfall. Lili (2002) is 

probably one of the best examples of this, having unexpectedly weakened from a Category 4 

hurricane to a Category 1 system ki the 12 hours prior to its Louisiana landfall. 



Anodier dkect appUcation of this research is determining the spatial extent to which 

the inner core of winds knphiges hiland, which is related to both the frictional effects of the 

rougher land surface and how long the wind field can be sustakied once the ckculation is cut 

off from latent and sensible heat sources. Inland high wind forecasts and warnings are 

issued by local NWS offices based largely on the decay rate of the winds, and verification of 

these forecasts is requked to improve thek accuracy in future appUcations. 

Forecasting of the wind field and its impact in urban areas is predicated on 

determining the three-dimensional stmcture of hurricane coastal ttansition. High-rise 

stmctutes dot the coastiine in highly populated ateas and beach-tesort commuiuties. Seeking 

shelter from stotm surge in these structures as a refiage of last resort is not recommended. 

Multi-story structures located adjacent to the coast may experience different Saffir-Simpson 

categories of sustained wind over the extent of the building. FrankHn, Black, and Valde 

(2003) suggest from the over-water GPS dropwindsonde profiles that a 30-stoty (~100 m 

elevation) building may experience sustained winds 17% highet than those located near the 

surface. Since the roughness of land was not taken into account in the smdy, this higher 

wind percentage for tall buildings may be even greater than quoted here. A large overland 

vertical gradient is likely the result of the surface adjustment to tetrain changes. Flow 

profiles passing over barrier islands, bays, and coastal land areas may differ significantiy from 

those over the ocean. Furthermore, since turbulence levels vary between the ttansition zone 

and the unmodified ak, stmctutes located partially within each tegion may experience 

significantiy diffetent wind loads, tesulting in failure of parts of the sttucture. Hence, 

detetmining the exact vertical extent of the ttansition tegion is critical to fotecasting 

appHcations in urban coastal ateas, patticulady those that are regulatly impacted by surge 

during landfall. 

Since relatively httie is known about the variable nature of terrain toughness in the 

shallow coastal watets within high-wind tegunes, and in particular within hurricanes, tesults 

of this smdy wiU contribute to imdetstanding what over-water changes occur and thek 

effects on the near-surface wind field. Given comparative data from coastal land areas 

within the same region, this will also be helpful hi detemuning how far the hifluence of the 

onshore marine envkonment extends inland. A recent smdy of boundary layer 



parameterizations and simulations (Vickery and Skerlj, 2001) indicates that over-water drag 

coefficients (and roughness lengths) ki the near shore envkonment during hurricanes may be 

higher than previously thought. These higher roughness values are attributed to younger 

and steeper shoaling and breaking waves generated by a slowing of wave phase speed as the 

waves approach the shallow shelf waters. From various models of drag-coefficient derived 

roughness lengths, it is concluded that for mean houtiy wind speeds between 42 m/s and 55 

m/s that z„ values range from 0.01 m to approxknately 0.025 m, even without considering 

the effects of wave age. These toughness values would approach those for open over-land 

terrain (z„ = 0.03 m), hi turn reducing the cross-shoreUne gradient m onshore peak gust 

winds. Peak design winds fot construction in the U.S. ate based upon these roughness 

classifications, tanging from Exposure A (defined as a "latge city center with at least 50% of 

the buildings having a height in excess of 70 feet. The subject buildmg must have this 

terrain upwind for at least one-half mile or 10 times the height of the building, whichevet is 

gteatet.") to Exposure D (defined as "A building at the shoieUne with wind flowing ovet 

open watei fot a distance of at least one tmle.") (American Society of Civil Engineers, 1999). 

Based on the roughness information previously mentioned, Vickery and Skerij 

recommended temoving Exposure D for hurricane-prone coastal areas and replacing it with 

Exposure C (open tettain), due to the coastal toughness values' imphcations that Exposure 

D was imnecessarily consetvative. As a tesult of this, Exposure D was teplaced in ASCE-7 

98 with Exposure C fot coastal tegions impacted by hurricane landfalls. These conclusions 

were primarily based upon model simulations since sufficient data from these regions in 

hurricane conditions is difficult to acqtike. Even though Tili did not produce winds in 

excess of 40 m/s at landfall over the tower locations, this and future research is critical in 

assessing roughness values and the related ttansition of hvuaicane wind speeds in these areas. 

The outcome of the research will match building codes and consttuction ptactices to the 

state of the art in science and will ultimately determine whethet Exposure D is necessary in 

these situations. 

Another smdy (PoweU, Vickery, and Reinhold, 2003), based entkely on data obtained 

from GPS dropwindsondes in the eyewall region of hurricanes passing ovet open ocean, 

indicates that dtag coefficients and roughness lengths in wind speeds gteatet than 40m/s are 



significantiy reduced below values in previous studies. The most Ukely cause of this 

reduction is a change in ocean surface to a smoother regime as the shearing of steeper waves 

in the high winds forms areas of sea foam on top of the surface. One question that arises 

from this is whether the very high winds have any effect in lesserung the roughness in areas 

near the coastline, even though breaking and shoaling likely increase the roughness of the 

surface of the shallow coastal watets. Fot these teasons it is impetative that more research 

need be conducted. This further iUusttates the importance of the smdy set forth in this work. 

Other impacts of this work include making sure the clknatological record accurately 

reflects what extteme values took place at landfall. This information influences calculations 

of hurricane return periods, further impacting insurance rates fot those who build in 

hutricane strike zones. It also serves as input to hindcast numerical hutricane simulations, 

which advance ovu: imdetstanding of the sttucture and impacts of hurricane landfall. 

1.3 Technical Background 

1.3.1 Coastal Onshore Intemal Boimdary Layer 

As a ttopical cyclone makes landfall, ak-mass modification takes place within the 

HPBL downwind of the knd-sea interface, also known as the leading edge (Garratt 1990). 

Many previous smdies of non-ttopical cyclone onshore flow events indicate the presence of 

a developing IBL within the PBL and downwind of this interface (Echols and Wagner, 1972; 

Raynor, Sethuraman, and Brown, 1979; Bergstrom, Johansson, and Smedman, 1988). The 

majority of these studies wete conducted in low-speeds (< 10 m/s). IBL's are not exclusive 

to the coastal tegion and can occur with any change in surface properties. These changes 

include surface roughness modifications, changes in surface temperature, humidity levels, or 

heat-flux variations across the boundary. However, as noted previously, the function of this 

smdy wiU be to understand some of the changes occurring during the coastal ttansition of 

the HPBL at landfall. Thus, particular attention will be paid to changes in the turbulent and 

thermodynamic properties of the ttopical cyclone onshore flow regime. 

One fundamental question is how these stmctural changes at landfall compare with 

those that take place hi a textbook coastal IBL scenario. Since there exist very few stodies 

conducted on the surface layer ttansition in ttopical cyclones, a brief review of some of the 



wide lange of observational work conducted on non-ttopical cyclone coastal IBL's is 

necessary. There also exists a large amount of theoretical, numerical, and wmd-tunnel 

research that has been conducted on IBL's, but a review of these will be omitted for brevity. 

Later, hurricane-related studies relevant to this research will also be examined. This will 

provide a hnk to relate hurricane onshore coastal ttansition to the non-ttopical cyclone 

coastal IBL. 

1.3.2 COIBL Observational Studies 

Previous observational smdies of the COIBL have focused on two spatial scales: (1) 

the ttansition confined to the surface layer (vertical scale from 0 m to 200 m above ground 

level (AGL)) and fetches within 1 km to 3 km of the coastline; and (2) the mesoscale IBL 

that originates at the shoteUne, but continues to develop inland, teaching an eqiuHbrium level 

well above the surface and extending 40 km to 100 km horizontally from the interface. As 

much as possible, both scales wUl be considered in this work. 

COIBL's develop as a result of ak originating over a water body adjusting to the 

properties of a new land surface. The land-sea discontinuity marks the boundary where a 

transition from a smooth-to-rough surface takes place. Above the COIBL, the ak-mass is 

dominated by the upstteam marine roughness and temperature characteristics, while below it 

the ak is in ttansition towards equiUbrium with the characteristics of the land surface. 

Farther downwind of the interface and below the volume of ak in adjustment tiie flow 

eventually establishes equihbrium with the land surface. A schematic two-dimensional 

diagram of a COIBL is given in Figure 1.1. This diagram operates under the assumption 

that the flow is petpendiculai to the coastiine. In the mesoscale well downstteam of the 

interface, this assumption may not hold. Particulariy, onshore flow in the surface layer from 

a hurricane is curved counterclockwise along a ttajectory that moves inwatd towatd the 

centet of ckculation. These flow ttajectories are dkected more towards the center of 

ckculation within the inner portions of the eyewaU, where radial effects dominate. 

Obviously, flow that is dkected normal to the coastiine at the interface wih no longet be 

perpendicular to the interface when it reaches an inland location. Even in non-ttopical 

cyclone IBL smdies, cyclonic wind dkection variations of 10° to 20° have been noted well 



downwind of a smooth-to-rough surface transition (Oke, 1974). In reality, an IBL is four-

dimensional, with the shape of the three-dimensional volume of ak changing in time. 

I B L H c i ^ 

Figure 1.1. A side view of a COIBL near the land-sea interface. 

Vertically, the definition of what constimtes an IBL is dependent on which quantity 

is used in its definition. For purposes of this study, the COIBL wiU be defined in terms of 

wind speed. The top of the COIBL will be defined, similar to the definition in Arya (1988), 

as the height at which the mean wind speed reaches 95% of its upstteam value. In this case, 

the upstteam value refers to the magnitude of the mean wind over the coastal waters. This 

definition of the IBL kicludes the blending or ttansition region where the flow is not in 

equihbrium with either of the two surfaces. Other ak-mass change measures such as 

differences ki mrbulence or temperamre will be defined relative to this height. With 

equipment located in the correct place to measure these changes, there are many available 

techniques to resolve this ttansition. 

There are aOually two equihbrium heights hivolved with IBL's. The first termed 

here as the new equiUbrium level (NEL), is the height below which the flow has reached 

balance with the downstteam surface. This tends to be approximately 10% of the IBL 

height h, according to Peterson (1969). The NEL is also sometimes referted to as the inner 

layer (Garratt, 1990). Many autiiors (Arya, 1988; PoweU et al, 1996; Garratt 1990; 

Wieringa, 1993; Dyrbye and Hansen, 1997) define tiie IBL in this manner, witii separate 

zones representing the transition region and the NEL included within the IBL. However, 
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die IBL is defined in other studies as only one region (Hsu, 1988) or, more commonly, as 

only including the NEL, with the ttansition region completely separate from the IBL 

(Deaves, 1981). To eliminate confusion, this study wiU use the definition that includes both 

the ttansition region and the NEL in referring to any variations that occur, whether they are 

in mean flow, turbulence, surface sttess, or any other relevant quantity. 

In general, the simation is much more complex than described here. Not just one 

IBL develops downwind of a coastiine. Multiple surface discontinuities, such as a lake, a 

barrier island, a grove of ttees or an urban area, wiU each create new IBL's, so determining 

equiUbrium with a new surface can be rather difficult in these cases (Larsen, Hedegaard, and 

Troen, 1982; Sempriviva, Larsen, Mortensen, and Troen, 1990). 

The second equiUbrium height is one that is reached weU downwind of the interface, 

and marks the point where the slope of the curve representing IBL height apptoaches zero. 

PhysicaUy, this can be interpreted as the place maximum height where equiUbrium with the 

upwind boundary layer is reached. For instance, if the amount of turbulence present is used 

to define the height of the COIBL, then this equiUbrium height refers to the elevation where 

the turbulence generated by the land surface no longer grows verticaUy within the old marine 

boundary layer. Although attempts have been made to quantify this boundary with respect 

to the height of the ABL, no consistent relationship has been found. Each of these 

boundaries is not rigid, but marks a gradual change that occurs on both sides of the 

boundary. Furthermore, the boundaries used in defining the top of the IBL have been 

found to not coincide, and thek heights are dependent upon many factors, including upwind 

stabiUty. 

For mesoscale fetches, several observational studies were conducted that produced 

differing results (Raynor et al., 1979; Gamo, Yamamoto, and Yokoyama, 1982; Durand, 

Briere, and DruiUiet 1989; Sempreviva et aL, 1990). Although many of these stadies were 

unable to resolve the near-shore portion of the IBL, one common aspect of virtuaUy aU of 

the stadies was that the IBL, as determined through changes hi turbulence, temperature, and 

other flow and thermodynamic characteristics, grows at a faster rate near the mterface and 

that rate slows downwkid of the interface. ModeUng stadies corroborate this (EUiott 1958; 

Arya, 1988). Sttatification has also been found to play an knportant role ki IBL growth. 
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In cases of free convection or the sea-breeze, Raynor et al. (1979) found that the 

turbulent IBL generated by an increase in surface friction from land tends to mix with the 

PBL weU downwind of the interface, with no equiUbrium level reached. A high-turbulence 

chimney was present just downwind of the temperature discontinuity associated with the 

sea-breeze front When neuttal or unstable conditions were present over the ocean, as is 

sometimes the case in landfalUng ttopical cyclones (PoweU and Black, 1990; Wuiman and 

Winslow, 1998), growth of the IBL was fastet than with upwind stable sttatification. 

Howevet, the cases stadied by Raynot et al. occut when the sea-land temperature difference 

is negative, unUke that in the inner-core of hurricanes where it is Ukely positive. IBL height 

determined by change in turbulence levels was higher than that determined by temperature 

variations in many of the mesoscale case stadies. 

The field experiments outUned in Raynor et al. (1979) were conducted at the 

Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, New York, using an akcraft as weU as 

three instrumented towers and an instrumented buoy aligned perpendicular to the coast 

GeneraUy, a decrease in mean surface wind speeds of up to 28% to 32% was recorded from 

greater than 9 km inland when compared with wind speeds at the coast for the Brookhaven 

experiment. An empirical model for mesoscale fetches, derived from an earUer stady 

(Raynor, Michael, Brown, and Sethuraman, 1975), was compared to the observations and 

found to be in good agreement with the data. The model for the IBL height h^, 

u. 
u 

F\e,-
AT 

Az 

^2!) (1.1) 

is a fimction of M. s d i e friction velocity of the downwind surface, u =mean wind speed 

(m/s), F = fetch over the downwkid surface, ^, = the low-level potential ak temperatture 

over the upwind surface (K), G^^ = die potential temperature of die downwind surface (K), 

and 
AT 

Az 
= absolute value of the lapse rate over the upwind surface (Km" ). 
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Gamo et al. (1982) also measured the COIBL during periods of free convection and 

foimd the thermal IBL height to be 200 m above die surface at the mterface during neuttal 

and unstable sttatification over the sea. When considered with the fact that they also 

ascertained that the IBL height defined in terms of turbulence was higher than that defined 

hi terms of potential temperature 9 variation, there must be a crossover between the two 

boundaries somewhere near the interface, the region not measured withki the mesoscale 

stadies. Is the free convective layer present ki hurricanes to heights above the surface and 

therefore could the IBL begin its growth above the surface at the kiterface? One other 

possibUity is that an IBL induced by change in surface roughness occurs upwind of the 

shoreUne as ocean waves are modified in steepness by breaking and shoaling due to the 

change in ocean depth as the flow progresses towards the coastline (PoweU, Vickery, and 

Reinhold, 2003). If that is the case, an IBL height dkectiy above the land-sea interface 

determined by turbulence could possibly be higher than one determined by temperature. 

Then, another IBL would form at the discontinuity associated with the coastiine. 

One note of interest is that in both the stadies by Raynot et al. (1979) and Gamo et 

al. (1982) the land temperature increases with downwind fetch from the leading edge. This 

is indicative of an unstable sttatification downwind of the interface. In a hurricane, the land, 

having a lower heat capacity than the ocean and being cooled by precipitation, may be lower 

in temperature than the sea. Thus, these IBL stadies may not be completely analogous to 

the coastal ttansition that takes place dvudng a hurricane landfaU. Furthetmote, given that 

IBL generation in a ttopical cyclone is sttongly dependent on mechanical turbulence created 

at and downwind of the interface (forced convection) in the high-wind reghne, a hurricane-

generated COIBL is likely to differ significantiy from the COIBL's generated in low wind 

speeds that are outlined in these stadies. AdditionaUy, mesoscale and mictoscale features 

present within the hurricane ckculation may act to disrupt the COIBL, change its structure 

(analogous to the see-breeze and forced convection case), or possibly Umit its formation. 

Another in-depth mesoscale stady of the COIBL and the related sea-breeze was 

conducted in May, 1983, along the Dutch Coastiine and results are described in Durand et aL 

(1989). The scale of the experiment ranged from 15 km out to sea to 45 km kiland over a 

vertical range from the surface to 910 m. The stady, aptiy named Cooperative Operations 
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witii Acoustic Soundhig Techniques (COAST), employed two akcraft, Doppler sodars, 

kistrumented masts, radiosoundings, hiland weather stations, and a buoy in the sea. Wind 

speeds were less than 5 m/s throughout the course of the experiment. The instrumented 

masts were 70 m taU at the coastUne and 200 m taU 46 km mland. From analysis of the 

coUected data, Durand et al. concluded that the thermaUy-mduced IBL downwind of the 

coastUne was conttoUed by the foUowing factors: 

1. Offshore sea-surface temperature, vertical ak-temperature profile, and the profile 

of the horizontal wind. 

2. The aerodynamic roughness length (z^), friction velocity («»), surface 

temperature and sensible heat flux on land. 

The height of the COIBL was determined in terms of the mean fields of humidity 

mixmg ratio (specific humidity q), potential temperature 9, turbulent kkietic energy, and the 

variance of the vertical velocity. Moving inland horizontaUy from the coast, they found q to 

be neariy constant and a shatp 0 gradient neat the coast with the 9 gtadient decreasing 

progressively with increased distance from the interface. Over the first 10 km from the 

interface, the 9 gradient was 1.65 x 10"̂  K m ' (about 1 K per 6 km) while 45 km inland the 

gradient had decreased to 4 x 10^ Km'* (or about 1 K pet 25 km). The mean tempetatute 

diffetence between the sea and land fot the COAST experiment was 7.1 K, with the land the 

warmer of the two surfaces. When combined with stable stratification over the sea, the 

heated ground inland led to convective activity and the formation of a sea-breeze ckculation. 

The variation of the land surface temperature, measured with a Barnes radiometer on-board 

one of the akcraft, increased with inland progression (rms values of 0.11 K near the interface 

to 1.7 K mland). 

Fot the mean wind field, Dutand et al. decomposed the velocity into cross- and 

alongshore components. Looking at the vertical two-dimensional distribution of the normal 

component moving mland from the coastUne, V^^,^ was found to be relatively weU-mixed 

within the COIBL (3 m/s) (Figure 1.2). Offshore there was a larger variation hi V„„,^, witii 

opposed flow between 450 m and 900 m altitade. This variation ranged from 4 m/s at 200 

m to - 1 m/s at 600 m AGL (positive flow dkected inward toward the coast). Dvirand et al. 
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argue that in the transition zone below the top of the IBL, the horizontal momentam 

gradient seen in the figure implies that downward vertical velocities exist in the transition 

zone, substantiating this with evidence from two-dimensional humidity and temperature 

distributions (not shown) on the same scale as the figure. However, since vertical velocity 

information was not available in the stady, the region of downward motion may actaally be 

located farther offshore, consistent with other observed sea-breeze circulations. Frictional 

convergence may be produced at the surface inland within the onshore flow. A similar 

effect may occur in hurricane onshore flow, and lead to upward motion at points farther 

downstteam, thus supporting the formation of convective ceUs (as described by WiUoughby 

and Black (1996) in the eyewaU of intense Hurricane Andrew (1992) during its landfaU on the 

South Florida coast). 

VnCf^-S"^ 

40 ton 
-Sea—fr*-^ •Land-

Figure 1.2. Plot of the mean wuid component normal to the coastiine from the 
Durand et al. (1989) stady. 

Soundings, albek in exttemely light winds, taken at the coastUne and 45 km inland 

during the COAST experiment reveal a potential temperatare inversion up to 2000 m at the 

interface, with a decrease in magnitade above the inland location. In both cases tiie specific 

humidity depression became greater witii height indicating drykig aloft. This makes sense 

since the marine influence should diminish with increased height above tiie surface. In the 

sounding, a wind profile approximately perpendicular to the coast was also noted, with 

weaker winds from 400 m to 1000 m elevation, signifying a sea-breeze circulation. Durand 
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et al. determined the depth of the IBL 45 km hiland from the soundings to be approximately 

1000 m. 

Over the horizontal scale of the stady, Durand et al. (1989) also integrated over 

height the horizontal advaction of heat produced by the mean wind component 

perpendicular to the coast 

pC,\v,^^—dz, (1.2) 

30 
where /? is the ak density, C^ is the specific heat of (moist) ak, and — is the horizontal 

dx 

difference in potential temperature 0. They found a sharp peak in this integral immediately 

downwind of the coast Furthermore, the total amount of energy over this zone through the 

entke COIBL was found to be twice the amount quantified farther inland. 

Concerning the turbulence distribution across the scale of the experiment, thek stady 

led to four important conclusions: 

1. The amount of turbulence present in the marine (upstteam) boundary layer was 

much less than that within the COIBL, with a ratio of turbulent kinetic energy of 

approximately 1:50. 

2. Within the marine boundary layer, the highest values of turbulent kinetic energy 

were at the lowest heights with respect to the surface. They attribute this to 

mechanical turbulence generated by surface friction. 

3. Using measurements on board the two akcraft at altitades above 170 m, 

turbulence intensity (IT) was calculated. This was not determined with any of 

the surface instrumentation. However, the TI was found to increase abruptiy 

from the shore inland to greater than 20 km horizontal distance, where there was 

a maximum. 

4. 45 km inland the COIBL exhibits a rapid decrease m turbulence within the first 

400 m altitade. This is in conttast to homogeneous convective boundary layer 

profiles, "reference" profiles used for comparison at the inland location 
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(Druilhet Frangi, GuedaUa, and Fontan, 1983; Caughey and PaUner, 1979, 

Lenschow, Wyngaard, and Pennel, 1980). 

Due to the low wmd speeds in which this stady was conducted, the result m conclusion 2 is 

unlikely to be indicative of another IBL akeady present with the marine boundary layer 

generated by a ttansition to a rougher wave reghne as the depth of the sea decreases m die 

near-shore envkonment. 

Examples of near-shore (withki 3 km of the kiterface) fine-scale COIBL 

observational stadies include those documented ki Echols and Wagner (1972), Ogawa and 

Ohara (1984), and Bergsttom et al. (1988). In September 1979, at die Kashkna Industrial 

Park, Ubarid Prefecture, Japan, a series of COIBL experiments were conducted in low wind 

speeds (up to 5 m/s) (Ogawa and Ohara, 1984). These experiments provided a very precise, 

quantified description of the IBL near the coast The spatial scale ranged from the coastiine 

to 160 m inland, with vertical scales on the order of 1.5 m to 24 m above the ground. 

Measurements of both wind and temperature were taken using a variety of resources 

including a Kytoon (tetharsonde, an instrumented baUoon attached to the groimd with a 

cord) at the shoreline, 12 m, 16 m, and 24 m towers placed at 30 m, 90 m, and 160 m from 

the interfece, and an instrumented crane which moved between the towets. Thete wete five 

levels of instrumentation on each of the towers including cup anemometers, shielded 

thermocouples, platinum resistance thermometers, and quartz thermometers. 

As a result of the measurements, the COIBL was quantified in terms of mean wind 

spaed (MWIBL), turbulent wind speed (TWIBL), temperature (TIBL), and surface heat flux 

and shear sttess. AU definitions of IBL heights were based upon vertical profiles and 

gradients of tha aforementioned quantities and were defined as the height above which the 

specific gradient was no longer in ttansition to the downstteam surface characteristics. That 

is, IBL height is defined where the gradient of the quantity approached that of the respective 

gradient at the coastline. 

The sea-surface temperature was 24.5 C while the land temperature was 31.1 C. This 

resulted in a sUghtiy unstable sttatification at the coast and a very unstable sttatification (due 

to tha negative sea-land temperature difference) within the COIBL on land. Above the 
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COIBL top on land, the sUghtiy unstable sttatification was carried over from the marine 

boundary layer. 

For both the mean (two-minute average) and turbulent wind, the sttongest profile 

gradient was near the surface and was reduced in the ttansition region, while a velocity 

gradient consistent with the upwind flow existed above the region in ttansition. The velocity 

measured within the lower of these three regions on the tower located 30 m from the 

interface was affected by a 2 m high sea-waU just downwind of the coast Ogawa and Ohara 

argue that the bottom region of the profile is governed by three characteristics: 

1. A wind acceleration caused by the sea-land temperature difference. This 

acceleration takes place a short distance downwind of the interfiice. 

Topographic speed-up induced by abrupt changes in elevation is not a factor 

here since the land surface is rather flat 

2. The roughness change which results in an increased velocity gradient 

3. The sttong landward imstable sttatification which likely causes a decrease in the 

velocity gradient. 

Characteristic 2 is important because it is responsible for an increase in turbulence 

just downwind of the shore in the lower of the three height layers. In the middle region, the 

turbulent flow was found to ba sporadic, and Ogawa and Ohara argue that this signals the 

upward movement of convective or mechanical turbulence produced by tiie change in 

surface. This is conttary to the case described by Durand et al. (1989), where it was 

concluded that downward motion existed neat the interface at the coastline. 

9 profiles taken during the experiment exhibit changes in temperature gradients 

reflecting a weakly unstable envkonment within the uppet region to a sttong unstable 

envkonment in the lower region, as noted previously. However, a 9 ttansition only exists in 

the profile from the tower located 30 m from the shore, and not from any of the other 

towers. The lack of a ttansition region within the 9 profiles hidicates the fluid nature of 

these defined boundaries. Intemal boundary layer heights from this stady, defined in terms 

of mean wind, turbulent wind, and potential temperature profiles for each distance from the 

coast (fetch), are given in Table 1.1. Ogawa and Ohara argue that the heights defined using 

the various quantities are consistent but the table cleariy demonsttates that the MWIBL 
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height appears to be lower than both the heights of the TIBL and TWIBL. The greater 

TWIBL height would tend to indicate that the turbulent onshore flow adjusts more rapidly 

to the new surface than does the mean flow. 

Table 1.1. IBL 

IBL Height 

Mean Wind 
Thermal 
Turbulence 

heights ! (m) from the Ogawa 

30 m Fetch 

3.0 
8.0 
6.0 

and Ohara (1985) stady 

90 m Fetch 

8.0 
11.0 
12.0 

160 m Fetch 

12.0 
24.0 

above 24.0 

Another stady focused upon the COIBL immediately downwind of the leading edge 

was conducted in late July through late August 1984, as a cooperative effort between two 

Swedish and Greek universities (Bergsttom et al., 1988). The Nasudden IBL and wake 

(NIBWAK) experiment took place on the Nasudden peninsula of the Baltic Sea island of 

Gotland and measured the COIBL on horizontal and vertical scales of 0 km to 1.5 km and 0 

m to 150 m, respectively. 

For the majority of the experiment upwind sttatification was sUghtiy unstable and 

varied downwind of the interface, with particulariy interesting results when very unstable 

conditions existed over land. Soundings launched at the shore indicated in many instances 

the presence of a thermal inversion between 100 m and 300 m AGL, often coUocated with a 

low-level wind maximum. Wind speed at 9 m from the 145 m tower located 1.5 km inland 

ranged from 2.8 m/s to 7.4 m/s , so the surface wind speeds for this stady quaUfy as low. 

The NIBWAK stady was based primarily off of wind and thermodynamic profiles, measured 

using a variety of instrumentation (towers with slow- and fast-response sensors, 

tethersondes, radiosondes, SODAR, and piloted-baUoon ttackmgs) distributed perpendicular 

to the southwest-facmg shoreUne. COIBL heights were determined from houtiy mean wind 

profiles only. 

Profiles are often used to detect IBL's, which typicaUy show a kmk or comer m die 

profile whan plotted on a log-Unear scale. For mean wmd, this bend represents the slowing 

of the flow by fiaction generated by the new, rougher surface. The profiles described by 

Bergstom et al. (1988) were determmed by measurements from a tower of height 25 m at the 
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mterface, a tethersonde 800 m from the interface, and the tower 1.5 km downwind of the 

shore. From these profiles they found the height of the COIBL had increased to 30 m 

height at the 800 m site (3:80 slope) and 50 m height at the 1.5 km site (1:30 slope). 

The experiment was carried out both during the day and at night so that diurnal 

changes in the COIBL could be quantified. Two-dimensional isovel maps constmcted from 

the measurements and plotted in a vertical plane up to 100 m above the surface extending 

inland 1500 m indicate similar, very low-magnitade slowing of the mean wind speed below 

50 m height when compared to that above 50 m height for the daytime case. The isovel map 

compiled for the nighttime case shows a significant decrease in wind speed (2 to 2.5 m/s) 

below 50 m height Bergsttom et al. attribute this to the more stable landward boundary 

layer that exists at night with a more unstable overland boundary layer existing during the 

daytime hours. 

Bergsttom et al. (1988) examined houdy mean wind speed profiles taken over a 

continuous 28-hour period at the coast and inland for diurnal variation. They found the 

profiles to be approximately the same for daytime unstable conditions, while during the 

night the profiles differed in the near-surface region below the top of the COIBL but were 

tha same above. Using a boundary layer wind model (Bergsttom, 1986) suppUed with sea 

and land ẑ  estimates of 2.5 x 10"̂  m and 4.0 x 10'^ m and respective 9 gradients of 1.0 x 10'̂  

Km"' and —9.0 x 10"̂  Km' \ they showed no significant departure between the sea (taken at 

the interface) and land profiles for heights between 5 m and 50 m AGL. The 9 gradients 

were used to represent the change from sUghtiy stable conditions existing over the sea to an 

unstable envkonment existing over land. Bergsttom et al. sutmise that although the surface 

fiiction generated when the flow passes over land slows the wind speed, buoyant production 

from the decrease in stabiUty acts to increase turbulence and wind speed, thus canceling the 

inland wind speed reduction. 

T^nother explanation for the maintenance of the offshore wind speed inland despite 

the effects of surface faction may Ua in the presence of a low-level jet (wind speed 

maxknum) above the surface. An upstteam jet could be ttansported to the surface by 

increased turbulence over the land forcing the higher-velocity ak to mix downward, as has 

been argued for some urban flow stadies (Hunt and Sknpson, 1982). Recent conclusions 
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gleaned from tiie GPS dropwmdsonde data (Kepert, 2001; FrankUn et aL, 2003) mdicate the 

presence of an elevated low-level wind maximum within the inner-core of ttopical cyclones. 

It is possible, though presentiy undocumented, that during convectively unstable periods in a 

hurricane, that landfaU and the attendant surface fiiction mcrease could act to draw the ak 

from a low-level jet to the surface. 

StiU, other non-ttopical COIBL stadies (Ogawa and Ohara, 1985; Peterson, 

Kristensen, and Su, 1976) have observed this lack of decreased momentum inland in 

onshore flow cases and attribute this to different factors, namely the difference between the 

sea and land temperatures in the former case and a 8 m to 9 m mcrease in elevation over a 

175 m distance from the coast hi the latter. Bergsttom et al note for the NIBWAK 

experiment very Uttie sea-land temperature difference and a relatively flat land surface, so 

neither of these alternate explanations appears to account for the maintenance of wind speed 

inland from the coast in this case. While these wete all low-speed stadies unUke a ttopical 

cyclone at landfall, the similarities noted here could nonetheless account for the penetration 

of higher-velocity ak farther inland in some hurricanes. 

1.3.3 Relevant Hurricane Research 

For various reasons, primarily logistical, observations to establish the existence of a 

COIBL within a ttopical cyclone have up to this point been sparse. Most permanent 

platforms that acquke meteorological data in coastal locations do not record enough data to 

resolve a COIBL within a ttopical cyclone. Furthermore, with the irregular and sometimes 

lengthy spacing of the coastal observation network, data requked for in-depth analysis, 

particulariy from the ttopical cyclone inner-core, did not exist until portable instrumentation 

programs were estabUshed several years ago. Thus, techniques that have been appUed to 

resolve non-ttopical cyclone COIBL's in the past cannot be used in most cases due to data 

availabiUty. 

Several observational stadies (Sethuraman, 1979; Dobos, l ind, and Elsberry, 1995) 

lend credence to the existence of a fiictionaUy-induced COIBL within at least the outer 

regions of a ttopical cyclone. Other stadies and reports (Johnson, 1954; Myers, 1954; 

Graham and Hudson, 1960) give secondary evidence that such a phenomenon exists within 
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ttopical cyclones at landfaU. AdditionaUy, Schroeder (1997) discusses a ttansitional flow 

reghne, although not a COIBL, for off-to-alongshore winds associated with the passage of 

Hurricane Bob (1991) to the east of the Outer Banks of North Carolina. Furthermore, an 

abrupt deceleration of winds can be seen near the shoreline in the adjusted observations 

provided m PoweU (1982, 1987), PoweU, Dodge, and Black (1991), and PoweU and Houston 

(1996,1998) for numerous landfalUng hurricanes. 

A dkect analysis of a mesoscale COIBL within the right semickcle of a hurricane is 

given in Sethuraman (1979). The stady was conducted on centtal Long Island during the 

passage of Hurricane BeUe (1976), which made landfaU approximately 50 km to 60 km west 

of the Une of instrumented towers used to coUect the data. BeUe was in rapid decay as it 

approached Long Island, and appeared to be in the process of merging with a cold front 

near the time of landfaU. For the stady, wind speed and dkection were measured at 10 m 

AGL by three permanent stations located in a north-south line neariy perpendicular to the 

coast The distances of the platforms from the coast were 100 m (Smith's Point), 10 km 

(Biookhaven Airport), and 18 km (Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL). The tower 

located at the Brookhaven Laboratory was 126 m high and wind speed, dkection, and 

turbulence were measured at 109 m AGL in addition to the measurements taken at 10 m. 

Sethuraman presents a comparison of the 5-minute mean, minimum, and peak wind 

speeds measured at Smith's Point and BNL for the 10 m anemometer height A maximum 

wind speed of 40 m/ s was reached at Smith's Point before loss of power occurred, whUe the 

concurrent mean wind at BNL only reached 10 m/s to 12 m/s. This greater than seventy-

percent decrease in wind speed in only 18 km distance between the sites cannot be fiiUy 

accounted for when only considering the differences in roughness reghnes. The reghnes 

vary from open coastal water fetches at Smith's Pomt to forested terrain at BNL. In fact 

using a standard adjustment technique (Wieringa, 1976) with ẑ  estknated to be 0.03 m at 

Smith's Point and 1 m at BNL, the exposure adjustment produces a decrease of only 31% 

when the Smith Point observations are adjusted to the BNL roughness. Thus, some otiier 

explanation is needed to fiiUy account for the observed decrease. Perhaps some problem 

with the Smith's Point anemometry could be tiie reason. Another more plausible 

explanation is that the Smith's Point observations are actuaUy m mph kistead of m/s . A 40 
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mph wind speed at Smith's Pokit equals 17.9 m/s , which adjusts to 12.4 m/s when BNL's 

roughness value is appUed. This is consistent with the observed wind speeds at BNL. 

Therefore a change in roughness may completely accoxmt for the observed decrease in wind 

speeds with respect to the coastiine. On the other hand, the wind speeds at the coast could 

be m tha cortect units. Then, yet another possible explanation could that the inner core of 

winds never reached the two inland sites. StiU, this Ukely would not be able to completely 

account for the dramatic differences between the observations. 

To quantky the vertical shear of the horizontal wind, Sethuraman compared both 5-

minute and houriy mean wind speeds from the 10 m and 109 m heights on the BNL tower. 

The greatest 5-minute velocity difference between the two heights was 9.5 m/s, while the 

maximum houriy difference was 7.8 m/s , occurring in the right-rear quadrant of BeUe with 

respect to its forward motion. Houriy dkectional shear from the two heights varied 

throughout the 12-hour sampling period, but reached a maximum of 27° near the time of 

landfaU. This sharp dkectional shear maximum is probably indicative of an enhanced inflow 

layer in the right-front quadrant near the surface, but could also be attributed to effects from 

the forest canopy. 

Turbulence intensities were also calculated for the 109 m height for each 10-minute 

period within a roughly 6-hour time span marking the approach and height of the storm. An 

abrupt increase in TI from an average value of 0.2 to about 0.35 occurred, which 

Sethuraman cortelates with the passage of intense thunderstorm activity. Several other 

possibiUties could account for this increased TI: (1) fiactionaUy-generated turbulence from 

the pine forest below; and (2) the COIBL could have reached a height of over 109 m at 

BNL, thus placing the anemometry within the higher-turbulence region of the IBL. Neither 

of these is likely to have occurred that abmptiy, as it may take a longer time period for an 

IBL to completely form, perhaps depending upon the somce. Schroeder (1999) discusses 

the formation of a frictional IBL that grew with the change m wind dkection from an open 

to a forested fetch associated with tha eye passage of Hurricane Bonnie (1998). In 

comparing data from an ASOS located in airport exposure and that from a WEMITE tower 

located withki tha area of change, it appears that IBL associated with the forest took about 

1-2 hours to completely develop. However, the quick increase in TI at BNL might also be 
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attributed to an abmpt change ki wind dkection associated with a non-stationary wind 

segment which has been known to artificiaUy increase the TI (Schroeder, 1997). This non-

stationarity could be associated with convective-generated turbulence from the thunderstorm 

activity. Using spectral techniques, Sethuraman also calculated the energy dissipation rates 8 

for IS-minute periods. 8 was found to have increased to five times its previous magnitade 

towards the end of one of the convectively attributed TI peaks and coincident with tha 

maximum CT„ value from the storm. 

PoweU and Black (1990) describe another extteme example of vertical speed shear 

induced by the onshore flow within Hurricane Hugo (1989) as it approached South CaroUna. 

Four hours prior to landfall, the 0 UTC 22 September sounding launched from Charieston 

shows the wind speed varying from about 6 m/s at the surface to 36 m/s at 2 km AGL, 

where it reaches its maximum value in the profile. Dropsonde measurements offshore do 

not show this slowing of the wind within the HPBL. Although not launched within the 

inner-core of Hugo, the Charieston sounding demonsttates the effect of surface friction to 

decelerate the HPBL Avind. 

Hugo was responsible for swaths of damage as far inland as the Piedmont region of 

North CaroUna, where a gust factor (in this case, the ratio of the peak 5-second gust to 10-

minute mean wind) of 2.1 was registered during hurricane-force gusts present with the 

eyewaU passage (PoweU and Black, 1990). The Piedmont is about 200 m ASL in this area, so 

it is possible that the higher winds were maintained this far inland due to elevation change. 

Other possibiUties include the presence of mesovortices in the hurricane ckculation or 

convective downbursts (Willoughby and Black, 1996). 

In discussion of the landfaU of Hurricane Frederic (1979), PoweU (1982) gives 

physical reasons for the existence of the COIBL based upon observations. Showing 

discontinuities in the wind field and stteamUne analyses downwind of the coastUne in the 

onshore flow, PoweU concludes this is a result of the change in surface roughness at the 

land-sea interface. He also found the ratio of over-land to offshore wind speeds for what 

was thought to be a 10-km separation to vary between 0.74 and 0.84, indicative of the 

slowing brought about by increased fiiction over land. In comparing over-water and landfaU 

composites produced in his analysis, PoweU found a shift in the maximum inflow angle from 
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the right-rear quadrant over the ocean to the right-front quadrant at landfaU, which is 

consistent with the sharp dkectional shear measurement found near landfaU in Sethuratnan's 

analysis of Hurricane BeUe and the coastal roughness change present in Frederic. Using a 

boundary-layer model (Powell, 1980), he finds that the vertical speed shear occurring with 

the flow below 2000 m in Frederic to be primarily mechanicaUy-induced, with miminal 

contribution from thermal processes. However, he states that one should expect sttong 

convective scale vertical motions in the region of convergence downwind of the coastUne. 

Dobos et al. (1995) indkectiy discuss coastal ttansition by comparing surface winds 

and gusts with those measured remotely at 600 m to 1800 m above the surface from four 

typhoons passing near Okinawa. Observations aloft were measured by a profiler located 0.6 

km inland from the west-southwest facing coast near Kadena as part of the Tropical Cyclone 

Motion (TCM-90) field experiment (Elsberry, 1990). The surface observations were taken 

1.6 km inland at the Kadena airport at an elevation 38 m above the profiler location. These 

sustained wind (1-minute average) and gust observations were manuaUy recorded each hour, 

but also included "special" observations taken at off-hour times. Ninety-percent of the 1022 

observations were taken from an offshore (easteriy) wind dkection, where the flow ttavaled 

across approximately 20 km of land with elevation less than 200 m. The other ten-percent 

were sampled from onshore flow with a predominantly westeriy component. Thus, as noted 

by Dobos et al , conclusions drawn about onshore coastal ttansition as a result of tha stady 

are to be considered as preliminary. 

For aU of the observations, Dobos et aL calculated ratios of surface to 600 m, 900 m, 

1200 m, 1500 m, and 1800 m mean winds and gusts. Primarily this was for comparison 

purposes with earUer stadies (PoweU and Black, 1990; PoweU et aL, 1991) in which ratios of 

over water surface to flight-level observations were analyzed. In addition, they created Unear 

(mean wind) and quadratic (gust) regression equations for the profiler observations at each 

of the above heights for comparison to the surface data. In aU cases, regressions with non

zero intercepts were found to be more accurate than the simple ratios. For the gust ratios, 

they found Uttie difference m the fractions for each of the heights aloft (aU were around 

72%), interpreting this to mean that a large percentage of the winds aloft are ttansported to 

the surface as gusts during convectively active situations. 
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Dobos et al. also sttatified the dataset into day and nighttime groups. Here they 

found the mean wind ratios to be about 63% of the 600-1200 m wind during the day and 

about 42% of the 600-1200 m wind at night indicating the more stable boundary layer at 

night. Using the regression method, they argue that a non-zero intercept for the mean wind 

daytime case is consistent with heating in the surface layer, enabUng the wind to sustain itself 

farther inland. Thus, some of the same diumal changes present in non-ttopical cyclone 

COIBL's for different sttatifications may be present at least within the periphery of a 

hurricane. However, for wind speeds greater than or equal to 30 m/s aloft, there was no 

difference between the day and nighttime cases. They attribute this to mechanical mixing 

within the high-wind regime. Thek results indicate similar diumal effects on the gusts as 

well, with no effect for the higher wind gusts. 

When the entke sample was divided between offshore (90% of sample) and onshore 

(10% of sample) flow cases, the regression equation for the land case was identical to that of 

the entke sample, since it comprised almost the entke sample. Dobos et al. found smaUer 

variances for the onshore flow case, demonsttating the less-variable nature of the wind over 

the ocean. From the small sample of onshore flow cases, it is seen that increasingly higher 

sustained and gust speeds occur at the surface (Figure 1.3). Based on this, Dobos et aL argue 

that higher-speed marine ak penettates to greater distances inland for higher-speed wind 

cases and this advaction is a function of the wind speeds alofr Another possible explanation 

to consider may be acceleration due to change in terrain. However, terrain was not 

discussed in the stady in great enough detaU to ascertain whether this was the cause. 

Furthermore, no data from over the ocean were mentioned in the stady, so estabUshing any 

inland maintenance or decrease in the magnitade of the ocean-bome wind is somewhat 

preliminary. Still, this stady provides further motivation to research the COIBL within 

hurricanes, since ttansport of higher-velocity flow can lead to increased damage at inland 

locales. 
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Figure 1.3. Mean wind and gust (m/s) regression plots for onshore (sea) and offshore (land) 
flow cases from the Dobos et al. (1995) stady. 
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The H*WIND analyses conducted by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administtation Hurricane Research Division (HRD) and outlined in PoweU, Houston and 

Reinhold (1996) and PoweU and Houston (1996) provide the most detaUed surface wind 

analyses of ttopical cyclones both over the ocean and on land currentiy available. Winds are 

adjusted to a common framework to inttoduce uniformity with respect to exposure, height 

and averaging time. In these analyses, the land and marine observations are adjusted 

separately and then fitted together at the coastUne, where an IBL is represented by a sur&ce 

wind discontinuity. 

PoweU and Houston (1996) note in thek analysis of Hurricane Andrew's (1992) 

landfaU in South Florida that the breadth and width of the ttansition zone associated with 

the IBL is unknown. In reaUty, the stmcture and even existence of this zone has not been 

weU-estabUshed in ttopical cyclones. The Arya (1988), Wood (1982), and Petetson (1969) 

IBL height models used in the adjustment procedures summarized in PoweU et aL (1996) 

suggest that the ttansition zone exists 1 km to 3 km downwind of the coastUne for varying 

degrees of land surface roughness (PoweU and Houston, 1996). These IBL models were 

designed based upon data from low wind speed situations and wind-tannal stadies, and 

fiirthermore were established using data from IBL setaps other than those for coastal 

locations. However, the models are appUcable to coastal IBL's (Howard and Schroeder, 

2002). PoweU and Houston also remark that equiUbrium may not truly be estabUshed until 

weU-inland, as evidenced by the failure to adjust Miami International Airport observations 

recorded 30 km downwind of tha coastUne in Andrew without lowering z^ estimates to 

account for the distant marine fetch. 

PoweU et aL (1996) use the IBL models mentioned above to determine the exposure 

category (Wieringa, 1992) for each site by comparing the anemometer height to the height of 

the IBL developed by the upwind roughness change. This assumes the existence of an IBL 

in sttong winds for a given wind dkection. Therefore, one cannot dkectiy use the PoweU et 

aL (1996) compositing technique to determine the existence of an IBL at the coast 

As discussed by several researchers (PoweU et aL, 1996; Kepert 2003), the near-

surface wind wUl form a new IBL each time it passes over a roughness change. This may be 

further compUcated by tha existence of thermodynamic boundaries set up by associated 
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surface temperature changes or mesoscale features within the ttopical cyclone. Some models 

depicting multiple fidctionaUy-induced IBL's now exist (Larsen et al., 1982), as do many 

others which predict the IBL height downwind of a single surface discontinuity in non-

ttopical cyclone situations. In one sense the PoweU et al. (1996) analysis technique accounts 

for aU of these changes in surface condition by adjusting to the local teaain. 

In adjusting winds to standard meteorological height (10 m AGL), PoweU et aL 

handle land and marine exposure cases separately. For the land case, they apply the log-law 

assuming neutral sttatification and Monin-Obukov similarity theory. For winds over the 

ocean, they use a boundary layer model developed by l iu , Katsaros, and Businger (1979) 

that they configure for the dependence of drag coefficient on wind speed as in Large and 

Pond (1981). By applying the model to 10-minute winds of 30 m/s and 60 m/s from height 

39 m above the surface at the Fowey Rocks Coastal Marine Automated Network (C-MAN) 

station in Hurricane Andrew, PoweU et al. determine roughness lengths of 7.0 x 10"̂  m and 

1.5 X 10'̂  m, respectively. They argue that the latter ẑ  value approaches the roughness value 

for open-tertain over land (at 10 m height), and therefore hypothesize that there may be Uttie 

difference in wind speeds over the shaUow coastal waters and the near-shore land 

envkonment during high-speed onshore flows associated with a ttopical cyclone passage. 

This could be further supported by the fact tiiat roughness increases with decreasing 

height over the ocean in high winds. As wiU be demonsttated in this dissertation, one must 

be careful when using roughness lengths from different heights, as there is variabUity in ẑ  

derived from wind data coUected over varying heights. However, an IBL may stiU form 

within the shaUow water coastal region where the flow is adjusting after passing from a 

smoother surface generated by fiiUy-developed waves and sea foam in very high winds 

(PoweU et al., 2003). Measurements with GPS dropwindsondes as weU as instrumented 

towers located in the coastal envkonment during ttopical cyclone landfalls wiU begin to 

resolve these uncertainties. 

Although analyses provided by PoweU and Houston (1996) for flow over land and 

offshore are conducted separately and then merged together near the coast tiie analyses 

provide some idea of the decrease in magnitade of the wind across the coastiine. In 

Andrew, the surface analysis showed the maximum 1-minute sustained wind within the 
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storm at an offshore location to be 66 m/s , while just downwind on land that wind 

decreased to 62 m/s . This equates to about a 9% decrease in very high-sustained surface 

wind within the source region of coastal ttansition. Kepert (2003) comments that as shown 

by PoweU's analysis, the variation across the surface layer ttansition in the onshore winds is 

about 5 m/s . 

One result of the formation of a COIBL in the inner-core high-wind region of a 

ttopical cyclone may be enhanced convergence inland downwind of the interface in the 

surface layer. This may lead to the formation of ttaining convective cells downwind of the 

interface (WiUoughby and Black, 1996; PoweU and Houston, 1996) that can produce 

downdrafts. The downdrafts may result in enhanced surface winds and a subsequent 

increase in damage. Some evidence exists that this occurred during Hurricane Andrew's 

landfaU in South Florida, but the radar confirmation to cortoborate this is not complete 

since the newly-instaUed Weather SurveiUance Radar 1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) atop the 

National Hurricane Center building was toppled near the time of landfaU. As noted by 

PoweU and Houston (1996), other non-DoppIer radars (Tampa and Melbourne WSR-57's) 

operating over great distances give sketchy evidence as to whether the convective ceUs are 

dkectiy connected with the onshore flow^ at the coastUne. However, PoweU and Houston 

(1996) do suggest this took place in the onshore flow on the left side of Andrew's ckculation 

as it exited the west coast of Florida. This would lead one to conclude a similar instance 

occurred within the onshore flow of Andrew at landfall, even considering the lack of soUd 

radar evidence. Also, divergence fields from the PoweU and Houston (1996) surface 

analysis show the sttongest areas of convergence to be to the right (left) of Andrew's 

ckculation at landfaU (shorefaU). Prior to Andrew's landfaU a pak of cyclonicaUy rotating 

mesoscale vortices (mesovortices) were detected on the inner edges of Andrew's eyewaU 

(Dodge, Black, Leighton, Christoe, Marks, and Burpee, 1993; WiUoughby and Black, 1996) 

and may have been responsible for the increased convergence downwind of the coast at 

landfall 

Still, questions remain. Whether or not the presence of mesovortices in the eyewaU 

prior to landfaU is a necessary condition to produce enhanced convergence relative to that 

generated by the basic hurricane onshore flow at the coast is a matter for debate. Arguments 
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exist on how such features are produced and the mechanisms resulting in enhanced wind 

speeds and damage over very short time scales. Features such as these have been located 

within high-temporal surface wind speed records from data coUected by Texas Tech 

University within the outer rainbands of Hurricane Dennis (1999) and what could have been 

the developing core of Tropical Storm Fay (2002) at landfaU. However, the nature of these 

features and thek effects on the surface wind field are not weU documented due to the rarity 

at which they have been seen in observations. 

Consequentiy thek effect on the formation and maintenance of the COIBL is also 

not known. It is surmised that the effect is similar to what occurs in the ttansformation of a 

sea-breeze front as it comes ashore. The IBL in these cases may mix with the ABL and form 

a volume of higher-turbulence ak extending aloft within the boundary layer. The surface 

wind speeds associated with the Raynor et al. sea-breeze stady were 6.3 m/s, so the high-

wind himicane situation may not be completely analogous. In portions of the hurricane that 

are convectively unstable, the ttansformation may have more effect on the gust wind speeds, 

aUowing sttonger gusts to penettate to areas farther inland. Another resulting issue would be 

how to separate the convectively-generated turbulence from the mechanicaUy-generated 

turbulence associated with flow passage over rougher surfaces. SmaU-scale features Uke 

mesovortices, boundary-layer rolls, and even convective downdrafts could lead to marked 

changes in the hurricane COIBL over short time periods. In some cases, these features may 

not miy to the surface. SMART-radar reflectivity data from Hurricane liU clearly show 

cyclonic mesovortices within the ragged inner-core during and after landfall However, liU 

was significantiy weakened as it approached the coast and moved inland, and there may have 

been no higher velocity ak aloft that could mix to the surface by various mechanisms as the 

storm passed-

PoweU and Houston (1996) hypothesize that the smaU-scale damage stteaks apparent 

in the post-storm damage surveys conducted for Andrew result from tiny wind shear zones 

on the inner-edges of downdraft gusts near the inner-perimeter of the eyewall These smaU-

scale vortices, which Fujita (1993) termed "miniswiris," may produce enhanced pockets of 

gusts. Through cortelation of high-temporal resolution wind data coUected by mobUe tower 
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programs and portable radars operating with very fast scanning rates, the effects these 

features have on the near-coast onshore flow regime in ttopical cyclones can be quantified. 

1.4 Document OutUne 

This stady consists of five parts, summarized in the foUowing five chapters. Chapter 

II outlines the experiments planned for the 2000-2002 Atlantic Hurricane Season to examine 

the various aspects of coastal transition within landfaUing hurricanes. Chapter III gives an 

overview of the 2002 season, focusing on the synoptic histories of the systems investigated 

as weU as execution of the plans from Chapter II, Chapter IV gives an overview of the 

comprehensive dataset coUected from Hurricane liU (2002) and employed in the research, 

outlining tha eccentricities of each particular platform used to coUect the data. Chapter V 

presents the analysis of the LiU dataset, including a comprehensive wind surface analysis, an 

investigation into the uncertainties involved in height adjustment the effects of coastal 

ttansition on the mean and turbulent wind, the effects of the hurricane pressure gradient on 

the coastal ttansition, and a comparison between observed wind decay rates and an inland 

wind decay model Chapter VI focuses on conclusions from the analysis as weU as 

opportunities for future work in this area. 
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CHAPTER II 

FIELD EXPERIMENT PLANS 

The WEMITE program, dedicated to stadying the turbulent characteristics of 

landfaUing U.S. ttopical cyclones by means of coUecting high-resolution data using portable 

instrumented towers and Doppler radars, has been in existence for six years. The Idaho 

National Engineering and Envkonmental Laboratories provided initial support for the 

program, and the National Institate of Standards and Technology fimded the program 

throughout 2000-2002. This dissertation is an outgrowth of the work conducted in this 

program. Furthermore, this stady in large part provided motivation for the WEMITE 

program during 2000-2002. Its results can also be used as a basis to conduct more detailed 

experiments on coastal wind ttansition withki hurricanes in the future. Field experiments 

were planned and carried out to the fiiUest possible extent during 2000 through 2002 in 

support of this program. While much of the planning of the experiments was done as part 

of the research for this dissertation, research related to these experiments has also 

culminated in stadies by others (Skwka, 2003; Jordan, 2003; Paulsen, Schroeder, Conder, and 

Howard, 2003). An overview of these plans as weU as a discussion of the pertinent field 

experiments from 2002 is presented in this chapter. 

2.1 Preparation in 2000 

The planning of field experiments to stady particular phenomena within ttopical 

cyclones began in 2000 and evolved to include greater detail and more planned experiments 

by 2002. The plans for 2000 centered on the stady of coastal ttansition in the onshore winds 

at landfall At that time, TTU had four portable towers for field stadies: the two hardened 

WEMITE towers, one which was 15 m in height and the otiier which was 10 m in height 

and two 3 m towers. The two 3 m towers were constmcted as part of a research grant from 

the U.S. Army Soldier Biological and Chemical Command (SBCCOM). Simply, as iUusttated 

in Figure 2.1, tha idea was to place those TTU towers in a line going inland from the 

coastline and paraUel to the storm's projected dkection of motion at landML Mobile 

mesonets, vehicles with racks supporting instrumentation similar to the towers, were to run 
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transects along available roads near the towers. Spacing between the towers was to be 

determined using a series of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets (Figure 2.2) written to obtain an 

idea of IBL heights based upon roughness and stabiUty conditions at the deployment site. 

The spreadsheets were constructed using several non-coastal IBL models developed by 

Peterson (1969), Wood (1982), and Arya (1988), and employed by PoweU et al. (1996) in 

thek stady of Hurricane Andrew's South Florida landfaL Equation 2.1 gives the Arya-

Wood modek 

v̂ <"-y 
(2.1) 

where /i, is the height of the IBL, z^^ is the roughness length of the rougher surface, x is 

the fetch (downwind distance of the anemometer from the surface (roughness) change), and 

a, is an empirical stabiUty constant ranging between 0.35 and 0.75 (Arya, 1988). Peterson 

(1969) determined the NEL height 2^, to be about ten-percent of the IBL height ot 

z^ = .10/j(. Thus, by maldfig an initial guess to the overland roughness value and using a 

StabiUty parameter consistent with a hurricane landfaU, one can estimate the IBL height for a 

given fetch (and vice-versa). For instance, PoweU and Black (1990) use a, = 0.38 in thek 

stady of Hurricane Hugo's landfaU in South CaroUna. Hence, for a given wind dkection 

perpendicular to the coast knowing the height of the anemometry used, the towers can be 

spaced so that each instrument wiU end up within either the upstteam marine flow, the 

ttansition region within the COIBL, or the NEL. Depending upon site access, the entke 

experiment can be laid out in advance using a set of digitized topographic maps and the 

models given above. See Figure 2.3 for an example iUusttating placement of the towers and 

the mobile mesonet route for a mock deployment at Keesler Ak Force Base in BUoxi, 

Mississippi The range rings in the figure were used to determine the distance of each 

platform from the coast based upon the spreadsheet model In some cases, the site 

landscape Umits how the equipment can be positioned. 
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Coastiine 
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Figure 2.1. Diagram of the planned TTU coastal ttansition experiment for 2000. 
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Figure 2.2. Example spreadsheet showing an open land exposure case for planning 
purposes. 
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( n ^ piodiuediisBigDdomic 3-D topoquads) 

Figure 2.3. Digitized topographic map of an example deployment layout 

The 2000 Atiantic Hurricane Season produced only two U.S. landfaUing ttopical 

cyclones, and only one of which was worthy of potential stady. Hurricane Gordon. Gordon 

made landfaU near Cedar Key, Florida, as a 55 knot (28 ms"̂ ) ttopical storm late on 

September 17 (Franklin, Avila, Beven, Lawrence, Pasch, and Stewart 2001). The four 

available towers were set up in a line parallel to the mnway at the George T. Lewis airport on 

the southwest comer of Cedar Key, although not nearly in alignment with the movement of 

Gordon's decaying ckculation center. This was primarily due to the configuration of the 

available deployment site. The runway was oriented from west-southwest to north-

northeast while Gordon maintained a heading between 20 degrees and 40 degrees during its 

approach towards the deployment site. Also, quick-forming systems that move from 

southwest to northeast across the Gulf of Mexico typicaUy are accelerating making a quick 

deployment from over 20 hours away difficult. Gordon was such a system. A partial data 

acquisition failure on one of the 10 m towers and data sampling issues on both of the 3 m 

towers Umited the data coUected. 
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2.2 Plans for 2001 

In 2001, TTU expanded its program both in equipment and in the plans made for 

experiments to be conducted that season. The Hurricane Concurrent Observations of 

Atmospheric Shoreline-Induced Transition (HCOAST) experiment was bom. Experiment 

goals, as outUned in tha TTU Hurricanes at LandfaU Team Planned Experiments document 

(Howard, Schroeder, and Doggett, 2001) were: 

1. Precisely measure the ttansition in the wind field downwind of the land-sea 

interface within a hurricane. 

2. Understand changes in the turbulent characteristics of the wind near the 

coastline in a hurricane. 

3. CoUect data on the wind field in the data sparse region near the coastUne to help 

verify the HRD surface wind analyses (PoweU and Houston, 1996) and inland 

wind decay models (Kaplan and DeMaria, 1995). 

4. When possible, document changes in stabiUty from an ocean fetch in a hurricane 

and thek effects on the surface wind field. Also, investigate the effect of 

sttatification and forced fiictional convergence on convective initiation in the 

vicinity of the land-sea interface. 

5. CoUect data on wind ttansiants that affect the deployment site. Of special 

interest are ttansients resulting from hurricane stmcture changes at landfall, and 

those embedded in the inner core ckculation. 

6. Document the effect of mesoscale and synoptic scale boundaries on the 

evolution and stmcture of the hurricane and its wind field. 

TTU equipment to be utilized for the experiments during 2001 included the two 

stmcturaUy reinforced WEMITE towers (10 m and 15 m heights), three new 10 m aluminum 

towers purchased through a grant from SBCCOM and designed in cooperation with MET 

ONE, and one or two mobile mesonet vehicles. The three aluminum towers are hereafter 

referted to as the SBCCOM 10 m towers. The self-guying system that came with the 

SBCCOM 10 m towers was deemed unsuitable for use in hurricane conditions, so a new 

guying system similar in nature to that for the WEMITE towers was constmcted (Figure 

2.4). In addition, two of the three towers were equipped with CampbeU Scientific CR-5000 
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dataloggers, to coUect high-temporal resolution (10 Hz) measurements for an extended 

period of time. The remaining SBCCOM 10 m tower was equipped with a CampbeU 

Scientific CR-23 X datalogger, stiU allowing for the coUection of data at 1/3 Hz to 1 Hz 

sampling rate for a period that would last through a hurticane passage. Each datalogger was 

mounted to a home designed support frame that was balanced on the ground with a pak of 

deep-cycle marine batteries that supply power to the system (Figure 2.5). Anchors 

specifically designed for the tripod feet and the datalogger support frame were constmcted 

using rebar and washers (Figure 2.6). The towers did not arrive at TTU until six weeks prior 

to the active part of the season, so much of the constmction work and datalogger 

programming had to be mshed to completion to be ready for the season. 

Figure 2.4. Guy wires constmcted for the SBCCOM 10 m towers. 
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Figure 2.5. Datalogger enclosure, support frame, and power supply system for the 
SBCCOM 10 m towers. 

Figure 2.6. Anchor system for the SBCCOM 10 m tower and datalogger support frame feet. 

The sttategy for deployment of the equipment was similar to that planned in 2000, 

with coastal ttansition and storm decay being the primary focus. For a Saffir-Simpson 

Category 1 or 2 hurticane, four of the five TTU towers were to be placed within 1 km of the 

coastiine in the onshore flow regime, and, if possible, within the region where the radius of 

maximum winds was expected to cross the coastiine. The 15 m WEMITE platform would 

be placed closest to the shoreline. The fifth TTU tower was to be placed inland 

approximately 20 km to aid in measuring the rate of decay of the cyclone. 
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IdeaUy, the towers were to be set up in a Una going away from the coastiine, with 

orientation dependent upon the projected course of the storm and estimated inflow angle 

for landfaU. The inflow angle, as defined in PoweU (1982), is the angle between the actual 

wind and a tangent to a ckcle passing through the point where the data is coUected, centered 

at the storm. Spacing of the towers was again to be determined through use of the Arya-

Wood-Peterson models. Between the 2000 and 2001 seasons, the Arya (1988) model was 

compared to a model developed by EUiot (1958) for COIBL data coUected by the University 

of Texas at Austin (UT) from a Gulf coast site near High Island, Texas, during a low-wind 

event (Echols and Wagner, 1972). The EUiot (1958) model is dependent on the roughness 

of the tertain both upstteam and downstteam of the interface, and is given by 

A = ^ . o2 0.75-I-0.03 h i U ^ — , (2.2) 

where z^^ is the roughness length of the surface upwind of the leading edge, z^j ^ the 

roughness length of the surface downwind of the leading edge, and /j, and JC are defined as 

before. It was determined that the Arya (1988) model best fit the UT data, and thus it 

continued to be employed for use with the experiment setap. As in 2000, provided a 

suitable road network existed, the mobUe mesonets were to run ttansects paraUel to the 

tower array, stopping at selected points between the towers. Stopping locations were to be 

documented to estimate roughness lengths foUowing passage of the storm. In 1999, a 

mesoscale coastal front was documented in Hurricane Floyd's landfaU in North Carolina 

(Pietrycha, 2001). If such a phenomenon occurred within a landfalUng hurricane during 

2001, the plan was for the mobile mesonets to break off from thek route along the towers in 

order to run ttansects across the boundary. 

The plans were distributed to aU parties with potential interest and involvement 

Platforms from institations that were asked to contribute to enhancing the experiment 

included: 

1. University of Alabama-HuntsviUe (UAH) Mobile Integrated Profiling System (MIPS) 

2. Texas A&M University (TAMU), TTU, University of Oklahoma (OU), National 

Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) SMART Radar 
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3. Any Weatiier Surveillance Radar 1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) located witiiin tiie area 

of onshore winds of the landfaUing hurricane 

4. National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoys 

5. NDBC Coastal-Marine Automated Network (C-MAN) stations 

6. HRD GPS Sonde Data 

7. Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) data coUected from the NOAA 

P-3 Akcraft 

8. Doppler Radar data from the N07\A P-3 Akcraft 

9. Clemson University and University of Florida (CU/UF) 10 m portable towers 

Specific plans suggested for some of these platforms were provided and are given 

below: 

1. GPS dropsondes were to be deployed offshore to document wind profiles and 

sttatification near the coastUne upwind of the towers. 

2. The SMART radar was to be oriented to coUect dual-Doppler data in conjunction 

with any nearby WSR-88D. It was planned for the tower artay to be within the dual-

Doppler lobes, with the SMART radar stiU being able to scan both the marine and 

coastal envkonment During the timeframe in which the towers would be aligned 

with the onshore flow, the SMART radar would be situated in Une with the towers. 

Accessing the portable capabUity of the radar to maintain a baseline to keep the 

towers and radar aligned with the prevailing wind dkection was also planned. 

3. The MIPS was to be placed approximately 20 km inland in Une with the tower array 

to measure tha progression of the coastal ttansition alofr 

4. The other towers provided by CU/UF were to be placed in another Une within 1 km 

of the coast to increase the likelihood of one of the lines recording the maximum 

onshore flow. 

These plans did not include an experiment based upon landfaU of a major hurricane, since in 

that event storm surge would Ukely prevent the towers from being safely placed within 1 km 

of the coast Plans for major hurricane landfaUs would be constmcted for the 2002 season. 

There were two deployments of TTU's resources during the 2001 Atilantic Hurricane 

Season, one for Tropical Storm GabrieUe in Septembet and another late-season trip in 
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November for Hurricane MicheUe. GabrieUe formed and qvdckly made landMl on the 

southwest Florida coastline a few days after the ttagic events of 11 September 2001. Due to 

these events, a late decision was made to pursue GabrieUe and the group would have arrived 

in the landfaU area too late to coUect meaningful data. Technical difficulties with a trailer 

whUe en route from Lubbock to Horida prevented one of the towers from completing the 

trip. However, the team managed to set up the remaining equipment on the East Coast of 

Horida to measure the onshore flow produced in the left semickcle of GabrieUe as it moved 

across and exited the Florida peninsula. Due to the longer setap time (4 to 5 hours as 

opposed to 2 to 3 hours with 2 towers) requked with more equipment tiie team was caught 

in 20 ms"' to 25 ms"̂  wind gusts produced near the shoreline. ActuaUy, the team probably 

experienced the COIBL first-hand, as less than 2 km inland across the Inttacoastal Waterway 

the wind velocity was observed to be much less. The available deployment site just south of 

Flagler Beach lacked enough area to set up the equipment according to the experiment plans. 

However, the towers were stiU set up in a configuration suitable to measure the COIBL in 

GabrieUe. Further details of the COIBL stady are outUned in Howard and Schroeder (2002). 

The other 2001 deployment that for Hutricane GabrieUe in the Florida Keys, primarily 

measured the outer fidnges of the storm, and one of the two deployment locations did not 

have an onshore exposure. Additional details on aU of the 2000 and 2001 deployments can 

be found in Howard, Schroeder, Skwka, Doggett and Sims (2002). 

2.3 Plans fot 2002 

In 2002, TTU expanded its plans to include several different types of experiments to 

be conducted at landfeU (Howard, Schroeder, and Doggett, 2002), primarily based around 

using aU seven available towers in conjunction with the SMART radar. The campaign was 

aptiy named the Hurricane Surface Wind Instrumentation and Radar at LandfaU (HSWIRL) 

project because of the combined use of both the radar and the towers. Several variations of 

four different hurricane field stadies were planned. Criteria were developed so that it could 

be determined, based principally on existing conditions within the ttopical cyclone prior to 

landfall, which experiment to conduct Of course, factors such as access to sites, exposure 
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characteristics, and coastiine orientation must be taken into account in the field, so plans 

written on paper sometimes need adjustment upon appUcation. 

Given other experiments conducted by TTU and others prior to the main part of the 

2002 season, the timeframe set forth in the plans was nartowed to 1 August through 31 

October for deployment of the towers and August through September for the SMART-

radar. Fortunately, aU Atlantic Basin activity worthy of stady occurred within or neariy 

within this timeframe. The region of pursuit was also outlined in the plans, and is given 

below as an excerpt from the planning document. 

For this season, TTU wiU monitor landfaU possibiUties for eight 
states: Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Horida, Georgia, South 
CaroUna, and North CaroUna. Criteria for deployment of TTU systems wiU 
be as foUows: 1. Category 2 hurricane and above landfalls in North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida south of a Tampa to Melbourne Une. 
2. Category 1 hurricane and above landfaUs for Georgia, Alabama, 
Mississippi, the remainder of Florida, and Louisiana east of Lafayette. 
3. Moderate ttopical storms and greater (>45 knots) withki Texas and the 
remainder of Louisiana. (Howard, Schroeder, and Domett, 2002, p. 1) 

Specific descriptions of the TTU platforms to be involved are also outlined within the 

document A new component for 2002 was the Vaisala DigiCORAIII Sounding System 

used by the West Texas Mesonet to coUect wind, temperature, relative humidity, and 

barometric pressure data throughout the ttoposphere. This system, when usad with slightly 

more robust baUoons, was meant to provide boundary-layer profiles on land within the 

hutricane to complement the GPS dropsonde launches from the NOAA P-3 offshore. The 

soundings were to be launched from a newly purchased covered trailer, which was also fitted 

to ttansport the 10 m SBCCOM towers to and from deployment locations (Figure 2.7). 

Additional participation from other institations that conduct field stadies on landfaUing 

hurricanes was once again welcomed and requested for the 2002 season. This eventuaUy led 

to coUaborative efforts in both Tropical Storm Isidore and Hurricane liU (Howard, Dodge, 

Doggett Finney, Guriey, Lavitan, Reinhold, Schroeder, and Stone, 2003). A Ust of those 

institations and thek platforms is given below: 

1. UAH MIPS 

2. NOAA Ak Resources Laboratory - Field Research Division Extteme 
Turbulence (ET) Probe 
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3. WSR-88D located near the region of operation outiined for each experiment 
4. NDBC buoys 
5. NDBC C-MAN stations 
6. HRD GPS dropwindsondes 
7. HRD Airbome Expendable Batiiythermographs (AXBT's) 
8. Doppler radar from the NOAA P-3 
9. University of Connecticut X-Band Polarimetric Radar on Wheels (X-POW) 

10. Florida Coastal Monitoring Program (FCMP) (CU/UF) 10 m Portable Mesonet 
Towers 

Figure 2.7. Covered ttailer used to transport the SBCCOM 10 m towers prior to outfitting 
for the 2002 season 

Each experiment in the plans was designed to stady a particular phenomenon within 

a hurricane, assuming a ckcular flow field for simpUcity. However, with only sUght 

modification, several of the experiment designs could be used to stady multiple aspects of 

the storm. These plans were focused on the investigation of (1) the onshore coastal 

ttansition or COIBL within the hurricane, (2) eyewaU mesovortices, (3) boundary layer 

horizontal, linear, roU-Uke features, and (4) ttopical cyclone decay and inner-core 

modification within a devastating hurricane. A brief summary of each of the experiment 

designs, as weU as the criteria used in determining which experiment to conduct foUows. 
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2.3.1 Experiment 1 • r.OTBT. 

This experiment was designed with two variations, one to handle the sometimes 

rapidly varying wind dkections associated with a ttopical cyclone passage, and the other to 

exploit an extended period of onshore wind provided by a slow moving ttopical cyclone. 

The second variation is more of an extension of the designs from previous years, whUe the 

first was based off of data coUected during the 2001 season. The main goals for this 

experiment were (1) to establish the existence of and accurately describe scales involved with 

the COIBL in higher wind speed cases (>20 ms') , (2) to document changes in the turbulent 

stmcture across the COIBL, (3) to stady the effects of COIBL formation on convective 

initiation (and vice versa) downwind of the coastUne, and (4) to document stabiUty and 

thermodynamic changes from an ocean fetch and thek effects on the surface wind field. As 

before, tower spacing in both variations was to be determined by the IBL model of Wood 

(1982), Arya (1988), and Peterson (1969). 

Examples of each experiment variation using the Arya (1988) model with a land 

roughness of z^^ = 0.08 m are given in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9, respectively. Assuming 

unobstmcted flow throughout the experiment atea, the first variation was intended to 

provide in-sita meteorological information on both the modified and unmodified ak, as weU 

as the flow that had reached equiUbrium with the land surface. Utilizing the upper 

instruments located on WEMITE 2, a marine surface layer wind profile was to be 

constmcted. The profile was meant to aid in detetmining the vertical dimension of the IBL 

near the interface. Options for placement of the MIPS system were either to sample the 

ttansition effects close to the coastline at low altitade or farther inland at much higher 

altitade. If placed within the marine dominated regime, the ttansition zone, and the region 

where the flow had reached equiUbrium with the land surface characteristics, ET probes 

were to provide high resolution information on tha changes in turbulence levels brought 

about through the formation of the coastal IBL. 
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Figure 2.8. Schematic of the 2002 COIBL experiment plan, variation 1. 
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Figure 2.9. Schematic of the 2002 COIBL experiment plan, variation 2. 

The second variation of the COIBL experiment was to take place in the right 

semickcle of the ttopical system approximately 20 km outside of the eye (the eye has 

diameter x in Figure 2.9). Distances quoted in Figure 2.9 for the towers and the radar are 

taken from the interface along the angle of attack of the ttopical cyclone to the coastline. 

Beyond the radar, each tower was to be spaced at 10 km intervals, ideally within large, open 

exposures, to measure the boundary layer farther inland for possible effects from the distant 

marine fetch. This would also have elucidated information on storm decay, unrelated to IBL 

effects. 

Selection of a deployment site onshore from a National Data Buoy Center (NDBQ 

buoy was to provide in-sita information on ocean temperature, which could serve as a proxy 

measure of stabUity in Ueu of soundings, when combined with temperatare data coUected 
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from the towers located near the shore. It was planned to enhance this ftrrther by the 

deployment of a few AXBT's offshore from the towers. 

The remaining three experiment plans were new additions for the 2002 season 

These are described below, with some additional background information on the 

phenomena for which they were designed to stady. 

2.3.2 Experiment 2: EyewaU Mesovortices 

Tropical cyclone eyewaU mesovortices are linked with extteme damage produced at 

significant distances inland from the coast as weU as the endangerment of akcraft operating 

within the hurricane envkonment (Wakimoto and Black, 1994; Black and Marks, 1991). 

These phenomena have been observed by many remote sensing platforms (WSR-88D, 

SatelUte, Akbome Doppler Radar) as weU as by in-sita instrumentation carried as part of 

akcraft missions (Gamache, WiUoughby, Black, and Samsury, 1997; Black and Marks, 1991; 

Marks and Houze, 1984). Thek relatively small temporal and spatial scales (Ufecycles less 

than 40 minutes and diameters of 1 km to 6 km) have precluded in-sita measurement by 

surface-based wind instrumentation. Pressure perturbations associated with eyewaU 

mesovortices have been measured 13 mb below the surface pressure within the geometric 

center of the eye. Wind perturbations at flight level have been quantified to as much as 30 

ms" to 40 ms'^ above the backgroimd flow. These perturbations occvirred in association 

with updraft/downdraft couplets having vertical motion differences of as much as 29 ms'\ 

Furthermore, the damaging features withki these phenomena Ukely exist on even smaUer 

temporal and spatial scales perhaps 8 minutes or less with swaths of 100 m to 400 m), 

making it more difficult to characterize the surface characteristics of the eyewaU mesovortex. 

Through the use of mobile Doppler radar, a profiler and a tower network deployed 

in a sttategic location, surface data can be taken from these phenomena when they exist 

Figure 2.10 gives a proposed set up designed to capture a ground-based signature from these 

phenomena. Since ayawaU mesovortices exist only within the inner few kUometers of the 

eyewall, the experiment plan was scaled to the estimated eye diameter at landfaU. The eye 

diameter could then be obtained from reconnaissance vortex messages or the forecast 

advisoty posted by the National Hurricane Center, and a ttend exttapolated at the time of 
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tower deployment to landfall to give this estimate. The towers were to be spaced equally, 

perpendicular to the estimated angle of attack of the ttopical cyclone to the coastiine at 

landfall. The length of the Une of towers was to always be the eyewaU diameter at landfaU (x 

in Figure 2.10) plus 6 km to account for the inner region where the mesovortices were 

located. If the eye was eUiptical in shape, the tower line configuration was to be scaled to the 

length of the major axis of the elUpse. In the plan, the SMART Radar was to be placed so 

that one radial would align with the flow and such that the lowest elevation angle (0.5°) 

would intersect the top instmment on WEMITE 2. Since the plans were developed prior to 

the arrival of the SMART radar at TTU, scanning sttategies were not determined at the time 

of distribution. The scanning sttategy related to this experiment TTU Eyewall, ended up 

being very rapid to account for the short duration over which these phenomena exist. The 

tower and radar line was also to be located so that none of the instrumentation would be 

susceptible to storm surge and such that the tower closest to the coastiine was within 6 km 

of the shore. 
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Figure 2.10. Schematic of tiie 2002 eyewall mesovortex experiment plan. 
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2.3.3 Experiment 3: Boundary Layer linear Features 

Recentiy, horizontaUy oriented, Unear, roU-Uke features have been detected in the 

lower 200 m of the HPBL wind field within distances of up to 100 km of the eye (Wurman 

and Winslow, 1998; Morrison, Marks, and Businger, 2002). These features are aligned with 

and propagate around in the mean wind flow of the lower boundary layer. Thek spatial 

scales are typicaUy less than 1 km, with the exception of thek paraUel-flow length scale which 

is less than 10 km and perhaps as smaU as 1.5 km. Wurman and Winslow (1998) surmised 

that smaU-scaled (botib temporal and spatial) wind perturbations within the roUs could be 

responsible for similar-scaled stteaks of enhanced damage seen in post-hurricane damage 

surveys. These perturbations may be as smaU as 100 m and less than 10 seconds in duration. 

Utilizing the capabiUties of the SMART Radar in tandem with a portable tower network 

capable of coUecting high-resolution wind and thermodynamic data, TTU was in position to 

provide unique insight into the stmcture of these perturbations as weU as further 

information on the roU-Uke structures. The experiment was designed to ascertain whether 

the roU-Uke features have a reflection at the surfece. 

Two variations of this experiment were constructed to resolve the scales associated 

with these features. In the first design, the instrumented towers were to be placed 

perpendicular to the angle of attack of the ttopical cyclone at landfaU. Once again, the 

towers and radar were to be artanged so that they would be out of the stotm surge zone and 

as close to the coastline as possible, inland from the point of projected hurricane eye center 

landfaU. As depicted in Figure 2.11, four of the towers were to be deployed in a rectangular 

formation with the spacing paraUel to storm angle of attack scaled to the half-wavelength 

(~300 m) of the roUs. The downwind spacing (tower spacing paraUel to the roUs) was to be 

fixed at 1500 m. The remaining three towers were to be placed 10 km downwind of the 

rectangular box and at a 2° angle to the line perpendicular to the an^e of storm attack. 

IdeaUy, the tower boxes would be aligned along a flow ttajectory. Since this was not possible 

in raaUty, the 2° angle over tha 10 km distance between the boxes was added to account for 

flow curvature. The SMART Radar was to be aUgned to sample the velocity in the 

transverse dkection of the rolls. As in previous plans, the idea was to move the SMART 
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Radar as die flow dkections changed, repositioning it to be in Une with the towers located 

along the mean flow within the storm. 
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Figure 2.11. Schematic of the 2002 boundary layer linear featares experiment, variation 1. 

In the second variation of the experiment the two-rectangular box scheme was to be 

employed once again. However, in this case, the rectangular box nearest the coastiine was to 

be 20 km beyond the projected eye diameter (x) and paraUel to the projected angle of attack 

at landfall. The dimensions of both boxes were to stay the same as in the first variation. 

The second box was to be placed inland from the first box and perpendicular to the angle of 

attack of the ttopical cyclone. The box locations would then be scaled so that two quadrants 

of the hurticane (the front semickcle) could be viewed simultaneously at some point during 

the landfall, with some linear featares possibly propagating from one box to the other. 

Hence, modification within the roU-Uke featares would be sampled. This two rectangular 
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box arrangement could also have been appUcable to understanding the surface dynamics of 

eyewaU mesovortices, if tiie boxes were placed within tiie inner 3 km of tiie eyewall. A 

schematic of the second variation of the experiment is given in Figure 2.12. 

Q VEWTEl 

VDCTCa 

Figure 2.12. Schematic of the 2002 boundary layer linear featares experiment variation 2. 

2.3.4 Experiment 4: Devastating Hurricane and Hurricane Decay 

In the event of a category four or five hurricane making landfall within the United 

States, plans were devised to measure the rate of decay of the hurricane wind field as it 

moved inland and was robbed of its oceanic heat source. Based upon a two-parameter 

empkical decay model developed by ICaplan and Demaria (1995), the rate of decay of the 

maximum sustained ttopical cyclone wind is a flinction of the wind speed at landfaU and the 

time since landfaU. This experiment was designed to verify this decay model, as well as to 
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verify when the 34-knot 50-knot, and 64-knot wind radii, critical to emergency preparedness 

operations, reached the coastline. In addition, it was thought that by placing the more 

ru^edized towers as close to the coast as possible and stiU avoiding the possibUity of 

damage from storm surge, changes in the stmcture of the inner-core of a devastating 

hurricane at landfaU could be investigated. The plan also focused on documenting changes 

in tha boundary layer turbulent characteristics. Due to many factors, some noted previously 

in Chapter 1, modification of ttopical cyclone turbulent characteristics stiU has never been 

documented within a major hurricane at landfaU. 

As in the Kaplan and DeMaria model, the experiment design assumed that the 

ttopical cyclone would move ashore normal to the coastUne. Two lines of towers, placed 

inland perpendicular to the interface, paraUel to one another on opposite sides of the eye, 

and within the radius of maximum wind, were to be spaced to measure each model-

predicted one Saffir-Simpson Category decrease in intensity from the time of landfalL In 

order to space the towers at locations equivalent to changes in Saffir-Simpson hurricane 

category, the forward motion of the ttopical cyclone would have to be projected at landfalL 

Figure 2.13 gives an example of the setap for a category four hurricane with maximum 

sustained winds of 125 knots at landfaU propagating at 8.7 knots (10 mph). Note that the 

two WEMITE's are located 0.1 km to 6 km inland in Figure 2.13 but were to be, in reaUty, 

located as close to the coast as possible and out of the storm surge zone. Provided they 

were free from a storm surge threat the reinforced towers would also have quantified the 

coastal ttansition, which has never been documented for a category 4 or 5 humcane at 

landfalL 
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Figure 2.13. Schematic of the 2002 devastating hurricane and hurricane decay experiment 
plan. 
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2.3.5 Criteria for which Experiment to Conduct 

Preliminary criteria for determining which HSWIRL experiment to perform are 

given below as a series of priorities (see Table 2.1), steps and questions intended to aid the 

person making the final decision. 

Table 2.1. Initial priority of each experiment based upon hurricane category. 

Tropical Cyclone Transition Eyewall 
Intensity Mesovortex 

Boundary Layer 
linear Features 

Devastating 
Hurricane/Decay 

Tropical Storm 

Category 1 

Category 2 

Cat^ory 3 

Category 4 

Category 5 

1 

1 

1 

3 

4 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

Not appUcable 

3 

3 

1 

2 

2 

Not appUcable 

Not appUcable 

Not appUcable 

4 

1 

1 

1. According to Table 2.1, assign an initial priority to each experiment based upon 

the projected Saffir-Simpson category at landfaU (as determined by the TTU 

forecaster prior to departure). 

2. Are there asymmetries greater than wavenumber 1 present within the eyewaU at 

the time of setap or expected near landfaU? If there are, then priority 1 is given 

to the eyewaU mesovortex experiment. If there are not, then priority is given to 

other experiments as Usted above. 

3. Is the eyewaU convectively active at set up time or expected to be convectively 

active at landfaU? If it is, then the eyewaU mesovortex experiment becomes 

priority 1 and the boundary layer Unear features experiment becomes priority 2. 

If it is no t then aU priorities remain the same. 

4. Is the ttopical cyclone intensifying at set up time or is it expected to intensify just 

before landfaU? If this is occurring or is anticipated to occur, then the eyewaU 

mesovortex experiment becomes priority 1. If it not occurring or is not expected 

to occur, then aU priorities remain the same. 

5. Is the ttopical cyclone category 4 or 5 and expected to make landfaU within 60 

km of a WSR-88D? If botii statements are tine, tiien tiie boundary layer Unear 
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features experiment becomes priority 1 and the eyewaU mesovortex experiment 

becomes priority 2. If neither is going to happen, then aU priorities remain tha 

same. 

Is the tower deployment site location within 1 km of the coastline and projected 

to be free from storm surge inundation? If the answer is yes, then the ttansition 

experiment becomes priority 1, with the eyewaU mesovortex and boundary layer 

linear features experiments becoming priorities 2 and 3, respectively. If the 

answer is no, then aU priorities remain the same. 
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CHAPTER III 

SYNOPSIS OF THE 2002 SEASON 

The 2002 season included eleven named storms (ttopical stotms oi hurricanes), nine 

of which either made landfaU on or moved to within 60 nautical mUes (about 111 km) of the 

U.S. coastiine. The TTU teams pursued only four of these ttopical cyclones: Tropical 

Storm Edouard, Tropical Storm Fay, Hurricane Isidore, and Hurricane liU. This resulted in 

three trips to the U.S. coastline during 2002. A map of the deployment locations and paths 

for each of the ttopical cyclones is given in Figure 3.1. Chapter 3 provides a brief account of 

each system's meteorological history and recounts the deployments within each system. 

Given that most of the analysis work in the dissertation is based upon data coUected in 

Hurricane lili, a more detailed synopsis of that ttopical cyclone is provided in section 3.2, 

with additional supporting material given in Howard et aL (2003). 

3.1 Tropical Cyclones Edouard. Fay, and Isidore 

3.1.1 Storm Synopsis and TTU HSWIRL Deployment 
in Edouard and Fay 

Pursuit of ttopical cyclones for purposes of data coUection is always a chaUenge, 

given the months of preparation beforehand, the sometimes-quick decision to leave or stay, 

and the hazards that sometimes Ue between departure and deployment Tropical Storms 

Edouard and Fay were no exception. 
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Edouard originated from a low-level ckculation of non-ttopical origin that moved 

southwest between Bermuda and the southeast U.S. coastUne before becoming a ttopical 

depression (a closed low-level ckculation with 1-minute surface winds less than 34 kts) on 1 

September (Pasch, 2003). Throughout most of its Ufe span, Edouard was plagued by upper-

ttopospheric vertical shear and dry ak enttainment However, it stiU managed to maintain a 

vigorous low-level ckculation, despite the hostile upper-level envkonment and sheared 

convective tops. Eariy on 2 September, the depression was upgraded to Tropical Storm 

Edouard. Edouard meandered off of the northeast Florida coast for three days before 

making landfaU as a ttopical storm with 35 kt (18 m/s) winds near Ormond Beach, Florida at 

0:45 UTC, 5 September. 

Despite the weakened state of Edouard and the Umited prospects for it to overcome 

the unfavorable upper-level envkonment the seven available towers, a mobUe mesonet the 

SMART-radar, and eleven TTU stadents and faculty were dispatched to the Florida coast via 

track and airplane on 2 September and 3 September to pursue Edouard. A limited number 

of hurricanes and ttopical storms were predicted to occur in 2002 due to El Nino. The 

cUmatological peak of tha season (around 10 September or 11 September) was also 

approaching. Thus, Edouard presented what could easily have been the only opportunity to 

coUect data during the 2002 season. Vibration issues on the SMART radar resulted in a 

broken feedhom, and it returned in mid-trip, with two of the crew, to CoUega Station, Texas, 

for repaks. After obtaining permission to set up the equipment the team deployed the two 

WEMITE towers on 4 September on the beach at Anastasia Island Recreation Area, near 

Saint Augustine Beach. Edouard passed to the south of llie deployment site by 

approximately 60 km^ with most of its convection confined to the southern semickcle of the 

ckculation due to northerly shear. A visible satelUte picture of Edouard as it approached the 

Florida coast is given in Figure 3.2. After Edouard's landfall, the team retrieved the towers 

and headed west waiting to see whether Edouard would make a second landfaU somewhere 

along the Gulf Coast As Edouard exited the West Horida coast at ttopical depression 

intensity, its ckculation began to become absorbed into a developing system in the western 

Gulf of Mexico, which was the precursor to Tropical Storm Fay. By 12 UTC 6 September 

Edouard had dissipated over the northeast Gulf of Mexico. 
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0 9 / 0 4 / 0 2 1800Z 05L EDOUARD 
0 9 / 0 4 / 0 2 1845Z GOES-8 VIS 

Haval Etesaarch Laboratory http:/7www.nrlairy. navy, mll /satproducts . html 
<— Vis ible ( Sun elevation at center i s 39 degre^) —> 

Figure 3.2. Visible satellite image of Tropical Storm Edouard approaching northern Florida 
(Image courtesy of the Naval Research Laboratory-Monterey). 
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On 5 September the team ttaveled from Florida to Lake Charles, Louisiana, in 

pursuit of the developing low-pressure system in the western Gulf This hybrid low became 

a ttopical depression at 18 UTC 5 September, and sttengthened into Tropical Storm Fay six 

hours later (Stewart 2003). Hybrid lows maintain characteristics of both ttopical and 

extrattopical systems. Tropical cyclones hold thek high winds and convection close to the 

low center, whereas exttattopical cyclones may have thek main area of thunderstorms and 

thek wind field spread out hundreds of kUometers from thek ckculation centers. Fay was 

unable to consoUdate an inner core while over water, with multiple vortices rotating around 

a broad ckculation during the time between formation and landfalL Some shear from an 

upper-level low pressure system located to the southwest of Fay Ukely inhibited any rapid 

development but Fay stiU managed to intensify to a 50 kt (25.7 m/s) ttopical storm. 

According to Stewart (2003), Fay remained at that intensity untU landfaU at 09 UTC 7 

September on the southern portion of the Matagorda Peninsula southwest of Matagorda, 

Texas. Multiple ckculation centers made it difficult to pinpoint the exact center and the 

landfaU location (Figure 3.3), and made Fay's heading and forward speed difficult to ttack 
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Figure 3.3. League City, Texas, Weatiier-Surveillance Radar 1988-Doppler (WSR-88D) 
image of Tropical Storm Fay near landfaU (Produced using WATADS software). 

Around 14 UTC 6 September, the team arrived in the vicinity of Freeport Texas, 

and began to set up the equipment. The crew broke into two groups; one setting up one of 

tiie SBCCOM 10 m towers (designated SBCCOM Blue) and a 3 m SBCCOM tower 

(designated SBCCOM 2) at Quintana Beach Park, Quintana, Texas, whUe the other scouted 

for more deployment locations. The park deployment sites were less than 50 m from the 
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open Gulf of Mexico on embankments just to the west of the mouth of the Brazos River 

(Figure 3.4). Rough weatiier conditions existed at tiie deployment site, as tiie team endured 

high onshore wkids and heavy rain whUe setting up tiie towers. Later, another SBCCOM 3 

m tower (designated SBCCOM 1) was set up on a levee at the mouth of die San Bernard 

River on land owned by Nfr. and Mrs. Charles Duroz. This site was located on the mland 

side of the Inttacoastal Waterway at the mouth of the San Bernard River, near the 

community of River's End. Conditions during that deployment were comparable to those at 

Quintana. 

Figure 3.4. Quintana, Texas, deployment site for Tropical Storm Fay (Image courtesy of 
Microsoft Terraserver). 
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Sites to place die remaining towers (WEMITE 1, WEMITE 2, and tiie otiier two 

SBCCOM 10 m towers [SBCCOM Green and YeUow]) became difficult to acquke and a 

portion of the team that set up the tower at Rivers End lost contact with the rest of the 

group. FinaUy, after contact with those team members was reestablished, two groups were 

able to find suitable sites and subsequentiy set up the remaining towers at the Bay City 

Fakgrounds and a vacant field next to the Matagorda Cemetery in Matagorda. 

Unfortunately, the center of Fay (or one of its centers) moved onshore during the setap, 

with the main associated weather occurring over the deployment sites and the team. As a 

result the remaining four towers did not begin to coUect data until the high winds from Fay 

had akeady vacated the area. 

3.1.2 Isidore Storm Synopsis 

Isidore, the first major hurricane of the 2002 Atiantic Hurricane Season, ttaversed 

portions of the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of Mexico as a ttopical cyclone 

(Avila, 2003). On 14 September, a ttopical depression formed from a sttong ttopical wave 

approaching the southem Windward Islands. The next day, the depression weakened to an 

open wave, having lost a weU-defined ckculation center. It did not re-attain ttopical 

depression status again until it approached Jamaica from the southeast about midday on 17 

September. On 18 September, the depression sttengthened into Tropical Storm Isidore and 

became a hurricane on 19 September as it passed between Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. 

Isidore made its first landfaU on the western tip of Cuba on 21 September, before taming 

west likely ki response to a deep mid-latitade ttough rettograding southwestward towards 

Florida. This ttough cut-off over tiie Bahamas and forced mid-level ridgii^ to die north of 

Isidore, blocking its poleward progress. As Isidore slowly puUed away from Cuba on 22 

September, k began to rapidly intensify, reaching its maximum intensity of 110 kt (56.5 m/s) 

by 22 UTC on 21 September (Avila, 2003). Rapid deepemng is defined as an average 

pressure faU of 42 mb over a 24 hour period. This intensification episode temporarily halted 

as Isidore went tiirough an eyewaU replacement cycle, whereby anotiier eyewaU forms 

outside of tiie original ayawaU, blocking kiflow to tiie kmer eyawaU witiiin die boundary layer 

and eventuaUy dissipatmg i t EyewaU replacement typicaUy results m a temporary weakening 
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or stoppage of development withki the storm. Once the outer eyewaU is aU that remains, k 

may begin to contract and a new round of mtensification may ensue. The minknum centtal 

pressure within Isidore consequentiy leveled off during the replacement cycle. 

After completion of the cycle, the pressure again feU another 11 hPa in 6 hours, 

quaUfying as anotiier period of rapid deepenmg. However, tiie wind field did not respond in 

kind, and die official NHC intensity remained at 110 k t a sttong Category 3 hurricane on the 

Saffir-Simpson scale. Isidore slowly ttacked west and west-southwestward on 22 September 

before making an unexpected turn to the soutiiwest that brought k inland on the nortib coast 

of the Yucatan Peninsula. This turn and subsequent cyclonic loop may have been the result 

of Isidore being wrapped into the remnants of an upper-level low that had been located out 

in front of Isidore over tibe Bay of Campeche in the days prior to the landfaU. After 

spending a day and a half over land Isidore had the appearance on water-vapor imagery of a 

smaU upper-level low embedded in a huge upper-level anticyclone. The inner core of Isidore 

disintegrated whUe inland over the Yucatan, and Isidore was only a moderate (45 kt or 23.1 

m/s) ttopical storm as it began to move northward back over the open Gulf of Mexico in 

response to mid-level southeriy flow on 24 September. Perhaps as a result of the landfaU or 

the large upper-level anticyclone that covered the entke Gulf of Mexico providing favorable 

development conditions for a time, the wind field expanded in si2e and ttopical storm force 

winds were seen at great distances from the ckculation center. Some minor sttengthening 

occurred as it approached Louisiana on 25 September and Isidore made landfaU in southem 

Lafourche Parish as a sttong ttopical storm. As remarked by Avila (2002), Isidore may have 

been on the verge of becoming a hurricane and redeveloping an inner-core just prior to 

landfaU. It is entirely possible that increased fiiction in the onshore flow due to interaction 

with land played a role in the redevelopment that took place just before landfaU. 

3.1.3 TTU HSWIRL Deployment for Isidore 

When the ttopical system that became Isidore was heading towards Jamaica in the 

Caribbean, guidance su^estad that it might turn to the north and potentiaUy impact some 

portion of Florida in about four days. The SMART radar, stationed in Lubbock at this time, 

was in need of maintenance again. Also, one of the three trucks used to puU the ttaUers 
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carrying the seven towers was in the shop to repak the ttansmission. Rather than risk 

missing a potential landfaU of proto-Isidore in Florida, a portion of the field team consisting 

of four personnel was sent out on 16 September with one tower and the SMART radar 

towards CoUege Station, Texas, so that the radar could be repaked and some equipment 

would be in place later in tibe week. A day later, two more team members were dispatched 

with five of the six remaining towers and a mobUe mesonet rack. As Isidore approached 

Cuba, more of the group flew into New Orieans and met the rest of the team in TaUahassee, 

Florida, to wait to see where Isidore would head. After spending several days in Tallahassee, 

and ttaveling west to western Louisiana to scout out potential deployment locations and to 

meet more team members, deployment of the towers began to take place in Louisiana and 

Mississippi as Isidore completed its loop over tiie Yucatan. Two towers (SBCCOM Blue 

and SBCCOM 3m #1) were placed at the Harry T. WUliams Airport near Patterson, 

Louisiana, early on 24 September. Two of the remaining towers (SBCCOM Green and 

SBCCOM YeUow) were deployed eariy on 25 September (UTC time) at the Gu%ort-BUoxi 

International Airport, in G u l ^ o r t Mississippi, where the UAH MIPS was also stationed. 

The repaked SMART radar also arrived eariy on 25 September and began to coUect data 

soon after. WEMITE 2 was placed nearby, but would not become operational until late on 

September 25 when the winch used to raise the mast was replaced. The remaining 3 m 

SBCCOM tower was deployed on the beach in Gul^ort just prior to Isidore's landfaU. The 

mobile mesonet ran ttansects on a high section of U.S. 90 that paraUeled the Mississippi 

Coast in G u l ^ o r t The radius of maximum winds in Isidore at landfaU was more than 100 

mUes and the Mississippi Gulf Coast was buffeted by the main rainbands and onshore winds 

associated with Isidore. After retrieving the towers and performing the necessary site 

documentation over a two-day period, the team returned to Lubbock, only to quickly 

recover and prepare for another deployment in Hurricane LiU in a few days. 

3.2 Hurricane LiU 

3.2.1 T-iU Storm Synopsis 

Like Isidore, LiU originated from a ttopical wave that moved off of Affica, and 

progressed through the ttopical Atlantic, beginning to organize a Uttie more than hahway 
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between the Lesser AntiUes and the Cape Verde Islands. The wave was classified as a 

ttopical depression based upon satelUte intensity estimates on 20 September (Lawrence, 

2003), about 1000 mi east of the Windward Islands. Likely due to the fast low-level flow in 

which it was embedded, the depression only maintained its intensity for the next two days as 

it generaUy moved west at about 20 kt (10.3 m/s). The low-level center was displaced in 

front of the main convective cluster during much of this period. As the system passed south 

of Barbados and St. Vincent on 23 September, reconnaissance observations confirmed a 

low-level ckculation and estimated surface winds to be 45 kt (23.1 m/s), so the depression 

was upgraded to Tropical Storm liU at that time. liU almost reached hurricane intensity on 

24 September, despite its fairiy fast forward movement and verticaUy decoupled ckculation 

center. In post-storm best ttack analysis by NHC, it was determined that LiU had become so 

disorganized on 25 September and 26 September that it had degenerated into an open wave 

(Lawrence, 2003). This occurted even though the system's forward motion had slowed 

somewhat. Then, after regaining ttopical depression and ttopical storm states south of 

Hispaniola on 27 September, LUi slowly (at 5-10 kt) rounded the east and north coasts of 

Jamaica on 28 September and 29 September, whUe graduaUy becoming better organi2ed. LiU 

sttengthened into a hurricane on 30 September ttacldng west-northwest and striking parts of 

western Cuba as a 90 kt (46.2 m/s) Category 2 storm on 1 October (Lawrence, 2003). 

Throughout its journey over the western Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico, liU was 

primarily steered by a mid-level ridge that buUt westward over Horida. LiU rounded the west 

side of the anticyclone, and tiius its motion became more poleward with deeper progression 

into the Gulf of Mexico. An excerpt from the HSWIRL team activation notice further 

iUusttates the ttack: 

Hurricane LUi Discussion 16:00 UTC 10/01/02 

.. .As mentioned m the previous discussion, liU AVUI be primarily steered by a 
mid-level ridge located over Horida and forecast to build W in time. This 
wUl provide WNW to NW motion for a whUe, with a turn towards the NNW 
or N in the northern portion of die Gulf of Mexico. This turn wUl be 
brought about by tiie flow ahead of a longwave ttough di^^ng over tiie 
western U.S. and tiie flow induced when liU rounds tiie western edge of the 
steering ridge. Where and how fast tiiis tiom occurs wUl ultimately determine 
where LUi makes landfaU along tiie northwest or northern Gulf Coast Mid-
level wmds across the extteme nortiiwest Gulf are akeady out of die 
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soutiiwest and when liU and tiiose wkids meet die system should begin to 
tiim more poleward. Some reUable numerical guidance has shkted s%hdy 
eastward, and aU of tiie guidance caUs for a landfaU between die upper-Texas 
coastiine and tiie moutii of tiie Mississippi River sometime between midday 
Thursday and Friday momkig... (Howard, 2002, p. 1) 

LUi continued to ttack around tiie ridge, and after completing an eyewaU replacement 

cycle late on 1 October (Stewart, 2002), k began to rapidly deepen at about 12 UTC 2 

October. The centtal pressure feU 16 hPa in a period of nine hours, reaching its lowest 

value of 938 hPa at 20 UTC on 2 October. During a 13 hour period, reconnaissance vortex 

messages indicate the eye conttacted from 16 nmi (29.6 km) in diameter to as low as 8 nmi 

(14.8 km) in diameter. LUi sttengthened mto a Category 4 hurricane during this period, with 

maximum sustained winds of 125 kt (Figure 3.5). By 3 UTC 3 October, LUi was ttackmg 

north northwestward at about 7 m/s and was located 170 nmi (314 km) south of New 

Orieans, poised to hit south-centtal Louisiana as a major hurricane. However, several 

factors that could potentiaUy mitigate liU's intensity were occurring: (1) IJU was passing 

over relatively cooler (28-29 C) shelf waters south of Louisiana that had been produced a 

week earUer from upwelling associated with Tropical Storm Isidore's passage over the same 

area; (2) one of the reconnaissance observations hinted at the beginning of a concentric 

eyewaU cycle, which could indicate the onset of temporary weakening; (3) a large volume of 

dry ak associated with a ttough located over the western Gulf of Mexico was nearing liU's 

ckculation on the south and west side. 
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10/03/02 OOOOZ 13L LILI 
10/02/02 1950Z NOAA-16 VIS 

Haval Research Laboratory http://wHW.nrlinry.navy.mil/sat_products.html 
< — Visible ( Sun elevation at center is 47 degrees) — > 

Figure 3.5. 19:50 UTC, 2 October visible satelUte image of LUi at peak intensity (Image 
courtesy of die Naval Research Laboratory-Monterey). 
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LUi continued to progress towards the Louisiana coast early on 3 October, and 

rapidly weakened from a Category 4 system to a Category 2 storm just prior to landfaU. The 

minimum pressure rose from 942 hPa to 962 hPa in a Uttie less than 11 hours, and the tight 

eyewaU stmcture collapsed, leaving a fragmented rainband-stmctured eyewaU present only in 

LiU's northern semickcle in the hours prior to landfalL The reasons for the rapid weakening 

remain largely undetermined, but have been attributed to the three factors listed previously. 

Analysis of radar and water vapor sateUite imagery tend to corroborate the thkd hypothesis, 

and LiH may have been moving too swiftiy (between 7-8 m/s) to have been significantly 

impacted by the effects of the cooler water as mentioned in hypothesis one. LiU made 

landfaU around 13 UTC 3 October in southeast VermUion Parish south of Inttacoastal City 

(Figure 3.6). Post-storm best-ttack analysis (Lawrence, 2003) indicated that LiU made 

landfaU as a sttong Category 1 hurricane with maximtmi sustained winds (1-min average) 

estimated at 80 kt (41.1 m/s). A visible satelUte image of LUi near landfaU is provided in 

Figure 3.7, showing its weakened appearance. Note how the ckculation now appears 

elongated north to south when compared with the image in Figure 3.5, where it was at its 

sttongest The decaying inner core moved inland across VermiUon, Iberia, Lafayette, Acadia, 

Saint Landry, and EvangeUne Parishes before turning north and north-northeast and 

weakening through tbe ttopical storm and depression stages (Figure 3.6). 
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Figure 3.6. NHC advisory and reconnaissance ttack map of LiU's landfall in Louisiana and 
TTU equipment placement (Map produced using Delorme 3-D Topoquads software). 
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10/03/02 1200Z 13L LILI 
10/03/02 1340Z GOES-8 VI 

Naval Research Laboratory http://www.nrlmry.navv.mil/sat_p: 
< — Visible ( sun elevation at center is '̂ l degrees) 

jroducts.html 

Figure 3.7. 13:40 UTC, 3 October visible sateUite image of LUi nearing landfaU (Image 
courtesy of Naval Research Laboratory-Monterey). 

3.2.2. TTU HSWIRL Deployment for LUi 

With Uttie or no time for recovery, repak, and recharging of the equipment a team 

of six stadents, one faculty member, and a radar technician headed to southwest Louisiana 

by vehicle and by ak on 1 October and 2 October to place TTU equipment in lili's path. In 

aU, six of the seven towers, a mobUe mesonet vehicle, and the SMART radar were the TTU 

components present at LUi's landfaU. The seventh tower (WEMITE 1) remained in 

Lubbock, since the vehicle usuaUy used to puU it was needed to puU the covered ttaUer. The 
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vehicle normaUy used to puU the covered ttaUer was in the shop for repaks. Even stUl, a 

portion of the team had to deal with repairing one of the tmcks whUe en route to Louisiana. 

The tower team met in Crowley, Louisiana, and site selection and deployment commenced 

eariy on 2 October. Given an expected impact to Louisiana from LUi as a major hurricane, 

the low elevation of most of the tertain along the southwest and south-centtal Louisiana 

coasts, and the limitations of few suitable sites near the coast some modified version of a 

hybrid eyewaU mesovortex and boundary layer linear features experiment was to be carried 

out The team spUt into two groups and one group began to deploy two of the SBCCOM 10 

m towers (SBCCOM Blue and SBCCOM Green) in an open field that was formeriy part of 

the Harrington Flight Center southeast of Kaplan, Louisiana (refer to Figure 3.6 for 

placenames). The other group headed towards the Louisiana salt domes south of New 

Iberia in an effort to find high ground very close to the coast. The south-centtal Louisiana 

coastiine is irregulariy shaped and is composed of marshland, bays, inlets, and tidal lakes, 

areas highly susceptible to inundation from storm surge. Gord BuU, manager of the North 

American Salt Company mine on Cote Blanche Island, aUowed the team to deploy 

WEMITE 2 on the southwest comer of the island, at a location with an elevation 

approximately 10 m above sea level This requked ttavel on a private ferry across the 

Inttacoastal Waterway. After completing those deployments, the two groups met to place 

die remaining SBCCOM 10 m tower (SBCCOM YeUow) at the Acadiana Regional Akport in 

New Iberia. The remaining two SBCCOM 3 m towers were placed at the Harry P. WUUams 

Airport in Patterson in locations very near to the location of those in Tropical Storm Isidore. 

The SMART radar was deployed at the Lafayette Regional Airport in Lafayette by a second 

crew. 

CoUaboration with other universities and HRD also took place during tha day of the 

deployment The FCMP team from Clemson University and tiie University of Horida 

(CUUF), workmg with another group from Louisiana State University, placed four 10 m 

towers in various locations within LUi's projected path. Two additional portable Doppler 

radars, the DOWs, were set up m Opelousas and New Iberia, as part of a semi-coordinated 

effort between the mstitations. As part of a reconnaissance and research mission, HRD 

launched over 20 GPS dropwindsondes offshore along tiie coast near tiie tower locations. 
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In post-storm processing, much of the data coUected using these platforms and additional 

permanent observing stations has been synergized into the analysis presented in this work 

Even though plans were to conduct some type of eyewaU mesovortex and boundary layer 

roU experiment during LUi, the expansiveness of the dataset coUected by aU of the groups 

involved has led to it being an exceUent case for tackUng issues involved with onshore 

hurricane coastal ttansition. The dataset wiU be discussed in greater detaU in Chapter 4. 

After completing the deployments, the TTU tower team retteated to a hotel inland in 

Lafayette to wait out LiU. When LiU made landfaU the next day, the mobUe mesonet 

coUected data moving along an open section of U.S. highway 90 relatively free of power-

lines. AU of the towers except WEMITE 2 were dismantied the foUowing day and detaUed 

site characterizations were conducted. After three days wait due to storm surge surtounding 

Cote Blanche Island, WEMITE 2 was retrieved, a partial site characterization was 

conducted, and the remaining crew returned to Lubbock. The site characterization was 

completed over the Thanksgiving hoUday in 2002. 

Wind damage from LUi was fairiy minimal and scattered throughout south-centtal 

Louisiana. Some stmctures lost thek roofs, but this damage was mainly confined to those 

made of metal (tin or aluminum). Many gas station overhangs, biUboards, and taU signs in 

towns that experienced the inner-core winds within the right semickcle of LUi were toppled 

and dasttoyad. Tree fallings were a common event resulting from a combination of the 

loosening of the soU by heavy rain and the sustained period of intense winds. 

A short damage survey was conducted whUe waiting to retrieve WEMITE 2 from 

Cote Blanche Island. The main area of wind damage extended about 50-60 km inland in the 

vicinity of New Iberia and Lafayette, Louisiana (roughly 40 km from the eye). In the vicinity 

of the eye, the damage swath extended beyond 60 km inland primarily resulting from 

weakening eyawaU winds and weak tornadoes embedded in the eyewaU. Seven tornadoes 

were reported to have touched and another six were concluded to have occurted based upon 

damage observed ki a National Weather Service survey conducted after LUi (National 

Weather Service Forecast Office, Lake Charies, Louisiana, 2003). Some examples of tiie 

characteristic destruction associated with LUi are given in Figures 3.8-3.12. Refer to Figure 

3.6 to match placenames with the damage photographs. Accordmg to Lawrence (2003), tiie 
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monetary estimate for damage loss from LUi is $860 million dollars. Extteme observations 

from some of tiie TTU towers are given in Table 3.1. Note tiiat die sustained wind at both 

SBCCOM Blue and Green approached hurricane force (33 m/s) and the peak gusts at all 

three locations were weU over hurricane force. These observations are believed to be 

representative of the winds associated with the destmction in south-centtal Louisiana. 

Figure 3.8. Sign faUure in LiU near Rayne, Louisiana (Photo by author). 
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Figure 3.9. Roof failure at a warehouse south of New Iberia, Louisiana (Photo by author). 
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Figure 3.10. Tree damage from rain and wind near Crowley, Louisiana (Photo by author). 
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Figure 3.11. Gas station overhang faUure from LiU south of New Iberia, Louisiana (Photo 
by author). 
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Figure 3.12. Roof damage to a residential structure in open exposure near Lydia, Louisiana 
(Photo by author). 

Table 3.1. Information on exttemes at selected TTU tower locations. Wind information is 
from 10 m height. 

Tower Peak Recorded 

(10 Hz) Wmd 

Speed 

(m/s) 

Peak 3-sec gust 
(m/s) 

and time of 
occurrence 

(UTC, 3 October, 
2002) 

Maximum 
Sustained 1-min 
Wind (m/s) and 

time of 
occurrence 

(UTC, 

3 October, 
2002) 

Minimum 
Recorded 

Barometric 
Pressvire (mb) 
and time of 
occurrence 

(urc,3 
October, 2002) 

40.8 14:05:11.5 36.4 14:05:15 26.5 14:06 Not available WEMITE 2 

(nuw2) 
SBCCOM Green 44.1 14:44:19 

(TTUG) 

SBCCOM Blue 44.1 14:27:48 
(TTUB) 

38.0 14:42:12 32.8 14:38 965.7 15:24 

40.0 14:45:45 30.7 14:38 965.7 15:24 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA EMPLOYED AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, this stady focuses upon Hurricane LUi and therefore 

uses a large amount of data coUected from that ttopical cyclone. Data coUected using 

instrumented towers, both fixed and portable, are the primary information source used to 

conduct the analysis. The individual datasets used are described in sections 4.1-4.10, 

respectively. 

These different types of data include the high-temporal resolution measurements 

from tiie FCMP (CUUF) and TTU SBCCOM and WEMITE platibrms stationed in LUi 

Additional datasets employed include coarser resolution meteorological data from the 

Louisiana State University (LSU) Agricultural Center's Louisiana AgricUmatic Information 

System (LAIS), the LSU Coastal Stadies Institate (CSI) Wave-Current Information System 

(WAVCIS), NDBC buoy and C-MAN platforms, the Louisiana Universities Marine 

Consortium (LUMCON) network, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Stteamflow Netwoik, 

and Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS). AU of the stations that provide the 

coarser-resolution data are permanentiy located to provide meteorological information to 

consumers and users every day throughout each year. 

During 2002 and 2003 an exhaustive search was conducted to obtain data from 

stations located within LUi's path during its approach and landfaU on the Louisiana coast. A 

portion of the data acquked for this dissertation resulted from a coUaborative analysis effort 

among several universities and HRD (Howard et al., 2003). Part of that analysis effort was 

the construction of 10-min averaged contoured map analyses of wind speed and dkection 

for a 22-hour period on the date of LiU's landfaU, utilizing some of the datasets employed in 

this stady. The collaborative investigation was expanded here to include data from 11 

different types of observing mechanisms, Usted in Table 4.1 below. These datasets were 

averaged and sttatified, when possible, to 15 different sets of averaging times, peak times, or 

standard deviations cortesponding to the different ouq)uts of the various platforms. Data 

from 11 different measured and derived meteorological parameters resulted. Also, unUke the 
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data processing conducted for the earUer coUaborative stady, the processing and analysis 

here is integrated almost entkely into MATLAB, for purposes of automation. 

Table 4.1. General information on tower datasets. 

CoUection Platform CoUection and SampUng Averaging Number of 
or Dataset Type Storage Apparatus Rate (Hz) Rate (Hz) Stations Employed 

TTU Type 1 

(WEMITE 2, 
SBCCOM Green 

and Blue) 

TTU Type 2 

(SBCCOM YeUow) 

LAIS 

LUMCON 

Network 

LSU CSI 

WAVCIS 

FCMP (CUUF) 

NDBC Continuous 
Wind Data 

NDBC Standard 
Meteorological 

Data 

USGS Stteamflow 
Network 

ASOS 

Multiplexer and 
Laptop or CR-5000 

Datalogger 

CampbeU Scientific 

CR-23X Datalogger 

CampbeU Scientific 

CR-23X Datalogger 

Real-Time Transfer 

CampbeU Scientific 

CR-23X Datalogger 

Real-Time Transfer 

CampbeU Scientific 

CR-23X Datalogger 

Real-Time Transfer 

Mult^lexer and PC 

Real-Time Transfer 

SateUite 

Real-Time Transfer 

SateUite 

Real-Time Transfeir 

SateUite 

Real-Time Transfer 

Sensor Group Data 
CoUection Package 

Real-Time Transfer 

10 

1 

1/3 

Vz 

1 

100 

1 

1 

Instantaneous 

Variable 

10 

1 

1/60 

1/60 

1/600 

100 

1/600 

1/1200 

Not 
appUcable 

Variable 

11 

12 

Each dataset has its own unique stmcture, and therefore presented a chaUenge to 

reduce and consoUdate into a usefiU format The goal in incorporating the data was not to 

have it conform to one particular averaging time, but was to exttact as much information as 

possible from each processed dataset by utilizing the recording rates of the various platforms 
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that coUected the data. In this manner, the usefvdness of each dataset was maximized and 

the number of initial assumptions was minimized. Each type of data is briefly summarized 

in this section to give the reader an understanding of why it was synthesized in this manner. 

For each particular type of data Usted in Table 4.1, a MATLAB program was constmcted to 

ingest quaUty conttol, and output the data in a format usable for map and other types of 

analysis. Then each tested program was fitted together with the remaining tested programs 

to buUd the main data ingest and quaUty conttol program. The total run time of the script to 

produce conveniendy formatted, quaUty-conttoUed datasets incorporating data from aU of 

the surface platforms is about an hour. Several other MATLAB scripts were constmcted to 

determine needed derived variables from the processed basic-state files. 

The quaUty conttol of the datasets was usuaUy handled on a case-by-case basis by 

viewing each of the datasets to determine bad data points and then writing a MATLAB 

fimction to screen out the ettoneous data. Some data had to be removed point-by-point 

Visual nearest-neighbor comparisons were sometimes made to remove non-representative 

data. This was an exttemely time consuming process, but it probably lead to a more robust 

final dataset The wind dkection data was cortected for magnetic decUnation determined for 

the days near LUi's landfaU. Much of the relative humidity data from several of the sensors 

drifted over 100% upon saturation and was set to 100% during these events. AU of the data 

was processed into Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) for convenience. 

4.1 TTU Type 1 Dataset 

The TTU Type 1 dataset kicludes data from three towers: SBCCOM Blue, 

SBCCOM Green, and WEMITE 2. These towers are Ulustirated in Figure 4.1. UtiUzing die 

flexibiUty provided as a result of the high-frequency sampling and recording aspects of these 

systems, the data coUected from these platforms were averaged to match the recording and 

sampling times of the systems with lower resolution recording capabUities. For tiie two 

SBCCOM towers, the data acquisition program was written to provide only 2-byte data 

mstead of tiie maxknum IEEE 4-byte data aUowed by tiie recording and storage system. 

This resulted in somewhat granular wmd speed, wind dkection, vertical wind spaed, 

temperatiire, and relative humidity data. The code for recordmg data from tiie barometiic 
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pressure and fast-response temperature sensors was written to ingest 4-byte data, and thus 

did not exhibit the effects of chopping. Accuracy for the wind sensors on these SBCCOM 

towers was limited to 0.5 m/s as a result. 

Ptopeller-Vane 

Anemometry 

15.2 m 

SBCCOM 10 m Towets 
" • 

*[ 

1 10.1 m 

JT 6.1m 

^ •T ' 4.0] :J 

2.1m 

Figure 4.1. 15.2 m WEMITE 2 tower deployed for Hurricane MicheUe witii SBCCOM 10 m 
towers in the backgrovind. 
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Each TTU anemometer that measvired winds during the 2002 season was tested for 

accuracy in the TTU wind tunnel during winter 2002-2003 (Figure 4.2). For the cases where 

the tower data acquisition system consisted of a multiplexer board, analog to digital 

convertor, and laptop computer (the WEMITE towers), the data acquisition system used in 

the wind tunnel employed the same laptop, but only used the same model of multiplexer 

board as located in the towers. The actaal multiplexer boards from the WEMITE cannot be 

easUy removed. When the data acquisition system consisted of a datalogger, the actual 

datalogger used in the field was brought to the wind tunnel to eliminate any uncertainty that 

covUd arise from using a different data acquisition system for testing purposes. A pitot-tabe 

setap was used for comparison to the data acquisition system-measured wind speeds. 

Comparison revealed that aU the horizontal anemometry-measured wind speeds were within 

1 m/s of the pitot-tabe reference measurements. Hence, the measurements in LiU should be 

as accurate as possible, given the makeup of the recording system and anemometry. 

Figure 4.2. Set up of caUbrarion equipment in tiie TTU wind tannel aftet tiie 2002 Atiantic 

Hurricane Season. 
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4.2 TTU Data Type 2 

The second data type from the TTU towers incorporated into the analysis 

preparation was the 1 Hz data coUected using the SBCCOM YeUow 10 m tower. Between 

the 2001 and 2002 seasons, flux-gate compasses wked to the wind instrumentation were 

removed from the three SBCCOM 10 m platforms due to some questionable readings 

viewed in data coUected during 2001. In the process of the removaL the data acquisition 

programs had to be modified to account for the changes in how the data were to be 

coUected In the CR-23X programs, several lines of code pertaining to the acquisition of 

wind speed data were commented ou t resulting in the datalo^er coUecting the data, but not 

storing i t Also, the commands were changed for how the wind dkection data were 

coUected, and these data were subsequentiy averaged over short time intervals before 

storage. Due to a combination of this averaging and the ckcular nature of wind dkection, 

these data were potentiaUy flawed. However, after viewing the dataset it appears there were 

no adverse effects due to this change. Information about the platforms used to coUect both 

TTU data types is given in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2. Information about the I ' l U platforms and processed data. 

Tower 

WEMITE 
2 

SBCCOM 
Blue 

Data 
Acquisition 
Start Times 

(UTQ 

19:28:54, 

2 October 

20:44:50, 

2 October 

Location 

North 
American 

Salt 
Company 

Mine, 

Cote 
Blanche 
Island 

Harrington 
H i ^ t 

Center, 
Cow 

Island 

Location 
Elevation 
(meters 
above 

sea-level 
or mean 
sea-level) 

10 

~3 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 
(meters 
above 

sur&ce) 

10.1 

10 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

TrUW2 

TTUB 

Latitade and 
Longitade 
(D^ees , 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

29,45,4.62 N 

91,43,30.4 W 

29,55,7 N 

92,14,45.9 W 
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Table 4.2. 

Tower 

SBCCOM 
Green 

SBCCOM 
YeUow 

Continued. 

Data 
Acquisition 
Start Times 

(UTC) 

20:48:47.6, 

2 October 

00:23:47, 

3 October 

4.3 

Location 

Harrington 
FUght 

Center, 
Cow 

Island 

Acadiana 
Regional 
Airport, 

New 
Iberia 

Louisiana Ai 

Location 
Elevation 
(meters 
above 

sea-level 
or mean 
sea-level) 

~3 

7.3 

Map and 
7\nalysis 

Anemometer 
Height 
(meters 
above 

surface) 

10 

10 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

TTUG 

TTUY 

yricUmatic Information Svstem Data 

Latitade and 
Longitade 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

29,55,6.3 N 

92,14,50 W 

30,1,48.96 N 

91,52,40.7 W 

The Louisiana AgricUmatic Information System is a mesonet consisting of 25 10 m 

towers distributed throughout Louisiana and constmcted primarily for agricultural research 

(Figure 4.3). In addition to wind information, each station measures a wide variety of 

quantities including barometric pressure, temperature, relative humidity, soU temperature, 

solar radiation, and rainfaU. Data are sampled at 1/3 Hz and are averaged to 1-min, houriy, 

and daUy values, and stored. AdditionaUy, for some parameters, the last 3-sec value read 

within each minute is saved. The 3-sec standard deviation of the wind speed about a 1-

minute mean value and 3-sec peak gust within each minute are also stored. These datasets 

are freely avaUable in real-time and archived formats over the web at 

http://www.Isuagcenter.com/weather/. More information about tiie instmmentation used 

to measure the data can also be found on tiiat web site. James Finney, dkector of tiie LAIS, 

was instrumental ki providing information about the data from LAIS and other sources. 

Due to tiie proximity of die network to LUi's landfaU location, 11 stations were utiUzed in 

the map analysis and several provided critical sources of data to analyze tiie coastal 

ttansition. Summary information for die stations used is given Ui Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3. LAIS station at the Sugarcane-Houma site (Photograph by James Finney). 

4.4 Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium 
(LUMCON) Data 

The Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium has constructed and maintained a 

series of four mesonet-type stations which take measurements similar to those coUected by 

LAIS. These stations are located in the coastal wetlands region of southeast Louisiana and 

provide both meteorological and hydrographic information suitable for research purposes. 

The meteorological data are sampled at V2 Hz and are averaged to 1-min, houriy, and daUy 

values. For some parameters, the 2-sec measurement prior to the top of each minute is also 

archived. In addition, for the wind data, the peak 2-sec gust within each minute is recorded. 
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Table 4.3. Information about the LAIS platforms and processed data, 

Tower 

BenHur 

Burden 

Citrus 

Dean Lee 

Iberia 

R&D Research 

Rice 

Location 

LSU BenHur 
Farm, Central 

Research 
Station, Baton 

Rouge 

LSU Burden 
Research 

Station, Baton 
Rouge 

LSUQttus 
Research 

Station,West 
Pointe a La 

Hache, 
Louisiana 

LSU Dean 
Lee Research 

Station, 
Woodworth, 

Louisiana 

LSU Iberia 
Research 
Station, 

Jeanerette, 
Louisiana 

LSU R&D 
Reseatch 

Farm, 
Washington 

LSU Rice 
Research 
Station, 
Crowley 

Location 
Elevation 

(meters 
above sea-

level or 
mean sea-

level) 

6.4 

9.8 

1.2 

21.3 

5.5 

9.1 

7.6 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 
(meters 
above 

surface) 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

lAISB 

LAISN 

LMSC 

LAISD 

LAISI 

LAISW 

LAISR 

Latitude and 
Longitude 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

30,2L52N 

91,10,02 W 

30,24,27 N 

9L08,45W 

29,34,52 N 

89,49,21W 

31,10,40 N 

92,24,38 W 

29,57,54 N 

91,42,54 W 

30,36,49 N 

9L58,31W 

30,14,28 N 

92,20,51W 
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Table 4.3. Continued. 

Tower 

Saint Gabriel 

Sugarcane-
Houma 

Turde Cove 

USDA-
PaincourtviUe 

Location 

LSUSamt 
Gabriel 

Research 
Station, Saint 

Gabriel 

Sugarcane 
Field, Houma 

Southeastern 
Louisiana 
University 

Turtle Cove 
Research 
Station, 

Manchac 

Westfield 
Plantation, 

Paincourtville 

Location 
Elevation 

(meters 
above sea-

level or 
mean sea-

level) 

5.8 

2 

0.3 

7.6 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 
(meters 
above 

surface) 

10 

10 

10 

10 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

LAISG 

LAISH 

LAISM 

LAISP 

Latitade and 
Longitade 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

30,15,41 N 

91,05,41 W 

29,38,03 N 

90, 50,38 W 

30,17,32 N 

90,20,09 W 

29,59,08 N 

91,04,45 W 

Data from aU four of the stations are utiUzed in the map analysis and data from 

three of the stations is critical in the coastal ttansition analysis. Information about each of 

the stations is Usted in Table 4.4. The archived data are available freely over the web at 

www.lumcon.edu and were acquked with assistance from Ron Cole of LUMCON and James 

Finney. Additional information about the instrumentation and photographs of the towers 

can be found there as well 
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Table 4.4. Information about the LUMCON platforms and processed data 

Tower 

LUMCON 

Pontchartrain 

Tambour Bay 

Terrebonne Bay 

Location 

LUMCON 
Marine 
Center, 

Cocodrie 

Northwestern 
Part of Lake 

Pontchartrain 

Tambour Bay 

Tertebonne 
Bay 

Location 
Elevation 
(meters 

above sea-
level or 

mean sea-
level) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 
(meters 
above 

surface) 

13.2 

-13 

-12 

13.9 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

LUMAC 

LUPON 

LUTAB 

LUTEB 

latitade and 
Longitade 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

29,15,12 N 

90,39,48 W 

30,18, 53.64 N 
90,16,49.86 W 

29,11,14.52 N 
90,39,55.5 W 

29,10,00 N 

90,35,00 W 

4.5 LSU Coastal Stadies Institate (CSI) - Wave-Current 
Information System (WAVCIS) Data 

WAVCIS is a network of six stations located on oilrigs and platforms offshore of the 

Louisiana coast. Near real-time data is provided over the web at http: / /wavcis.csi.lsu.edu/ 

and archived data is available through the CSI Dkector, Dr. Gregory Stone. Data from four 

of the six stations are used in this stady and were obtained as a result of a visit to LSU in 

early 2003. The main purpose of WAVCIS is to provide hydrodynamic and sea-state 

information for use by the pubUc, the research community, and offshore industries. The 

meteorological data are sampled at 1 Hz and saved as 10-min averages avaUable during the 

last ten minutes of each hour. These data include barometric pressure, wind speed and 

dkection, and temperature for aU stations and relative humidity data for CSI-3 only. 

AdditionaUy, the peak 5-sec gust from the lO-min period prior to the top of each hour was 

avaUable and is used in the analyses. Table 4.5 describes the dataset provided by WAVCIS 

and used in the analysis. 
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Tower 

CSI-3 

CSI-5 

CSI-6 

CSI-11 

Location 

South of 
Marsh Island 

Southern 
Tertebonne 

Bay 

Gulf of 
Mexico, 
South of 

Tertebonne 
Bay 

Terrebonne 
Bay, 

CoUocated 
with 

LUTEB 

Location 
Elevation 
(meters 

above sea-
level or 

mean sea-
leve^ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 
(meters 
above 

surface) 

23.4 

19.2 

37.4 

10.3 

Map and 
Analysis 

Acronym 

CSI03 

CSI05 

CSI06 

CSIll 

Latitade and 
Longitude 
(Degrees, 
Mnutes, 
Seconds) 

29,26,28.2 N 

92,3,40.8 W 

29,3.2,00 N 

90,32,00 W 

29,52,00 N 

90,29,00 W 

29,10,00 N 

90,35,00 W 

4.6 Florida Coastal Monitoring Program (FCMP) or 
Clemson University and the University 

of Horida rCUUF) Data 
The Clemson University and University of Horida (CUUF) landfaU teams, now 

coUectively known as the Horida Coastal Monitoring Program (FCMP), have been gathering 

high-resolution meteorological data from landfalUng hurricanes since 1998. Thek program 

consists of four identical reinforced portable 10 m towers located on ttailers (Figure 4.4). In 

2003, FCMP added four additional 5 m sateUite towers to thek suite. Also in 2003, real

time data was provided over the web to monitor the progress of ttopical cyclones making 

landfalL During T-ili, aU four of the ruggedized towers were placed in locations throughout 

southem Louisiana. Kurt Guriey, Associate Professor of CivU and Coastal Engineering at 

the University of Horida, provided the FCMP data used for the stady and averaged it to the 
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more manageable rate of 10 Hz. This again provides flexibility to average the data to match 

the sampling and averaging times of any platform. The original records were sent in files 

each containing 15 minutes worth of data from aU instruments and were fitted together at 

TTU in pre-processing on an instrument-by-instmment basis. Those records included 

measurements of barometric pressiure, relative humidity, temperature, horizontal wind speed 

and dkection from propeUer-vane anemometry at 10 m height and three-component wind 

data at 5 m and 10m height. The propeUer-vane coUected wind data was used throughout 

most of the analysis, except in cases where data from more than one height was requked. 

Information about the towers pertaining to the datasets used from LUi is given in Table 4.6. 

4.7 NDBC Continuous Wind and Standard 
Meteorological Data 

Four NDBC platforms were included in the map analysis and data processing files. 

NDBC coUects wind data in two formats, continuous winds and standard meteorological 

data. Other NDBC meteorological data are archived only in standard meteorological data 

format. Measurement sampUng and averaging times are dependent upon the payload of the 

particular system. AU four platforms employed in the analysis were from the MARS payload. 

The sampUng rate for aU instruments used in this investigation is 1 Hz. Both real-time and 

archived data are freely available on the Internet at www.ndbc.noaa.gov. Some assistance in 

interpreting the gust data was provided by David GUhousen of NDBC. The continuous 

wind format consists of 10-min average wind speed and dkection measured six times each 

hour. In addition, the maximum 5-sec gust within each measurement hour and the minute 

and dkection of gust occurrence are reported during the last ten minutes of the 

measurement hour. 
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Figure 4.4. FCMP (CUUF) portable tower system (Photos courtesy of Forrest Masters and 
Kurt Guriey of FCMP). 
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Table 4.6. Information about the FCMP (CUUF) platforms and processed data. 

Tower 

T-0 

T-1 

T-2 

T-3 

Data 
Acquisition 
Start Times 

(UTQ 

02:03:36, 

3 October 

06:15:00, 

3 October 

23:18:34, 

2 October 

04:05:24, 

3 October 

Location 

Cajun Field, 
University of 

Louisiana 
Lafayette, 
Lafayette 

Jimmy 
Swaggert 

Compound, 
Baton Rouge 

Open Rice 
Field, 

Donald-
sonviUe 

Private Farm, 
Lydia 

Location 
Elevation 

(meters 
above 

sea-level 
or mean 
sea-level) 

-12 

- 8 

- 7 

3 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 
(meters 
above 

surface) 

10 

10 

10 

10 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

CUUFO 

CUUFl 

CUUF2 

CUUF3 

Latitude and 
Longitade 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

30,12,53 N 

92,02,41W 

30,22,58 N 

91,05,32 W 

30,05,44 N 

9L00,23W 

29,54,50 N 

9L45,35W 
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Among other quantities, the standard meteorological data format consists of 

averaged values of ak temperature, water temperature, dewpomt, sea-level pressure, wind 

speed, and wind dkection. The averaging times are dependent upon the payload and 

whether the platform is a C-MAN or buoy. For those stations included here, the averaging 

time is 2 minutes for C-MAN and 8 minutes for buoys. In order to conserve on power 

suppUed to each system, observations are only recorded and reported during the last 2-min 

or 8-min period of the hour. AdditionaUy, the peak 5-sec gust within those 2-min or 8-min 

periods is reported, without the wind dkection of the gust Information pertinent to this 

stady on both data formats and the platforms used in the coUection is given in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7. Information about the NDBC platforms and processed data. 

Tower 

BURLl 

C-MAN 

GDILl 

C-MAN 

Buoy 42001 

Buoy 42041 

Location 

BurrwoodBar 
PUot Station, 
Mouth of the 

Southwest Pass 
of the 

Mississippi 
River 

BuidUng 
Rooftop, Grand 

Isle 

Gulf of Mexico, 
333kmSoutii 
of Southwest 

Pass 

Gulf of Mexico, 
204kmSoutii 
of Grand Isle 

Location 
Elevation 

(meters above 
sea-level or 
mean sea-

level) 

0 

1.8 

0 

0 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 

(meters above 
surface) 

30.5 

15.8 

10 

5 

4.8 USGSData 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

BURLl 

GDILl 

42001 

42041 

Latitude and 
Longitude 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

28,54,18 N 

89,25,42 W 

29,16,00 N 

89,57,24 W 

25,55,12 N 

89,40,48 W 

27,30,14 N 

90,27,44 W 

The USGS mamtams a network of 197 stteamflow stations across Louisiana, some 

of which record meteorological data in addition to tiie hydrological data for which tiiey were 
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constmcted. Primarily, the meteorological data consists of "instantaneous" values of wind 

speed and dkection recorded either at 15-min, 30-min, or 60-min intervals from the top of 

each hour. A few other observations (temperature) were also available from a limited 

number of stations. In the analysis, these values are assumed to represent a 3-sec average 

observation. Charles Demas and David Walters from the USGS Baton Rouge office 

suppUed the data. Garton Ross, also from the USGS Baton Rouge office, addressed 

technical questions concerning the datasets. Real-time data from these stations are available 

over the Internet at http://water.usgs.gov/realtime.htnil. Data from twelve of these stations 

were included in the analysis and fiirther information is given in Table 4.8. The actual 

heights of the anemometry are estimated between 5 m and 10 m above the surface, but site-

specific information was not avaUable. 
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Table 4.8. Information about the US( 

Tower 

USGS 07387040 

USGS 07381328 

USGS 073813375 

USGS 
3004510895507 

USGS 
300830089515000 

USGS 08012470 

USGS 073813498 

USGS 073802375 

USGS 
3007220891501 

Location 

VermUion 
Bay, 

Cypremort 
Point 

Houma 
Navagation 

Canal, 
Dulac 

Bayou 
Tertebonne at 

Conttol 
Stmcture, 

Lapeyrouse 

Interstate-10 
Drainage 

Canal, litde 
Woods 

litde Irish 
Bayou at 

Highway 11, 
SUdeU 

Bayou 
Lacassine, 

Lake Arthur 

CaiUou Bay, 
Southwest of 

Cocodrie 

Lake Salvador, 
Lafitte 

Mississippi 
Sound, 

Grand Pass 

J S platforms and 

Location 
Elevation 

(meters above 
sea-level or mean 

sea-level) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

~2 

0 

0 

0 

L processed data. 

Map and Anatysis 
Acronym 

GSCYP 

GSDUL 

GSLAP 

GSLWD 

GSLIB 

GSLAR 

GSCAB 

GSLKS 

GSMSO 

Latitude and 
Longitude 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

29,42,47 N 
9L52,49W 

29,23,06 N 

90,43,47 W 

29,23,20 N 

90,35,16 W 

30,04,51 N 

89,55,07 W 

30,08,30 N 

89,51, SOW 

30,04,20 N 
92,52,41.9 W 

29,04,41 N 
90,52,17 W 

29,46,07 N 

90,11,15 W 

30,07,22 N 

89,15,01W 
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Table 4.8. Continued. 

Tower Location 

USGS 
300003090163500 

USGS 07374527 

USGS 073816537 

Drainage Canal 
at Interstate-10 

near Loyola 
Drive, 

Kenner 

Northeast Bay 
Gardene, 

East of Point-
A-La-Hache 

CastiUe Pass, 
South of 

Morgan City 

Location 
Elevation 

(meters above 
sea-level or mean 

sea-Ievel) 

2 

Map and Analysis 
Acronym 

Latitade and 
Longitade 
(Degrees, 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

GSLOY 

0 

GSNBG 

GSMOC 

30,00,03 N 
90,16,35 W 

29,35,8.7 N 
89,36,21.5 W 

29,25,10 N 
91,16,37 W 

4.9 ASOS Data 

The Automated Surface Observing System is a national network of meteorological 

stations designed to mimic how humans observed weather before widespread economical 

automated measurement capabiUties existed. Each station coUects a wide variety of data, and 

sampUng and averaging times vary by sensor. Data are typicaUy reported once an hour, but 

special observations can be reported infrequentiy several times an hour during significant 

weather events. Since the ASOS data were incorporated into the processed files last and at a 

time when aU of the averaging times used in the mapping scheme and formatted files were 

akeady estabUshed, the only data used from ASOS were those that either automaticaUy 

conformed to the averaging schemes of the other systems or that could be ttansformed for 

dkect comparison to data from the other systems. This restricted data usage to five 

variables, station (barometric) pressure, wind speed, wind dkection, wind gust and peak 

wind. Information about the stations relevant to the stady is given in Table 4.9. More in-

depth documentation on the capabiUties of ASOS is outlined in the ASOS User's Guide 

(National Weather Service, 1998). Data used were acquked from the National CUmatic Data 

Center (NCDC) off of thek website at www.ncdcnoaa.gov. Altiiough data are sometimes 
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archived in 1-min average files that can be purchased tiirough NCDC, no such data were 

available for LUi's landfaU. Hence, data were dowtUoaded in the two available formats: (1) 

Unedited Houriy Surface Weather Observations and (2) Hourly Unedited Local 

CUmatological Data. An additional ASOS, Salt Point (P92), was in the LUi strike zone and 

had its power cut-off eariy in the period of stady. Therefore, data from that station were not 

included in this analysis. The Salt Point example emphasizes the need for portable tower 

programs that coUect data from landfalUng hurricanes. 

Table 4.9. Information about the ASOS platforms and processed data. 

Tower 

New Iberia 
Acadiana 
Regional 
(ARA) 

SUdeU Airport 
(ASD) 

Baton Rouge 
Ryan Airport 

(BTR) 

BoothviUe 
(BVE) 

Lafayette 
Regional Airport 

(LFI) 

New Orieans 
International 

Airport 
Q^ISY) 

New Orieans 
Lakefront 
Akport 
(NEW) 

Location 

Acadiana 
Regional 
Airport, 

New Iberia 

SUdeU Akport 
SUdeU 

Ryan Airport 
Baton Rouge 

BoothviUe 

Lafayette 
Regional 
Airport, 
Lafayette 

Moisant (Louis 
Armsttong) 
International 

Airport 
Kamer 

Lakefront 
Airport 

New Orieans 

Location 
Elevation 
(meters 
above 

sea-level 
or mean 
sea-level) 

7.3 

8.5 

19.5 

0 

11.6 

1.2 

2.7 

Map and 
Analysis 

Anemometer 
Height 

(meters above 
surface) 

7.6 

10.7 

11.3 

Unknown 
(9.8 usec^ 

7.6 

9.8 

7.6 

Map and 
Analysis 
Acronym 

ASARA 

ASASD 

ASBTR 

ASBVE 

ASLFT 

ASMSY 

ASNEW 

Latitude and 
Longitade 
(peffees. 
Minutes, 
Seconds) 

30, 01, 42.1 N 
91, 53, 5.4 W 

30,20, 36 N 
89,49,20 W 
30,31,49 N 

91,08,36 W 

29,20N 
89,24W 

39,12,10.0 N 

91, 59, 38.6 W 

29,59, 36 N 
90,15, 04 W 

30,02,57 N 

90,01,43 W 
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4.10 The Final Dataset 

Table 4.10 outikies tiie final sets of averaging, peak, and standard deviation times for 

tiie processed files tiiat were chosen to optimize usage of tiie individual datasets. The 

processed files include data from 12 UTC, 2 October, 2002, to 12 UTC, 4 October, 2002, 

encompassing die period when LUi passed near the offshore buoys to when k was weU-

inland over the soutii-centtal U.S. Each processed file contams mformarion for one 

averaging, peak, or standard deviation time for one particular parameter from aU avaUable 

stations widkn tiie 48-hour period. The different averaging times employed include l-nun, 

2-min, 5-min, and lO-min segmented means. The peak data include the 3-sec gust (and 

dkection, when avaUable) from 1-min, 2-mki, 5-min and 10-mm mtervals. It is assumed that 

the 2-sec, 3-sec, and 5-sec observations provided by each station are approximately 

representative of a 3-sec observation and are aU grouped as such. 3-sec standard deviations 

of the wind speed about 1-min, 2-mki, 5-min, and 10-min means are determined, where 

appUcable. The remaining three averaging and peak times either utilize the high-resolution 

observations saved at the top of each minute by the mesonet stations or conform to the 

output provided in the NDBC standard meteorological data format These times include the 

last 3-sec observation from each minute, the average of the last eight minutes of 

observations from each hour, and the peak 3-sec gust from the last eight minutes of each 

hour. It is also of note that virtuaUy aU of the wind data in the processed files was measured 

using propeUer-vana anemometers. Wind Monitors manufactured by RM Young Company. 

The exceptions to this are the wind data acquked from the USGS and the ASOS platforms. 

ASOS uses anemometry spedficaUy designed for those stations and the USGS stations 

measure the wind using sonic anemometry. 

The basic-state variables in the final processed files include wind speed and dkection 

quantities, relative humidity, temperature, and barometric pressure. The foUowing derived 

parameters were determined from these variables: potential temperature, virtual 

temperature, specific humidity, two forms of equivalent potential temperature, and density. 

Each of these derived quantities has its own processed file analogous to those for the basic-

state variables. Turbulent wUid quantities such as the gust factor and turbulence intensity 

were also determined and wiU be discussed in greater detaU in Chapter 5. Equivalent 
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potential temperature, or 0^, was determined using the methodologies outiined in Bolton 

(1980) and may form the basis for an ui-depth thermodynamic stady of liU's landfaU m 

fiiture work. 

Table 4.10. Categories of averaging times, peak observations, and standard deviations in the 
processed data output. 

Data Type Averaging Times, Peak Observations, and Standard Deviations Used 

AU 15 types 

10-min, 5-min, 2-min, 1-min, last 3-sec observation in each minute, 
average of the last 8-minutes of data from each hour 

AU 15 types 

AU 15 types 

All types except the four wind speed standard deviations 

10-min, peak 3-sec gust from 10-minute periods 

10-min, peak 3-sec gust from 1-min, 2-min, 5-min, and 10-min periods 

2-min (C-MAN only), peak 3-sec gust from 2-min periods (C-MAN 
only), average of the last 8-minutes of data from each hour (buoys 

only), peak 3-sec gust from the eight minutes prior to the top of the 
hour (buoys only) 

last 3-sec observation in each minute 

1-min (station pressure only) 

2-min (wind speed and wind dkection only) 

peak 3-sec gust from 1-min periods (gust and peak wind only) 

peak 3-sec gust from 2-min periods (gust and peak wind only) 

peak 3-sec gust from 10-min periods (gust and peak wind only) 

TTU Type 1 

TTU Type 2 

FCMP 

LAIS 

LUMCON 

WAVCIS 

NDBC Continuous 
Wmds 

NDBC Standard 
Meteorological 

Data 

USGS 

ASOS 

For reference, a map showing the land and coastal stations used in the analysis is 

given m Figure 5.5. Note that the elevation of Soutiiem Louisiana is very low and flat 

Therefore, topography is not Ukely to play a role ki determinmg tibe coastal ttansition of LUi 

ki most cases. The two stations not mcluded on tiiis map are tiie NDBC buoys, located 

several hundred kUometers offshore. 
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Figure 4.5. Map showing 48 of the 50 stations used in the analysis and elevation. 
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS 

5.1 Log-Law Eaors. Roughness, and Height Adjustments 

5.1.1 The Log Law and Profile Method 

In order to compare the wind stmcture horizontaUy across the coastal zone, wind 

data coUected from the same height above the ground should be used. However, 

anemometers in many cases are sited at different heights with respect to the surface. The 

log-law (Equation 5.1) provides a means for comparing wind data coUected from different 

heights above the surface. 

u{z) = — hi 
k 

fz^ 
\^oJ 

(5.1) 

where u{z) is the wind speed at height z above the surface, M, is the local fiiction velocity, 

k = 0.4 is the von-Karman constant and Zg is the roughness length over the layer to which 

the log-law is appUed. The friction velocity M» is defined in terms of surface values of the 

sttess and density, and is therefore assumed to be constant with height throughout the 

surface layer. In sttong wind situations such as hurricanes, neuttal stabiUty is also assumed 

and under this assumption the log-law for wind speeds as a function of height can be 

appUed. Zg represents the height above the surface where the wind velocity goes to zero 

and the characteristic eddy size (Dyrbye and Hansen, 1997). Plotting profiles of u(z) against 

In(^) yields a sttaight line and the slope and intercept may be used to determine u, and z^. 

This technique is often referted to as the profile method for determining roughness. 

One question to be answered is to what averaging times the log-law can be appUed. 

To evaluate this, approxknately 11 hours of data coUected by WEMITE 2 in Hurricane LUi 

from the height of the storm and another 11 hours of non-simultaneous data from CUUF3 

in LUi were used to constmct averaging time diagrams, sknUar to one in Schroeder (1998). 

Data from die 6.1 m anemometer on WEMITE 2 were not kichided due to potential issues 

witii the system during portions of this tkne. Figures 5.1-5.4 show the ertor in tiie wind 

speed predicted by the log-law for each anemometer height within the 2.1 m-15.2 m layer on 
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WEMITE 2 versus averaging time. In aU cases, the maximum enor remains relatively stable 

down to about 90 seconds averaging time and is 3%-5% for aU heights. Thus, for known M» 

and Zg,the log-law provides a relatively accurate way to estimate the wind at one height 

given the wind at another height for averaging times as smaU as 90 seconds (at least for the 

LUi case). 

TTUW2 - ProHle Method for 2.1 m -15.2 m Layer 
0.18 

200 300 400 
Averaging Time (sec) 

600 

Figure 5.1. Relationship of profile method 2.1 m wind speed eaor to averaging time 
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Figure 5.2. Relationship of profile method 4.0 m wind speed ettor to averaging time 
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Figure 5.3. Relationship of profile method 10.1 m wmd speed ertor to averaging time 
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Figure 5.4. Relationship of profile method 15.2 m wind speed error to averaging time 

Most meteorological stations do not coUect wind data at mtUtiple heights, and 

therefore the log-law cannot be used to Uneariy interpolate u, and z„ over a layer. 

TypicaUy, z^ is subjectively estknated from evaluating the local tettain conditions 

suttounding a site and this requkes expertise in matching z^ values to particular roughness 

regimes (Wieringa, 1992). Taking the ratio of the log-law appUed to one height where wind 

information is known ( z , , « , ) and another where it is not ( Z j , Wj)' ^^ foUowing 

relationship can provide an estimate of the wind speed at the second height. 

f. \ 
hi 

Uj = M , 
\^oJ 

r \ 
z 

(5.2) 

hi 
\'^o J 
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Employing Equation 5.2 witii z„ estimated from die log-law over die 2.1 m-15.2 m layer 

from WEMITE 2 and die wind speed data coUected at 10.1 m again yields relatively steady 

maxknum ertors for tiie wind speed estimates at die odier heights on the tower down to 90 

seconds averagkig time. Figure 5.5 gives an example of tiiis for tiie 2.1 m anemometer 

height. However, die ertors are significantiy larger tiian tiiose by dkectiy applymg z„ for the 

layer to estimate the wind speeds using the log-law. 

rrUW2 - Profile Method for 2.1 m - 15.2 m Layer 
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Figure 5.5. Relationship of profile method 2.1 m wind speed ettor to averaging time 
employing Equation 5.2 with wind speeds from 10.1 m 

5.1.2 The Turbulence Intensity Method and Variation 
of Roughness with Height 

The turbulence intensity technique works under the same assumptions as the profile 

method for determining z„, with the additional assumption that the ratio of the standard 

deviation of the vdnd speed, C^^ , to the friction velocity is a constant c somewhere 

between 2.2 and 2.5. For purposes of this stady c wUl be taken to be 2.5. Witii tiiis 

additional consttaint the log-law becomes 
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u{z) = ^\n 
ck (5.3) 

\^o 

Noting tiiat TI = —!^, reartangmg both sides of the equation, and inverting tiie logarithm to 
U 

solve for z^, Equation 5.3 becomes: 

z„ =z exi \TI ) (5.4) 

where TI represents the turbulence intensity at z AGL. Thus, z„ can be determmed for 

each height z where there is turbulence intensity information available from an 

anemometer. Roughness length varies with height above the surface and z„ 's taken from 

(5.4) represent the effective roughness length at the particular height z above the surface. 

Employing a 10-min averagkig time with the same 11 hours of data from WEMITE 2 and 

CUUF3 as before to calculate z^ using Equation 5.4, roughness length parameterized in this 

manner increases with increased height above the surface (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7). This is 

physicaUy reasonable, since anemometers located higher up on the towers wUl resolve the 

effects of the local tertain for sUghtiy greater distances upstteam than those located at lower 

heights on the towers. Furthermore, the increased roughness lengths with height can be 

seen when comparing layer derived z^'s from the profile method for successively higher 

layers from tiie WEMITE 2 tower (Figure 5.8). 
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Figure 5.6. z^ 's determined by the TI method for CUUF3 tower 

WEMirE2 - TI Method 
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Figure 5.7. z„ 's determmed by the TI metiiod for WEMITE2 
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Figure 5.8. z^ 's determined by the profile method for WEMITE2 
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In order to evaluate the usefulness of z^ 's parameterized by the TI method for 

purposes of adjusting wind for heights, one woidd employ known cr̂  and TI information 

from one height to get a z^ using Equation 5.4 for that height, and then use that z^ to find 

wind speed information at a height where it is unknown by Equation 5.3. However, in an 

ideal situation, to use Equation 5.3 to estimate wind speeds at a height where they are 

unknown, one must have information on cr^, and TI at that height. Since no information 

from that height exists and both z^ and TI vary with height, using z^ 's from Equation 5.4 

for this purpose can lead to large ettors. In fact these ettors can be greater than the ettors 

involved in not adjusting for height at aU. 

As an example, z^ was calculated using Equation 5.4 from turbulence intensity 

mformation determined from the wind speeds at 10 m height on the CUUF3 tower in liU 

and used in Equation 5.3 along with the 10 m cr„ data to adjust the wind speeds to 5 m, 

where the wind was also known. The percentage ettors of the wind speed estimates from 
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the adjustment are plotted in Figure 5.9. For purposes of comparison, the ettors generated 

by using the 10 m wind speed data dkectiy as an estimate for the 5 m data (not adjusting at 

aU) are given in Figure 5.10. For a 10-min (600 sec) averaging time, the ertor for the values 

predicted using Equation 5.4 with Equation 5.3 in this maimer are about 15%, whereas those 

for not adjusting at aU are near 14%. Note that although these ertors for predicted wind 

speed are steady down to about 90 seconds averaging time, they are also 10% higher than 

those generated using the profile method to predict wind speed. These ettors should 

increase with greater distance between the two heights. 
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Figure 5.9. 5 m wkid speed estimate ettors employing ẑ  's from 10 m versus averagmg 

time for CUUF3 
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Figure 5.10. 5 m wind speed ettor estimates employing 10m wind speeds versus averaging 
time for CUUF3 

It seems reasonable that to estimate the wind speeds at one height from another 

using this technique, a relationship between either the z„ 's or turbiUence intensities at the 

two heights must be utiUzed to reduce ettors. Employing 10-min averaged data over the 

same 11-hour period as before from various anemometers within the 2.1 m-15.2 m range on 

WEMITE 2 and the data coUected at the two heights on CUUF3, an empirical relationship 

between the TI at one height to the TI at a lower height was fitted to this data and is as 

r/(z)= 0.99 ISr/, -h 0.007401 
^z ^ 

r z <z. (5.5) 

V ̂  7 

where z,. is the height where there is known wind speed data and z is height where no 

information is available. The fit statistics for this equation are given in Table 5.1 below. The 

relationship between TI's at various heights is Ukely to be dependent on z„, and also may be 

dependent upon averaging and sampUng times as weU as stabUity and convective influences. 

Additional data from otiier locations wUl Ukely refine the coefficients. The fit's 
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independence of z„ may not be supported since the regressed data may have originated 

from two similar roughness regimes during the time period. Equation 5.5 may be inverted 

to relate TI's from one height to those at a higher location. 

Table 5.1. Goodness-of-fit statistics for 

Equation 

5.5 (TI) 

5.6 ( a j 

SSE 

0.0074 

1.994 

equations 5.5 and 5.6 

R-squared 

0.9890 

0.9939 

Adjusted 

R-squared 

0.9889 

0.9939 

Root Mean Square 

Ertor 

0.0043 

0.0711 

Utilizing this relationship to get the TI's at 5 m from the 10 m TI's determined from 

the CIJUF3 tower wind data, calculating z^ 's for 5 m based upon these TI's, and estimating 

wind speeds using Equation 5.3 significantiy reduces the ettor of the predicted wind speeds 

across aU averaging tknes (Figure 5,11). The maximum ertor for the 10-min averaging time 

is about 7.5%. Furthermore, the maximum ettors remain fakly steady to about the 5-inin 

averaging time and are stUl below 10%) down to the 3-mki averaging period. 
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CUUF3 TI Method (with TI parameteri2ed to 5 m) 
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Figure 5.11. 5 m wind speed ettor estimates employing TI's parameterized from 10 
versus averaging time 

m 

Another potential source of ettor in using Equation 5.3 in combination with 

Equation 5.4 to estimate wind speeds at one height from another comes from using the 

known a^ values from one height as an estimate of the values for the other. UtiUzing the 

same data used in fitting Equation 5.5, a relationship between the standard deviation values 

at one height to those at a lower height was found. This relationship and the goodness-of-fit 

statistics for the parameterization are given in Equation 5.6 and Table 5.1, respectively. 

^.(.)=0.957a„(^^) 0.0211 
^z ^ 

z<z. 
\ ^ ) 

(5.6) 

AppUcation of this relationship to determine the (T„ values at 5 m from those at 10 m on 

CUUF3 and subsequent use in Equation 5.3 further reduced the ettors in the estimated wind 

speeds (Figure 5.12). The maximum ettor for the lO-min averaging time is now near 5% 
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and overaU tiie ettors are now comparable to tiiose seen in die profile metiiod. Note tiiat 

tins ettor reduction technique did not take into account different values for die constant c, 

which could lead to fiirtiier reduction m ettor. 

CUUF3 TI Method (with TI and a^ parameterized to 5 m) 

200 300 400 
Averaging Time (sec) 

Figure 5.12. 5 m wind speed ettor estimates employing TI's and a^ 's parameterized from 
10 m versus averaging time 

5.2 Mesoscale Wind Map Analysis 

Using the processed data files generated by the ingest quaUty control, averaging 

time, and peak time sttatification program, more than 32000 maps were constmcted to 

analyze wind magnitade, barometric pressure, temperature, relative humidity, specific 

humidity, potential temperature, and two forms of equivalent potential temperature over the 

various averaging and peak times provided in the files. In addition, each map includes wind 

bars indicating the dkection from which the wind is approaching. For each variable and 

averaging or peak time, a time-lapse animation was constructed to provide the user visual 

access to the data for expedient map analysis. These maps also serve as a guide for what 

stations and time periods to include for comparing data in the coastal transition analysis. 

When no observation is available for a particular variable from an individual station at the 
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time scale of the map, the station is automaticaUy dropped off of the map to indicate that it 

was not included in that analysis period. Each map also includes the maximum and 

minimum observation at the time of the map, as weU as the location of LUi's center of 

ckculation extrapolated from National Hurricane Center Best Track information and 

reconnaissance akcraft reports. See Figure 5.13 for an Ulusttated example. The maps were 

constmcted over two spatial scales, one that includes aU land-based stations and diose 

stations in the surtounding coastal waters, and another that includes, in addition to tiie land 

and coastal stations, the NDBC buoys over die open Gulf of Mexico that were impacted by 

LUi 

Gridding and mapping of the processed data was performed in MATLAB 6.5 using 

the Mapping Toolbox. Four types of gridding are available in MATLAB: linear, cubic 

spline, and nearest neighbor interpolation aU based upon Delaunay triangulation using QhuU 

(The Geometry Center, 1993), and biharmomc spline interpolation (Sandwell, 1987). AU 

four were tested prior to map production and the cubic spline technique was chosen for 

production of the maps. The choice of the cubic spline technique was laigely based upon 

the smooth fits it produces when compared to the others. 
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Station Identifier and Wind 

Direction Bar 
Averaging Time Group, Observation Type, 

and Time of Observation 
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Extreme Observations at Stations for Map Time 

Figure 5.13. Unadjusted 1-min wind speed (m/s) map example for 12:30 UTC, 3 October. 

The wind maps, although cuttentiy unadjusted for both height and exposure, provide 

visual evidence of the existence (and, in some cases, the extent) of a COIBL downwkid of 

the coastiine within Hurricane LiU. They also provide information needed to ascertain what 

time scales are involved in the creation and maintenance of the COIBL. Since they are not 

adjusted for exposure, extteme caution must be used in drawing conclusions about the wind 

field, in particular for those stations not located within open exposure for some wind 

dkections. Exposures for some of the stations vdU be discussed in greater detaU in Section 

5.3. In addition, several of the stations acquked data from anemometers located at heights 

above the standard reference height of 10 m, so fiirtiier care must be taken when analyzing 

wind data from those stations (see Chapter 4 for anemometer heights). 
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Ten maps (Figures 5.14-5.23) from the 10-min averaging tkne group Ulusttate the 

progression of LUi's wind field over soutii-centtal Louisiana and the associated COIBL 

Ulusttated by observations from the coastal stations. Figure 5.14 shows the wind field when 

LUi was about five hours from landfaU. Note the gradient m wind speeds between the three 

LUMCON stations (LUTEB, LUTAB, and LUMAC) and die LAISH station located to tiie 

southwest of New Orieans. The anemometers on these stations are aU located close to 10 m 

above the surface (Tables 4.3 and 4.4), so minimal or no height adjustment is requked. In 

addition, storm surge from LUi in this area reduced the difference for tiiose anemometer 

heights from standard height above mean sea level Furthermore, LUTEB and LUTAB are 

both located over the coastal waters and LUMAC is located in the marshland near the 

coastUne, aU neariy ideal for stady of the COIBL. However, during the time period shown 

in Figures 5.14-5.20, buUdings located to the east and southeast of LUMAC likely influenced 

the wind speeds from that station. Roughness changes from a swamp upwind of LAISH 

likely also affected the wind speeds there. Specific exposures for these stations wiU be 

discussed in Section 5.3. 

Since LiU ttacked to the west of tiiis region, an extended period of onshore winds 

occurted at the coastal LUMCON stations beginning around 8 UTC 3 October, 2002, and 

lasting weU mto 4 October. Using the wind speeds at LUTAB and LUTEB as an offshore 

reference, aU of the 10-min figures show a gradient in the mean wind of 3 m/s to 6 m/s in 

the area extending from the LUMCON stations inland a few kUometers into the coastal 

marsh. This decrease is similar in magnitade to ones seen m the adjusted wind fields of 

PoweU and Houston (1996) and Ukely can be attiibuted to a COIBL forming in tiiat region. 

Altiiough not Ulusttated by these maps, the COIBL Ukely extends throughout tiie coastal 

areas to the west and northwest of the ttack of LUi's ckculation center. This gradient 

persists throughout the entke period of onshore flow. One may also note the area of higher 

wmds near LUPON prevalent ki tiie northeast comer of the gridded field Ui most of the 

maps. This station Ues over tiie western portion of Lake Pontcharttam, and tiiere is Ukely 

anotiier onshore IBL in tiiis region for easteriy fetches as tiie flow moves over tiie shaUow 

lake and into the marshland and cypress swamp to the west 
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Figure 5.14. Map of Unadjusted 10-mm Wmd Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 8:10 UTC 3 Oct 

2002. 
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Figure 5.15. Map of Unadjusted lO-mki Wind Speeds (m/s) from liU at 9:50 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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Figure 5.16. Map of Unadjusted 10-min Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 10:00 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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Figure 5.17. Map of Unadjusted 10-mki Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 11:00 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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Figure 5.18. Map of Unadjusted 10-mki Wmd Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 12:30 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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Figure 5.19. Map of Unadjusted 10-min Wmd Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 13:00 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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Figure 5.20. Map of Unadjusted 10-min Wkid Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 13:10 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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Figure 5.21. Map of Unadjusted 10-mki Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 14:40 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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Figure 5.23. Map of Unadjusted 10-mki Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 17:20 UTC 3 Oct 
2002. 
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The higher wind region to tiie soutii and west of tiie coastal LUMCON stations in 

Figures 5.16, 5.17, and 5.19 is only revealed when die observations from die WAVCIS 

stations (CSI) are added to tiie fields during tiiek sampUng period prior to the top of each 

hour (compare Figures 5.15 and 5.16 or Figures 5.19 and 5.20 for successive Unages witii and 

without tiie CSI stations). At 10 m height near the locations of tiiese stations, the wind 

magnitade is Ukely not as high as indicated by the maps. The wmd observations at tiiree of 

the CSI stations were coUected above the 10 m reference height (Table 4.5). Without 

adjustment the wind values at CSI05 and CSI06 are not good reference points for offshore 

wind speed. However, another wind speed decrease may exist in this region as the flow is 

slowed by a change in wave stmcture brought about downstteam of the division between the 

shaUow coastal waters and the deeper, open Gulf of Mexico. 

The maximum over-water near-surface wind recorded after the collapse of LUi's 

eyewaU is exhibited in Figure 5.17 at the CSI03 station just south of Marsh Island. 

Concuttent WSR-88D radar imagery (Landreneau, 2003) from KLCH showed this 

maximum wind observation occurted in the northeast remnant of LiU's eyewalL The main 

convection attendant with the broken eyewaU is confined to the north and northeast of the 

ckculation center, and the highest wind observations are neariy coUocated with this 

remaining area of deeper convection in this and subsequent unages. 

Wind maps from near and after LiU's landfaU to the west of Marsh Island are g^en 

in Figures 5.19-5.23. The core of sttongest winds passed over the TTUB and TTUG towers 

(Figure 5.21) and later over the LAISR tower (Figure 5.23), where a hint of the passage of 

the eye can be seen in the complete wind records (Figure 5.24). As the wind veered around 

to a more southeriy dkection with the passage of the eye, stations in and around the inner 

core experienced an increasing onshore fetch. A distinct deceleration m the onshore flow 

can be seen between the TTUW2 tower and the CUUF3 and LAISI towers located less tiian 

15 km inland during this timeframe. This may again be attributed to the development of a 

COIBL within the flow off of Cote Blanche Bay. 
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Figure 5.24. 1-min unadjusted wind speeds (m/s) from TTUG and LAISR. 

The presence of COIBL's in the vicinity of the coastal stations can also be seen in 

the wind maps from the 1-min and 2-min averaging time groups. In fact, a time-lapse 

animation (not shown) of tiie 1-minute maps from 0 UTC 3 October, 2002, to 0 UTC 4 

October, 2002, reveals a sustained period of more than 18 hours where there may be a 

COIBL near the three LUMCON stations in Terrebonne Parish. Even during the times 

when the wind dkection paraUels the coast near these sites, a marine influence can be seen in 

the form of sUghtiy higher wind speeds around the coastal LUMCON stations than those 

seen inland at LAISH (Figure 5.25). Some of these differences in wind speeds may be due to 

local exposure issues near LAISH and LUMAC, and not due to the tettain change at the 

land-sea interface. 
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Figure 5.25. Unadjusted 1-min Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 00:11 UTC 3 Oct 2002. 

The inner core of winds moved through the region extending from the TTUG, 

TTUB, and TTUW2 stations to tiie LAISR and CUUFO stations roughly between 13 UTC 

and 18 UTC on 3 October. TTUW2, CUUF3, and LAISI were on the eastern periphery of 

these sttong winds. As with the 10-min averaging time group, a pronounced gradient exists 

between TTUW2 and CUUF3, with the wind magnitade decreasing appreciably between the 

two stations (Figure 5.26-5.30). The maximum difference in wind speeds between the two 

stations was about 10 m/s , occurring over a separation distance of roughly 19 km. The 

apparent inland slowing of the wind occurs despite the fact that ttees and other obstacles 

were located close to the TTUW2 site for many wind dkections and that CUUF3 was 

located in relatively open exposure for most of the period. Several possibUities coiUd 

account for this decrease. WEMITE 2 was located approximately 9-10 m above sea level in 

an area which graduaUy sloped downward towards Cote Blanche Bay. Some topographic 

speed-up effects could have caused higher wind speeds at the Cote Blanche site. Another 
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possibiUty is that higher winds associated with the outer portion of the inner core had not 

yet reached the CUUF3 site. Note also in Figures 5.26-5.30 that the wind dkection at 

TTUW2 produces a more over-water fetch than does the dkection at CUUF3 for these time 

periods. This may be the principle cause of why the wind speeds are higher at TTUW2 than 

at CUUF3. StiU, some evidence suggests the presence of a COIBL. However, the gradient 

does not always exist and the 1-min wind speeds at the CUUF3 location are higher than 

those at Cote Blanche Island at times (Figures 5.31-5.32). Note in both of these figures that 

the fetch azimuths at TTUW2 and CUUF3 are now more aligned, both from an over-water 

dkection. As the radius of maximum winds passes inland closer to the CUUF3 location, the 

winds at the TTUW2 site slacken and are less than those at Lydia. For this time period, the 

COIBL may stiU be present, but is undetectable due to the coarseness of the map scale. 
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Figure 5.26. Unadjusted l-nkn Wmd Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 14:06 UTC 3 Oct 2002. 
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Figure 5.27. Unadjusted 1-min Wkid Speeds (m/s) from liU at 14:10 UTC 
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Figure 5.28. Unadjusted 1-mki Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 14:11 UTC 3 Oct 2002. 
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Figure 5.29. Unadjusted 1-min Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 14:12 UTC 3 Oct 2002. 
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Figure 5.30. Unadjusted 1-mki Wind Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 14:14 UTC 3 Oct 2002. 
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Figure 5.31. Unadjusted l-min Wkid Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 15:08 UTC 3 Oct 2002. 
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Figure 5.32. Unadjusted 1-min Wmd Speeds (m/s) from LUi at 15:43 UTC 3 Oct 2002. 
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5.3 Frictional Transition within Hurricane Onshore Flow 

In order to evaluate the frictional effects on the onshore winds within a hurricane 

near, during, and after landfall, a number of techniques widely utiUzed in non-hurricane cases 

may be employed. This portion of the stady focuses on the ttansition in two areas, one 

located approximately 150 km east of the point of LUi's landfaU and another on the outer 

edge of LUi's maximum wind core. There are conttasts between the ttansition in these two 

areas, as wiU be shown through the analysis. Section 5.3.1 iUusttates the techniques 

employed to determine roughness lengths and adjust the wind data for exposure and height. 

Sections 5.3.2-5.3.3 cover the analysis across the two coastal regions mentioned above. 10-

min averaged wind speed data are employed in section 5.3.2, whUe 5-min averaged data are 

used in the analysis in section 5.3.3. In both cases, the data used came from the output 

tables of the processing and quaUty conttol program, and not from the gridded analysis used 

to constmct the maps in section 5.2. 

5.3.1 Tprhniqiies Employed 

For both cases discussed below, three objective teclmiques to measure roughness are 

employed. Once roughness has been adequately quantified, variations of a techmque to 

adjust the wind data for height and exposure (Wieringa, 1976) are implemented, as necessary 

to the analysis. The techniques for determining z^ include the turbulence intensity method, 

a variation on the turbulence kitensity method using a logarithmic profile with paraboUc 

defect (Deaves, 1981), a method based upon gust factors (GF) (Wieringa, 1993) from wmd 

data sttatified into sectors by wind dkection, and a modified version of the GF technique 

uskig wind data not sttatified by wind dkection. As a matter of fiiture reference, the 

logaritiimic profile with paraboUc defect wUl sometimes be refetted to as the paraboUc log 

law in places within the document 

A gust factor is defined as the ratio of the short period peak wkid gust withki a 

• A rw — ^p^^ longer time period to the mean wkid speed over that longer time peflod, at Lrr - — -

TypicaUy, die shorter period is a matter of seconds, whUe tiie longer period can be a matter 

of minutes or hours. In order to employ tiie Wieringa (1993) GF technique, tiie wmd data 
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were sttatified into twelve 30° sectors to obtain median gust factors for each sector. The 

first sector is centered arovmd tme north, with the remaining sectors foUowing 

counterclockwise from there. Sector roughness using this technique is determined by 

-f^A 1.42-(-0.31nf-4 + 1 0 ' / L V ^ 

ZQ= z exp {GF)~l + A-fj.A 
(5.7) 

where \GF) is the median gust factor In a sector, fj. is a factor dependent upon averaging 

period of the mean wind observations, Ut is the mean gust wavelength, and A is the 

attenuation of the gust ampUtade by the anemometry and data acquisition system. In order 

to guarantee the wind date satisfied neuttal stabiUty criteria for appUcation of the technique, 

only values of U > 6 m / s were used to determine the sector roughness lengths. Wieringa 

(1976) recommends that at least 12-15 mean wind observations be used to establish a 

median gust factor for a sector. For 10-min mean winds, fj- =1. After relating the median 

GF for 5-min winds to that for 10-min winds, the averaging period factor fj. was 

determined to be 0.95 for 5-min mean winds based upon gust and mean wind data coUected 

in Lili GUI (1967) gives the attenuation factor 

A = 'i'%. 
2\( 

1 + 2nt, 
-1/2 

(5.8) 

where A is the anemometer distance constant t^ is the response time of the data 

acquisition system, and f is the gust length ki seconds. Ut is determined from a nomogram 

given ki Wieringa (1976) for varying mean wmd speeds, recorder response times, and 

anemometer distance constants. The nomogram is given for mean wind speeds up to 

20 m/s and specific distance constants, so the curves were exttapolated by hand for tiie 

appropriate values of each. Values of the curves were then written into a script for 

automation ki tiie technique. Some subjective effors are Ukely die result OriginaUy 

designed for use with recorder stiip charts, tiie technique has been shown to ghre reasonable 

results when appUed to digital data, mcludmg data coUected from landfaUing hurricanes 

(Conder, 1999). The technique appUed here was produced in a series of scripts tiiat can be 
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appUed to aU available stations for an appropriate averaging time. In addition, a modification 

of the GF technique was employed whereby each 3-sec to 5-min or 3-sec to 10-min GF was 

substitated into equation 5.7 in place of the median sector GF. This process yields a 

roughness length value for each five or ten-mkiute period and enables one to constmct a 

rime series of z^ determined by GF using each individual wind speed segment 

The turbulence intensity method was discussed in section 5.1 on ertor analysis. The 

other technique, or modification of a technique, is the turbulence intensity method appUed 

to log-law with paraboUc defect (Deaves, 1981; Cook, 1985) instead of the ordinary log-law. 

This more accurate expression of the change in wind speed with height is given by 

k 
hi—-h 5.75 

z„ 

( \ 
z 

\^sj 
-1 .88 

z 

y^^j 

-1 .33 
z 

K^sJ 
-(-0.25 

z 

K^^J 
(5.9) 

where Zg is the gradient height and is parameterized by 

M. 
Zg = . For heights below 300 m, the last three terms of (5.9) can be neglected and the 

6 / 

relationship becomes 

k 
\n-

V ^oj 
+ %6.25fz (5.10) 

Applying the same assumptions as in the standard TI technique and then solving for z^, one 

obtains 

Zg = z e x p ck 
^ fz \^ 
8 6 . 2 5 ^ - — 

(J.. TI 
(5.11) 

Equation (5.11) represents the roughness length determined from the TI method using the 

log-law with paraboUc defect at a particular height z above the surface. 

The Wieringa (1976) technique for exposure and height cottection of wmd data is 

based upon the log-law and the concept of a blendkig height Zj, a height above which the 

contributions of individual roughness elements to the slowing of the wind can no longer be 

resolved and are effecthrely blended together ki the mean flow. Discussions of the 

advantages and disadvantages for the choice of tiiis blending height can be found in 
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Wieringa (1976, 1977, 1986, and 1996), but to a reasonable approxUnation Wieringa chooses 

Zj = 60 m ui most cases. Roughness elements (ttees and buUdings) are typicaUy no taUer 

tiian 30 m, except in urban areas, so 60 m is a sensible choice of blendmg height The 

question of whether this appUes m the sttong flow of hurricanes remains open, but for 

simpUcity sake the blending height here wiU be taken as in Wieringa (1976). The cottection 

technique is actuaUy a double appUcation of Equation 5.2, where the wind at station 

anemometer height is first ttansformed up to the blending height z^ and then resolved back 

down to a reference height above the surface. This reference height may or may not be the 

actual height of the station anemometer. The final relationship is given as 

where U fis the wind speed measured at the anemometer height of the station, z^^is the 

reference height ^oref ^̂  ^ ^ reference roughness length, and U^.^^ is the wind speed at the 

reference height above the surface. Wieringa remarks that when these ttansformations are 

appUed so that the reference height is neariy equal to the station anemometer height any 

departures from the logarithmic profile within the layer due to stabUity or mesoscale effects 

wUl effectively be canceled, since they are resolved in both the ttansformations up to and 

down from the blending height. 

A modification of this adjustment technique can be made by applying the modified 

logarithmic profile from Deaves (1981) to the ttansformation in Equation (5.12). 

AppUcation of this gives 

\n{z, /zj+ 8 6 . 2 5 / ^ hi(z,^/z„,^)+ 8 6 . 2 5 / -

b i ( z , / z , ) + 8 6 . 2 5 f ^ hi(z,/z„,^)+ 8 6 . 2 5 / ^ 

U^ = U ^ i ^ , (5.13) 

u, u, 

where M, is once again assumed to be constant throughout the layer up to the blendmg 

height 
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5.3.2 Onshore Transition far from LUi's 
Center of Ckculation 

Using maps of the unadjusted wind field Uke those shown in section 5.2, a period of 

extended pure onshore flow was identified and became the focus of further analysis. This 

period of onshore wind spanned from 11:40 UTC through 19:10 UTC, 3 October, and 

included times where LiU was over the coastal waters, making landfall, and inland by a 

considerable distance. Stations included in this analysis are LAISH, LUMAC, LUTAB, and 

LUTEB. Throughout the time period, the simxUtaneous wind dkection was nearly in 

alignment at each of the coastal stations and was backed by approxknately 20-30° at LAISH 

(Figure 5.33). It is interesting to note that the largest difference in wind dkections between 

the inland and coastal stations primarUy occurs during the period of analyzed coastal 

ttansition. 
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Figure 5.33. Complete time series of wkid dkection for LAISH and LUMCON coastal 

stations. 
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In general, skice significant curvature is involved with hurricanes, one wouH Uke to 

compare the wind magnitade at different points along the same ttajectory. The time period 

from 11:40 UTC-19:10 UTC, to a best visual approximation, fits that description. However, 

tiiis task is better suited for wind data spatiaUy averaged over smaU scales and could only be 

approximately pursued here. Hence, a time period was chosen where the stations' wind 

azimuths appear to be along the same onshore wind ttajectories. In order to begin the 

analysis, only 10-min data were employed assuming the wmd field over the period is 

stationary. The goal is to look at changes m the mean and turbulent wind field (spedficaUy 

total TI and GF, when appUcable) with respect to the coastUne. The only Umitations to this 

are in the sampUng sttategies employed when the stations coUect data and obtainmg an 

accurate measurement of distance from the interface. 

First roughness values were determined utilizing the appUcable techniques outUned 

in sections 5.1 and 5.2. For the GF methods of determining roughness, the wind fluctuation 

attenuation factor A is exttemely sensitive to the ratio t,. ft and Equation 5.8 can no longer 

be appUed when t,. =t. Since the recorder times for aU of the LUMCON stations are 2 

seconds, those for the LAIS are 3 seconds, and the gust length of interest is 3 seconds, this 

presents a difficiUty in dkectiy applying Wieringa's method (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). In order to 

make use of the GF techniques for these stations, it was assumed that t,. = 0.2 s, although 

cleariy it is n o t Values of the parameters used in appUcation of the GF methods for 

determining roughness are listed in Table 5.2 for the stations. Given that sector roughness 

values are to be determined, aU available data with U > 6 m/s coUected over the original 48-

hour period were used to obtain z^ by GF and TI. 

Table 5.2. Relevant station information 

Parameter 

Anemometer 
Height (m) 

A (m) 

Mean Ut (m) 

Mean A 

t{s) 

LAISH 

10 

2.7 

55 

0.88 

3 

LUMAC 

13.2 

2.7 

60 

0.81 

2 

LUTAB 

-12 

2.7 

60 

0.81 

2 

LUTEB 

13.9 

2.7 

60 

0.82 

2 
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Skice cr̂  information was not avaUable from the three LUMCON stations, z 

found by either of the TI teclmiques could only be determmed for LAISH. Determining TI 

at LAISH is problematic for 10-min wind information since the cr,, information available 

from the LAIS is the 3-sec standard deviation about a 1-min mean. In order to resolve this 

issue a rather lengthy empkical relationship (not shown) was developed that exactiy 

associates 1-min averages and standard deviations about 1-min means to standard deviations 

about 10-min means. Later the same technique employed was used to determine analogous 

versions of the relationship for 2-min and 5-min means. Once this information was in 

hand, 10-min TI for the data from LAIS stations could now be obtained and z„ determined 

by appUcation of two methods. 

In order to aid in the analysis and visuaUy cottelate the roughness values obtained 

from the wind records with upviind terrain features, digitized infrared aerial photographs 

(Digital Ortho-Photo Quarter Quadrangles or DOQQ's) of the region surtounding the 

selected stations were imported into a Geographic Information System (GIS) (ESRI ArcMap 

8.3). These DOQQ's were obtained online from the Louisiana Adas web server 

(http://www.adas.lsu.edu) and fused together at TTU as appropriate to yield mesoscale 

maps. The original DOQQ's were taken in 1998 and are in the Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) coordinate system, with grid points determined in terms of distance in 

meters. Instead of projecting the DOQQ's kito another coordinate system, a script was 

written in MATLAB to determine the UTM coordinates for various angles that define the 

sector boundaries. Sector-divided range rings were overlaid on the fused DOQQ's for 

appropriate distances from the stations. A broad scale version of one of these maps is given 

in Figure 5.34 for the stations Ui this portion of the stady. The map also Ulusttates by 

examples at both LAISH and LUTEB how the wmd dkection sectors were divided. Figure 

5.34 shows tiiat LUMAC, LUTEB, and LUTAB are located over die coastal waters, whUe 

LUMAC is located inland a few kUometers in die lowland marsh. LAISH is located weU 

inland by about 45 km. 
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Figure 5.34. Aerial photographic map of the Louisiana coast suttounding the LAISH, 
LUMAC, LUTAB, and LUTEB stations (Range rings are 0.5 km, 1.0 km, 2.5 km, 5 km, and 
10 km, respectively). 
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Before proceedmg to analyze tiie wind data coUected from the four locations, k is 

beneficial to describe the local tertain characteristics surtoxmding each of the sites. LAISH is 

characterized by surtoundkig flat tertam witii forested regions and some smaU cities upwmd 

of the tower (Figures 5.35-5.37). The suburban type areas associated with tiiese towns are 

primarily located 8 km-10 km distant from LAISH ki sectors 2-4 (15°<0<1O5'), but extend 

to withki 2 km m sectors 5-8 (105°<e<225'). These areas may have some affect on die 

upwind flow m those sectors. In sectors 6-9 (135°<0<255°) there is a ribbon of swampland 

primarily between 5 km 7 km from tibe station, with open marshland extending from 7.5 

km weU past 10 km distance in those sectors. There is a clearing with scattered buUdings 

inward of the ribbon of swampland curving between 1 km and 6 km distance of the tower in 

those same sectors. Sectors 10-12 (255°<0<315°) between 1 km and 10 km distance of the 

station are primarily dominated by forested swampland, with a few widely-spaced clearings 

in between. 

The LAISH station is located in a clearing associated with a smaU bayou in the 

swampland to the northwest of the city of Houina (Figures 5.36 and 5.37). The clearing is 

mainly composed of sugarcane fields, which were faUow during the passage of LiU. These 

empty fields extend to more than 1 km distance from the tower in sectors 2-4 (15°<8<105°) 

and sectors 10-11 (255°<0<315°), and between 0.5 km and 1.0 km racUus of the tower in 

sectors 1 (345°<6<360° or O°<0<15"), 5 (1O5°<0<135°), 9 (225°<0<255'), and 12 

(315°<0<345°). They also extend from 0.25 km to 0.5 km radius of the tower in sectors 6-8 

(135°<0<225°). Exterior to the regions of empty fields, densely-spaced, forested swampland 

is upwind of the tower between 0.4 km and 1 km in sectors 5-9 (1O5°<0<255'). Also, there 

is a smaU group of buUdings upwind of LAISH in sector 3 (about 50° azknuth from tme 

north) which could provide some obstmction to the flow from that cUrection. Hence, faidy 

rough tertain is upwind of the tower in most dkections and can be expected to yield 

appropriate roughness values determined from the wind data. 
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Figure 5.35. Mesoscale aerial photographic map of the terrain suttounding LAISH (Range 
rings are 10 km, 5 km, 2.5 km, 1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.36. Aerial photographic map of the terrain suttounding LAISH (Range rings are 
1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.37. Finescale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LAISH (Range 
ring is 0.25 km racUus). 
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Progressively smoother tertain becomes the norm as one moves towards the 

coastUne. The landscape suttounding the station LUMAC Ulusttates this change (Figures 

5.38-5.40). In the mesoscale, aUnost aU of the tertain between 1 km to 10 km upwind of 

LUMAC is either open marshland or shaUow water. Tertebonne Bay and Tambour Bay are 

located in sectors 5-8 (1O5°<0<225') extending beyond 5 km radius of the tower. 

Otherwise, a mix of open marshland, canals, bayous, and some buUdkgs exist in aU 

dkections. State Highway 56 runs along an approxknately 15° line extencUng between 1 km 

and 10 km, where some buUdings could provide a slowing mechanism for the flow from that 

dkection. Note also that the stations LUTAB and LUTEB are approximately located less 

than 8 km and 12 km cUstance to the southeast of LUMAC, providing exceUent comparison 

points for understanding the structural cUfferences in the wind between the marshland and 

low-depth bay waters. 

Within 1 km radius of the station (Figures 5.39 and 5.40), buUdings from the town of 

Cocodrie are present in sectors 3-7 (45°<0<195°). The LUMCON Marine Center buUding is 

located about 200 m upwind of the station between 45° and 105° azimuth. The buUding is 

approximately 10 m in height and likely influences any wind data coUected from those 

dkections. However, the logarithmic profile stiU probably holds for winds coming from 

these dkections, since the obstacle cUstance is sUghtiy greater than 15 times the height of the 

anemometry on the LUMAC station (Table 4.5) (Wieringa, 1976). Open marshland and 

some water bocUes are located in the 1 km radius sectors extending from the southwest to 

the northeast of the station. 
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Figure 5.38. Mesoscale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUMAC (Range 
ruigs are 10 km, 5 km, 2.5 km, 1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.39. Aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUMAC (Range rings are 
1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radii, respectively). 
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Figure 5.40. Finescale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUMAC (Range 
ring is 0.25 km racUus). 
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Both LUTAB and LUTEB have large expanses of over-water exposures (Figures 

5.41-5.45). LUTAB is located withUi Tambour Bay about 7.5 km to the south of LUMAC, 

and mainly has shaUow water marine exposures between 1 km and 10 km radius of the 

station to its northeast east and southeast (sectors 3-7, 45°<0<195°) (Figure 5.41). The 

remaining upstteam sectors between these radu are composed of a combmation of low grass 

marshland, canals, bayous, and some shaUow open water exposures. Within 1 km of the 

station (Figures 5.42 and 5.43), there are scattered marsh islands m sectors 7-11 

(165°<0<345°). Most of this area was covered with water from storm surge in Lili 

(Lawrence, 2003), so the marsh islands became part of the shaUow water regune that existed 

around the site. There appears to be a buUding or a platform located about 150 m-200 m 

upwind of the tower in sectors 9 and 10 (225°<0<285°). However, the wind dkection at 

LUTAB never veered to tiiose azimuths during LiU. Therefore, any effects from the 

stmcture to the west of the station were minimal. 

The exposure around LUTEB is almost aU shaUow open water resulting from its 

location in the middle of Tertebonne Bay (Figure 5.44). There are some widely scrattered 

marsh islands m sectors 1 (345°<0<O° or O°<0<15') and 9-12 (255°<0<345°) beyond 5 km 

racUus of the station. The western edge of TimbaUer Island extends to about 9 km distance 

from LUTEB at an azimuth of approxknately 150°. The water depths ki this area in normal, 

non-hurricane concUtions are 3 m-4 m, and open water extends to over 4 km racUus in aU 

dkections from the station (Figures 5.44 and 5.45). 
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Figure 5.41. Mesoscale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUTAB (Range 
rings are 10 km, 5 km, 2.5 km, 1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radii, respectively). 
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Figure 5.42. Aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUTAB (Range rings are 
1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.43. Finescale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUTAB (Range 
ring is 0.25 km racUus). 
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Figure 5.44. Mesoscale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUTEB (Range 
rings are 10 km, 5 km, 2.5 km, 1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radk, respectively). 
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Figure 5.45. Aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LUTEB (Range rings are 
1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km racUi, respectively). 
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Roughness values detennined by GF, TI, and TI using tiie log-law witib paraboUc 

defect for appUcable stations are given in Tables 5,3 and 5.4. During die period of analyzed 

coastal transition, the wild dkection varied from a mmimum of 126.7° at LAISH to a 

maxUnum of 203.8° at LUTEB, so roughness values from sectors 5-8 at each of the stations 

are relevant in this case. As expected, the roughness values generated by GF appear to vary 

m cottespondence with the tertain located within several kUometers upwind of each of 

stations. However, they appear high when compared with typical roughness classifications 

(Wieringa, 1992). As an example, consider sector 7 where forested swampland is located 

about 300 m upwmd of LAISH and an empty field kiward of that radius. The roughness 

value determined by GF for that sector is 0.73 m, which would place the sector in between 

"very rough" (z^=0.5 m) and "closed" (z„=1.0 m) exposure on the updated Davenport 

(1960) roughness scale (Wieringa, 1992). A visual inspecrtion of the aerial photographs 

(Figures 5.34-5.36) and site inspection photographs (Figures 5.46) for areas suttounding 

LAISH might lead one to beUeve the sector would be cussed as somewhere between 

"rough" (Zg =0.25 m) and "very rough" exposure. The high values could be attributed to 

the GF technique applying to longer upwind fetches than other inethods of determining z^. 

Wieringa (1976) states that the roughness values determined by the method likely apply to 

fetches of distance a few kilometers upwind of the station. 

Table 5.3. Sector roughness by GF for onshore flow data 

Wind Dkection 
Secrtor 

Zg (pa) and number of observations used for determination 

LAISH LUMAC LUTAB LUTEB 

(1O5°<0<135") 
6 

(135°<0<165°) 

7 0.73 
(165°<0<195°) 

8 
(195°<0<225°) 

0.35 21 Not AppUcable Not AppUcable Not AppUcable 

0.81 22 0.12 23 0.032 22 0.034 22 

22 0.13 78 0.01 96 0.003 115 

Not AppUcable 0.039 21 0.008 35 0.004 28 
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Table 5.4. Sector roughness by TI using equations 5.4 and 5.24 for onshore flow data 

Wind Dkection 
Sector 

5 
(1O5°<0<135°) 

6 
(135°<e<165°) 

7 

(165°<0<195°) 

8 
(195°<0<225'O 

Mean z^ (m) by (5.4) 

0.108 (0.065) 

0.176 (0.062) 

0.189 (0.059) 

LAISH 

Mean z„ (m) by (5.24) 

(<y.^ H ) 

0.111 (0.066) 

0.18 (0.062) 

0.195 (0.060) 

Not AppUcable 

Number of 
Observations 

21 

22 

22 

Figure 5.46. Site documentation photograph of LAISH facing sector 7 (165°<0<195°) 

(Photo by James Fkmey). 
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On the other hand, the roughness values determined by TI and TI using the log-law 

with paraboUc defect appear to be too low (Table 5.4). This effect from appUcation of the 

TI techruque has been seen before in previous stacUes (Bartheknie et al., 1993). For further 

comparison, aU sector-derived roughness values from the three techniques appUed to the 

LAISH data are given in Figure 5.47. Even though a wide range of roughness values are 

covered, the overaU roughness patterns from the techniques are similar. This fiirther 

supports the cottespondence with the per-sector changes in terrain viewed in the aerial 

photography. Also note that use of the log-law with paraboUc defect appears to have Uttie 

effect on the obtained roughness values when compared to those found by the TI technique. 
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Figure 5.47. Comparison of sector z„ 's determmed by various metiiods for LAISH. 

not as 

The z, values ki Figure 5.47 from die offshore stations (LUTAB and LUTEB) are 

low as would be expected from open ocean conditions (z„ = 0.0002 m) for most of 
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die fetch dkections. Although determkied from wmd speeds less than 22 m/s (Figure 5.48), 

tiiese kicreased roughness values could be incUcative of shorter, steeper, and younger waves 

associated with the shaUow waters of Terrebonne Bay. This effect is consistent with 

previous modeUng stacUes (Vickery and Skerlj, 1998) and, if real, would lead to the slowing 

in the mean wind over the shaUow coastal waters prior to its passage over any land areas. 

Roughness length values determined by sector - GF for the three coastal LUMCON stations 

are plotted in Figure 5.49 for aU sectors with data avaUable. The number of observations 

used to obtain the z„ value is also included in the figure. Note, that in general, the 

roughness values increase with decreased over-water cUstance from the shore and then 

increase more with the on-land station LUMAC. 

12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 

time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.48. Non-adjusted wind speed time series from LAISH and LUMCON stations. 

The period of coastal ttansition is in bold. 
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Figure 5.49. z^ 's determined by GF with number of observations for LUMCON stations. 

A time history of roughness lengths determined from non-sector GFs (each 10-min 

GF) and wind dkections for the three LUMCON stations is given in Figure 5.50. The 

diamonds on portions of each time series incUcate the z^ values determined for wind speeds 

greater than 6 m/s , where neuttal stabiUty is assumed to apply. Note once again that the 

roughness length values at the on-land station LUMAC remain higher than those for the 

offshore stations throughout the length of the record. The roughness values at LUMAC 

decrease by close to one order of magnitade as the wind dkection moves away from the 

buUdings located to the east and south of the station and more out of the south-southwest 

(compare with Figures 5.38-5.40). Furthermore, the z^ values at LUTAB remain s%htiy 

higher tiian those at LUTEB throughout the time history. This occurs since LUTAB is has 

more land mass ki its immediate envkonment than does LUTEB (Figures 5.41-5.45). The 
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cUfference between the sets of roughness values at LUTAB and LUTEB slightiy increases 

between 6 UTC and 12 UTC, 4 October when the wind upstteam from LUTAB passes over 

the marsh land mass to its southwest (compare with Figures 5.41 and 5.44). There is also a 

ttend towards higher valued roughness lengths at both of the offshore stations (LUTAB and 

LUTEB) when the wmd is backmg due to the passage of LUi 150 km to the west of the area. 

This ttend appears to be the result of increased wind speeds at the two stations during this 

time (Figure 5.51). This is in agreement with previous stadies (Vickery and Skerlj, 1998), 

which show an increase in roughness length values for increased wind speeds in shaUow-

water scenarios. Figure 5.52 iUustrates the dependence of over-water roughness length 

values on wind speed for the two coastal, offshore stations. Although the scatter in the 

diagram is large, there appears to be an increasing ttend in roughness with increasing wind 

speed. 

240 

iliii 
y' I 

Wind Ditection; 
—LUTEB 
^ LUTAB 
—LUMAC 

i 

Roughness Length: 
—LUTEB ( • • U>6m/s) 
—LUTAB (•• U>6m/s) 
^LUMAC (•• U > 6 m/s) 

^30 
12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 

time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.50. Roughness length and 10-mki wUid dkection time histories for tiie coastal 

LUMCON stations. 
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12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 
time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.51. Roughness length from non-sector GF and lO-mki wind speed time histories at 
LUTAB and LUTEB. 
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Figure 5.52. z^ determined by non-sector GF versus 10-mki wmd speed for offshore 

coastal stations LUTAB and LUTEB. 
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Skice roughness determkied by die TI methods is only avaUable at one station, the 

wmd speed time histories of the four stations are adjusted using only z„ values determkied 

by GF. In order to factor out multiple roughness changes that exist between the coastUne 

and the inland stations, the over-land (LUMAC and LAISH) observations were adjusted to 

open tertam (Zg = 0.03 m) using variations of the Wieringa (1976) algorithm described in 

section 5.3.1. Then, for each 10-min period, the cUstance along the mean wind dkection 

from each of the land stations to the coastUne was determined, assurmng that both LUTAB 

and LUTEB are at cUstance zero from the interface. FinaUy, the adjusted and non-adjusted 

wind speed observations were plotted against the distance data to determine the influence of 

the overland fetch from the coastal interface on the mean wind speed. The effect on gust 

factors was considered in a similar manner. 

The distance considered here is the over-land fetch a particular station experiences 

for a particular 10-min wind dkection. Figure 5.53 iUusttates the vector data coastline used 

in the cUstance calculations. Since the coastiine in the vicinity of the LUMCON stations is 

faidy rapicUy changing and is not a soUd demarcation by any means, this could add some 

ertor to the cUstance calculations. The eaor is probably not on the order of several 

kUometers. However, LUTAB, which is located over the water in what once was Tambour 

Bay, is located inland with respect to some vector coastUne maps (Figure 5.13) and is located 

right at the coast in Figure 5.53. Distance from the coastUne is calcndated by finding the 

azimuth between the tower and each point on the vector coastUne and then comparing those 

azknuths with the wind dkection azimuth from the station observation. Once the closest 

azimuth to the wind dkection is found, the great ckcle distance is computed along that 

azimuth. When there are multiple barrier islands or points extencUng outward that could 

cause ettoneous cUstance calculations, a search scheme is employed that greatiy increases the 

chances that the cortect distance is calculated. 
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Figure 5.53. Map of Southeast Louisiana with coastUne used to determine cUstance from the 
interface (Coastline courtesy of NOAA CoastUne Exttactor, http://rittimer.ngdc.noaa.gov). 

Figure 5.54 Ulusttates the slowing of the mean wind as a resvUt of the surface change 

from water to land. The observations were normalized by the coastal measurements at 

LUTEB to develop the percentage decrease with respect to the coastUne. For both the 

unadjusted and adjusted normalized observations, a best-fit curve analysis reveals an 
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exponential decrease of mean wind with mcreased cUstance from the mterface. This rate of 

decrease is about 10% within the first 10 km of the coastUne and slows thereafter. The 

slower rate of decrease may provide indication that tiie mean surface wind is approaching 

equiUbrium with the new underlying marshland surface. It is possible, however, that the rate 

of decrease actuaUy slows somewhere within the first few kUometers of the interface, and 

that this effect was not detected in this courser scale analysis. Table 5.5 gives the best-fit 

statistics for both the vmadjusted and adjusted normalized observations as weU as cottelation 

coefficients between the normalized wind speed and over-land fetch. Even when aU of the 

land roughness changes are hypotheticaUy factored out through adjustment to open 

exposure, modification of the mean wind appears to be dependent on the distance from the 

coastal interface. The negative cottelation between the datasets is also consistent with the 

decrease in mean wind with greater distance inland. 
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Figure 5.54. NormaUzed 10-mki non-adjusted and GF-adjusted wmd speeds versus distance 

from the coastiine. 
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Table 5.5. Best fit and cottelation statistics for mean 10-min wind values. 

Normalized Wind 
Observations 

Best Fit Statistics 

Sum-Squared 
Ettor 

Variance 
Explained 

Root Mean 
Square Ettor 

Coaelation 
Coefficients 

Unadjusted 
Observations 

Over-land 
adjusted 

observations 

0.52 

0.63 

0.91 

0.74 

0.05 

0.06 

-0.846 

-0.703 

The gust factors from the period of coastal ttansition were again normalized by the 

values at LUTEB to resolve any changes that occur with increasing cUstance mland. Figure 

5.55 iUustrates that the non-adjusted GF's increase with increasing distance from the 

interface. However, local changes in roughness that effect the turbulent wind properties 

have not been factored out in this case. When the mean-wind land observations are adjusted 

for changes in roughness and GF's are recomputed, the values appear fairly steady moving 

inland from the coast. It does appear that the spread of the normalized GF values increases 

with increased distance inland. This could be incUcative of higher turbvdence levels 

associated with the longer over-land fetch with increased cUstance inland. However, it could 

also StiU be incUcative of local tettain effects that could not be completely eliminated through 

adjustment of the mean observations to open exposure. Cottelation statistics once again 

reveal some dependence of the changes in GF with increased cUstance from the interface, 

even after the adjustment was appUed (Table 5.6). They are consistent with increases in GF 

with an increased over-land fetch. A best-fit analysis was once again conducted and a fit for 

the adjusted data that adequately explains the variance in the data was not found. 
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Figure 5.55. Normalized 10-min non-adjusted and adjusted gust factors versus cUstance 
from the coastline. 

Table 5.6. Best-fit and cottelation statistics for 2-sec/10-min and 3-sec/10-min normalized 
GF values. 

Normalized GF 
Observations 

Best Fit Statistics 

Sum-Squared 
Ettor 

Variance 
Explained 

Root Mean 
Square Ettor 

Cottelation 
Coefficients 

Unadjusted 
Observations 

Over-land 
adjusted 

Observations 

1.02 

0.55 

0.79 

0.18 

0.07 

0.06 

0894 

0.420 
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As another supporting argument to tiie effect of distance from the coastime on tiie 

hurricane wind field, consider tibe case when aU four stations' wind observations are adjusted 

for exposure by sector GF to a cortesponding roughness of z„ = 0.03 m, open over-land 

exposure (Figure 5.56). Fkst, it must be noted that aU wind speed observations, including 

those with wind speeds less than 6 m/s were adjusted in the figure. For those original 

observations below 6 m/s , this may be a violation of the assumption of neuttal stabiUty. In 

any case. Figure 5.56 shows that throughout the 48-hour time history, the adjusted 

observations from the coastal LUMCON stations aU faU within reasonably good agreement 

of one another. However, the LAISH observations adjusted to 0.03 m do not agree weU 

with those from the LUMCON stations. In fact, after adjustment of the LAISH 

observations to an exposure with cortesponding roughness length of 0.00003 m, the LAISH 

observations are stiU not in good agreement with those from tiie LUMCON stations. These 

0.00003 m adjusted observations are approaching agreement during the period of coastal 

ttansition. With a time lag involved, the patterns exhibited in the adjusted LAISH wind ttace 

are sknilar to those found in the LUMCON ttaces. This would seem to argue that an effect 

other than exposure is partiaUy responsible for the cUfferences between the adjusted 

observations. One could surmise tiiat this adcUtional slowing effect is related to die long 

over-land fetch the onshore flow at the LUMCON stations much pass over prior to reaching 

LAISH. It could also be due to loss of heating sources with increased cUstance from the 

ocean. 
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time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.56. 10-mki wkid speeds at LAISH and the LUMCON stations adjusted for 
exposure. 

5.3.3. Onshore Transition near T .ili's RacUus of Maxknum Winds 

In order to investigate similarities and cUfferences between the coastal ttansition in 

the outer portion of the ckculation and the ttansition near and within LiU's centtal core of 

winds, an evaluation of the changes taking place around three coastal stations (TTUW2, 

CUUF3, and LAISI) close to LUi's landfaU location was undertaken (Figure 5.57). Again, a 

period of onshore winds was identified from the surface maps where the wind dkections 

from the three stations imply that the flow over the area might Ue along the same ttajectory 

between two of the stations. In the 10-min wind data this period spanned from 16:10 UTC 

to 20:00 UTC, yielding only 24 datapoints per station. A longer period of onshore flow did 

exist extendmg to periods both prior to and after the analyzed timeframej however the flow 

was cleariy not along the same ttajectory at any two of the three stations. Even so, the 

onshore flow period closer to the landfaU location is not as long as that observed m the 
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outer portion of the storm. This can be attributed to the more rapicUy changmg wind 

dkection nearer to the ckcmlation center as weU as LiU's ttacL In order to obtain more 

useful data from the time period of interest and maintain the same assumptions as in the 10-

min analysis, aU data were averaged to 5-minutes for analysis. This provided 49 data points 

per station spanning the period from 16:05 UTC to 20:00 UTC. Wind speed and wind 

dkection time histories for the entke 48-hour period of data quaUty conttol iUusttate the 

period of analyzed coastal ttansition (Figures 5.58 and 5.59). The wind dkection data spike 

aroimd 17:00 UTC, 2 October, at LAISI is real and can be attributed to variabiUty associated 

a chop to near zero wind speeds during that time, perhaps due to subsidence commonly 

observed out in front of ttopic:al cyclones. Also of note is a period of potential ettoneous 

wind dkec:tions from TTUW2 on 4 October, which was not cortected in the quaUty-conteol 

process. The divergence in wind dkection at TTUW2 from that at CUUF3 and LAISI 

cannot be explained by variabiUty from low wind speeds and may have been caused by the 

anemometry. 
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Figure 5.57. Aerial photographic map of the Lomsiana coast suttoundbg the LAISI, 
CUUF3, and TrUW2 stations (Range rings are 0.5 km, 1.0 km, 2.5 km, 5 km, and 10 km, 
respectively). 
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time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.58. Complete 48-hour wkid speed time histories from TTUW2, CUUF3, and 
LAISI stations (period of coastal ttansition - 16:05 UTC- 20:00 UTC, 3 October -
emphasized). 
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Figure 5.59. Complete 48-hour 5-mki wind cUrection time histories from TTUW2, CUUF3, 
and LAISI stations (period of coastal ttansition - 16:05 UTC- 20:00 UTC, 3 October -
emphasized). 
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Once agam tiie local tettaki characteristics suttoundkig each of tiie sites are 

summarized for comparison purposes with die analyzed wind data. As briefly discussed m 

Chapter III, TTUW2 was located on tiie Cote Blanche Island salt dome so that k would be 

free from potential storm surge impacts (Figures 5.60-5.63). The tower was placed on flat 

high ground about 9 m-10 m m elevation above sea level In tiie mesoscale, the landscape is 

dominated by a patchwork of elevated oak forested tertam, open marshland, open sugarcane 

fields, and forested swampland to the north, east, and northwest (sectors 1-4 and 11-12) 

(Figure 5.60). Open marshland is located to the west (sector 10) for at least 10 km, witib a 

scattered forested area about 6 km out from the tower. Weeks Island, another salt dome 

with elevations up to 60 m is located about 10 km northwest (sectors 11 and 12) of TrUW2. 

The soutiiem semickcle (sectors 5-9) in the mesoscale suttoimcUng TTUW2 is mostiy 

shaUow water in West Cote Blanche Bay. 

About 250 m to the south, southwest, and west of TTUW2 (sectors 7-10), the tettain 

graduaUy drops off to open marshland approximately at sea level elevation (Figures 5.61, 

5.62, and 5.63). There is a shipping canal located about 100 m south of the tower location 

where the elevation abruptiy chops to near sea-level at the canal and then rises again on the 

other side. During Lili, there were no obstacles present in the canal which would impede the 

southeriy flow. To the east and southeast of the tower, buUdings and a inine shaft tower 

located about 250 m upstteam could have played a role in disrupting the flow. The dense 

oak forest and 10 m-25 m elevated tettain to the east also Ukely contributed to flow changes. 

Although the oak forest in the north and east dkections (sectors 1-5) is elevated, the 10 m 

level of the tower was likely above the forest canopy in many dkections since oak ttees are 

typicaUy low in height Within 250 m of the tower, other than the features mentioned above, 

the tettain is primarily flat and open to the west, soutii, and southeast (sectors 6-10). 
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Figure 5.61. Aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding TTUW2 (Range rings are 
1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.62. Finescale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding TTUW2 (Range 
ring is 0.25 km racUus). 
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Figure 5.63. Site characterization photos from the Cote Blanche TTUW2 deployment. 

In conttast to the area suttoimding the TTUW2 location, the mesoscale tettain near 

the CUUF3 deployment site is dominated by open exposure, with scattered forested areas, 

farms and a few towns (New Iberia, Lydia, and Jeanerette) located at varying cUstances and 

dkections upstteam (Figure 5.64). With the exceptions of sectors 2, 3, 4, 10, and 11, open 

agricultural fields are located within 1 km and 2.5 km of the tower. Sparsely spaced houses 

exist in sectors 2, 3, and 4 within these radU and the community of LycUa is located about 2.5 

km west of CUUF3. Within 0.25 km to 1 km racUus of the tower site (Figures 5.65 and 

5.66), open exposure covers the majority of the area. In sectors 2 and 3, there is a grove of 
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pine ttees located within 0.25 km of the tower. This was shown to have an effect on the 

wind data analyzed in the previously mentioned multi-institution coUaborative study 

(Howard et al., 2003). Houses and farm buUdings dot the landscape within 1 km racUus in 

sectors 4, 7, and 10. 

Figure 5.64. Mesoscale aerial photographic map of tiie tettam surtoundmg CUUF3 (Range 
rings are 10 km, 5 km, 2.5 km, 1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.65. Aerial photographic map of die tettaki suttoundkig CUUF3 (Range nngs are 

1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.66. Fkiescale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding CUUF3 (Range 
ring is 0.25 km racUus). 
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LAISI has a wide variety of upwmd exposures at various distances from the station 

(Figures 5.67-5.69). The tettam from 1 km to 10 km contiguous witii tiie area near LAISI is 

very sUnUar to tiiat close to CUUF3, with open sugarcane fields and pasttireland being tiie 

primary mesoscale surface features (Figure 5.67). The town of Jeanerette is located ki sector 

6 between 5 km and 10 km racUus from LAISI. LycUa is located in sector 9 about 9 km 

distant from the tower. Sector 7 is comprised of scattered houses located along Bayou 

Teche and part of New Iberia at about 10 km cUstance. Low-land swamp suttouncUng Lake 

Fausse Point exists at cUstances beyond 2 km radius in sectors 2 and 3 and beyond 7.5 km 

racUus in sector 4. The lake is located about 8 km upwind to the east and northeast of the 

tower. 

Open pastureland exists in the upwind landscape between 0.25 km and 1 km racUus 

of LAISI (Figure 5.68). In sectors 6-10, some ttees and houses are located adjacent to Bayou 

Teche between 0.5 km and 1.0 km radU of the tower. There is a Une of oak ttees located 

approximately 0.8 km upwind of the tower in sectors 5-6. LAISI is enckcled by the LSU 

Agricultural Center's Iberia Research Station, with concomitant buUdings and ttees 

extencUng to 0.25 km cUstance of the station (Figure 5.69). Since LAISI is located in the 

wake zone of these natural and man-made structures, they significantiy affecrt the wind data, 

even though open exposure extends outward beyond 0.25 km racUus. In both of the LAISI 

and CUUF3 cases, the neighboring teaain is flat, low, and of similar elevation so as to not 

fiirther modify the surface flow beyond the changes brought about from differing exposures. 
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Figure 5.67. Mesoscale aerial photographic map of the tettain suttounding LAISI (Range 
rings are 10 km, 5 km, 2.5 km, 1.0 km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km racUi, respectively). 
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Figure 5.68. Aerial photographic map of the tettain suttoimdkig LAISI (Range rings are 1.0 
km, 0.5 km, and 0.25 km radU, respectively). 
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Figure 5.69. Fkiescale aerial photographic map of the tettam suttounding LAISI (Range ring 
is 0.25 km racUus). 
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Smce die data from both TTUW2 and CUUF3 are the high-resolution 10 Hz 

measurements, they were once again appropriately averaged and filtered to find the peaks, 

standard deviations, and means necessary for comparison with LAISI. Applying a formula 

to convert the 3-sec standard deviation about a 1-min mean to the 3-sec standard deviation 

about a 5-min mean, aUowed the uniform calculation of TI for 5-mki means at aU three 

stations. Hence, the TI method, TI method using the log-law with paraboUc defect (Deaves, 

1981), sector GF technique, and non-sector, fiiU time series variation of the GF technique 

for determining roughness were appUed. 

A comparison of the two techniques (TI and non-sector GF) which yield high-

resolution roughness length time series is given in Figure 5.70 for TrUW2 over the course 

of liU's passage. The z„ values determined by GF appear in general to be about half to a 

whole order of magnimde higher than those determined by TI. However, both time series 

foUow the same general pattern and reduce to lower roughness values with the shift in wind 

cUrection to a more onshore fetch associated with passage of LiU's eye to the west of the 

deployment site. Roughness length values determined for wind speeds in excess of 6 m/s 

are once again signified by the diamonds as an incUcator of neuttal stabiUty where the 

methods are assumed to apply. Note the cUp in roughness length values from GF and TI to 

about 0.001 m and 0.0001 m, respectively, with the wind dkecrtion shift into sector 7 

(165°<e<195') at roughly 17:00 UTC, 3 October. This cottesponds weU witii a brief period 

of unimpeded marine flow from West Cote Blanche Bay. This also faUs into the period of 

analyzed onshore coastal ttansition (16:05 UTC-20:00 UTQ discussed later Ui this section. 

After this period, the flow veers to the southwest, where marine exposure witii scattered 

ttees is present Prior to this period, the flow was primarily off- or alongshore with passage 

over the forested area in sectors with an easteriy component to the fetch dkection. Note 

also that the overaU period with winds greater than 6 m/s is about 24 hours. 
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12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 
time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.70. 5-min time histories of z^ from GF, z^ from TI, and wind cUrection for 

TTUW2. 

The same type of comparison between the two techniques for determining 

roughness length is given for CUUF3 in Figure 5.71. The spread in z^ values between the 

two techniques appears to be on the same order as the TTUW2 case. As noted earUer in this 

section, the TI method has been shown to give lower roughness length values when 

compared to other techniques, so this is not aU that svirprising. The period of greater than 

6 m/s wind speeds is sUghtiy shorter than that for WEMITE 2, spanning approximately 20 

hours. The ckop in Zg values with a progressive shift to more onshore flow fetch dkections 

is significant and may be the result in changes in tettain far upstteam of the tower. When 

the flow passes over sector 5 (1O5°<0<135°), roughness values have not yet reached the 

0.01 m for GF and 0.001 m for TI values that are consistent with a more onshore flow 

regkne. Yet, this sector is relatively free of obstmctions out to 10 km racUus ftom the tower 
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(Figures 5.64-5.66). There are scattered houses and ttees withUi 1 km of the tower m sector 

7 (165°<e<195"), and a sUght mcrease in roughness values ensues for flow from that 

dkection (Figure 5.71). OveraU, die roughness values decrease significantiy witii the shift to 

a more onshore flow dkection. 
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Figure 5.71. 5-min time histories of z„ from GF, Zg from TI, and wind dkection for 

CUUF3. 

A thkd comparison between the two techniques is presented in Figure 5.72 for 

LAISI. RecaU that ki order to apply either the sector-sttatified or non-sector variation of the 

GF technique to wind data from the LAIS stations, the response times t,. of the data 

recorcUng systems were assumed to be 0.2 s, rather than 3 s as is actuaUy the case. The effect 

of this assumption increases the attenuation factor A in equation 5.8 to appUcable levels, 

which, ki turn, decreases Zg from equation 5.7. Hence, the difference of z„ values 
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determined from die GF and TI techniques may lessen sUghtiy for the LAIS stations. This 

may be die case for LAISI, where tiie difference in Figure 5.72 is a Uttie more tiian half an 

order of magnimde at its largest difference. Smce tiie roughness lengtiis determined by GF 

presented in Figure 5.72 foUow the same general pattern as those determined by TI, die 

effect of this assumption is assumed to be minunal for purposes of comparison to otiier 

stations where die assumption was not necessary. The roughness values determined by GF 

may stiU be sUghtiy high when compared to reference values determined from composite 

stucUes for corresponding terrain (Wieringa, 1992). 
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Figure 5.72. 5-min time histories of z„ from GF, z„ from TI, and wind cUrection for 

LAISI. 

The period of wind speeds greater than 6 m/s is significantiy less at this site when 

compared to CUUF3, located only about 7 km away (Figure 5.64 and Table 5.7). This 

period spans about 12 hours. Botii LAISI and CUUF3 are located at relatively die same 

scale distance from TTUW2, which is less dian 1 km from tiie coastiine separating Cote 
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Blanche Island from West Cote Blanche Bay. Hence, further investigation is requked to 

deduce the cause of the differences seen in the wind field between these two stations. The 

cUp in LAISI roughness length values to about 0.5 m for the GF method and 0.03 m for the 

TI method from 12:00 UTC-15:00 UTC, 3 October, is comcident with wind dkections 

between 90° and 140° (Figure 5.72). However, there is no apparent change in the upwind 

local tertain (racUus 0.25 km) (see Figure 5.69) when compared to the other sectors. Nearby 

buUdings stUl dismpt the flow in sectors 4 and 5. This wUl be factored out later by adjusting 

the wind ttace to open exposure. One question that remaUis here is whether the 

obstmctions blocked or delayed the core of winds from reaching LAISI or whether the core 

of winds moved away sooner at LAISI than it cUd at CUUF3. 

Table 5.7. Spatial reference information for TrUW2, CUUF3, and LAISI stations. 

Stations Great-Ckde Distance (km) Great-Ckde Azimudi from True 
North (d^ees) 

CUUF3toTrUW2 18.39 169.53 

LAISI to TrUW2 23.79 182.35 

LAISI to CUUF3 7^3 217.18 

The cUfferences and similarities in wind and roughness stmcture for the three 

stations are fiirther iUusttated when tiiek time histories for a particular Zg determination 

technique are aU examined on the same scale (Figures 5.73-5.76). Note from Figures 5.73 

and 5.74 tiiat during tiie period from roughly 18:00 UTC, 3 October to 0:00 UTC, 4 

October, the roughness values from TrUW2 and CIJUF3 approxUnately comdde. This 

time period encompasses onshore flow dkections at both sites. The similarities in roughness 

values at the two stations occur despite the fact that both are m cUffering upwind exposure 

regunes throughout the time period. The wkid primarily comes out of sector 8 

(195°<0<225°) at both stations during this period. CUUF3 has very few obstmctions out to 

5 km radius ki this sector (Figures 5.63-5.65). There is an area of forested swampland from 

5-7 km upwind of 'cUUF3 ki this sector. Weeks Island is located about 12 km upwmd m 

part of the sector, but otherwise the fetch to Weeks Bay and eventuaUy the Gulf of Mexico 

is largely unknpeded. On tiie other hand, TTUW2 primarUy has unobstmcted flow witii a 
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12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 
time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.75. 5-min time histories of z^ from GF and wind speed for three coastal stations 

near LiU's inner core. 
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Figure 5.76. 5-mki tkne histories of Zg from TI and wkid speed for tiiree coastal stations 

near LiU's inner core. 
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What is also interesting to note is tiiat the Zg values at LAISI never reach open 

exposure criteria (Zg- 0.03 m) for those determmed by GF and only do so briefly for those 

determined by TI. These values never reach the low levels observed at CUUF3 and T n J W 2 

during the onshore flow in the rear semickcle of LUi This is prUnarily attributed to the very 

local tertain effects (within 0.25 km racUus) at LAISI brought on by buUdings and ttees from 

the LSU Iberia Research Station and wiU be examined in greater detaU below. 

Before proceecUng to bring the wind data from the three stations into uniform 

exposure, it is reasonable to ascertain any effects on roughness values resulting from the 

shift from 10-min to 5-min averaging time used in the calculations. Figures 5.77 and 5.78 

address this issue for both the TI and GF methods appUed to the 'i"l'UW2 data, as weU as 

compare roughness values determined by sec:tor means and medians with those calculated at 

every point in the wind time series. There appears to be relatively Uttie difference between 

roughness values determined with 5-min and 10-min data for both techmques. The median 

and mean sector roughness values cottespond weU thek higher-resolution counterparts. 

Hence, use of aU methods and thek modifications in determining Zg and adjusting the data 

for exposure appears justified. 
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time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.77. TTUW2 time histories of z^ from GF, Zg from sector GF, and wind speed for 

two averaging times. 
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time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.78. TTUW2 time histories of z„ from TI, z^ from sector TI, and wkid speed for 

two averaging times. 
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In order to aid m detemiinkig tiie reasons for Zg variabUity at LAISI, the time 

histories of roughness length produced from non-sector TI and GF were sttatified mto 

individual sectors and plotted with the unadjusted wind speed (Figures 5.79 and 5.80). Most 

of the high roughness values occurted ui very low wmd speeds (less than 6 m/s) on die front 

side of the storm, and for this reason should be cUscounted m the analysis. The highest 

wind speeds occutted witii fetches from sectors 4-6 (75''<6<165°), with a shift from off- to 

along- and near-onshore flow. The maki onshore flow event cUd not take place untU the 

shift m wind dkection commg from sectors 7-8 (165°<0<225'), and occutted with much 

lower wind speeds. The core of wmds preceded a local peak m roughness values m sector 7 

and the later portion of sector 6. This local peak may be attributed to pUie ttees located 

about 60 m from the tower mainly in sector 6 (Figure 5.81). The ttees in this sector are taUer 

than elements located in the other sectors. After this, the roughness lengths are s%htiy 

reduced by the switch in cUrection to a more onshore fetch. However, this switch occnrs in 

sector 8, where the left portion of the sector withki 0.25 km includes a buUding at about 

50 m racUus and a Une of oak ttees extencUng out beyond 0.25 km distance (Figure 5.69). In 

examining the unadjusted wind speed time history (Figure 5.58) from the three stations more 

closely, and comparing the duration of winds greater than 6 m/ s at the stations, it appears 

that the core of winds may have moved away from LAISI eariier than at both CUUF3 and 

TTUW2. This possibiUty wiU be examined fiirther using the adjusted wind observations. 
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Figure 5.79. LAISI time history of Zg from non-sector TI sttatified into sectors (wind speed 

time history also included). 
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Figure 5.81. LAISI site documentation photograph at approximately 160° showing pine 
trees upwind of the tower (Photo by James Finney). 

Figure 5.82 Ulusttates the comparison of Zg determined by median sector GF and by 

the mean of roughness length values determkied by TI for each sector. AU GF and TI 

information used in these calculations came from 5-min wind speed data greater than 6 m/s. 

Once again, a general decrease in roughness length values is noted for CUUF3 and TTUW2 

with the shift in wind dkection towards the sectors within the onshore flow (sectors 7 and 

8). The Zg values at LAISI do not exhibit this ttend. The lack of this ttend at LAISI is 

Ukely due to the blockkig local terrain features present upwind of LAISI that are not present 

at either CUUF3 or TrUW2. Also of note is tibe divergent ttend of roughness length values 

from CUUF3 and TTU2 ki sector 7. As mentioned previously, die shift m wind to tiiis 

dkection resulted in upwind flow passing over scattered homes at CUUF3, leading to 

increased roughness in this sector. TTUW2 had nearly unobstmcted onshore flow for tiiese 

fetch dkections. 
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Figure 5.82. Zg determined from sector-cUvided TI and GF and number of observations 

used in determination for each sector. 

In order to evaluate the onshore wind characteristics with respect to the coastline 

whUe hypotheticaUy eliminating upwind exposure effects from overland obstructions, the 

5-niin wind data for the three stations was adjusted to open exposure (z^ = 0.03 m) utilizing 

the Zg information discussed above. No adjustment for height was necessary since aU three 

of the anemometers used were located at or near 10 m above the surface. AU of the data 

from the 48-hour smdy period were adjusted using four different variations of the GF 

technique and four cUfferent variations of the TI technique appUed to the Wieringa (1976) 

adjustment method based upon blending height. The two adcUtional GF techniques and two 

adcUtional TI techniques not previously mentioned in this section resvdt from applying the 

log-law with paraboUc defect (Deaves, 1981) to the teclmiques for sector and non-sector 

sttatified cases. Non-adjusted data in wind speeds below 6 m/s are cUscounted in the 

analysis due to the potential effects from non-neuttal stabiUty. Adjusted data using aU eight 

technique variations are compared to the non-adjusted data ki tune series plots for each 

mcUvidual station (Figures 5.83-5.85). This provides a band of adjusted wind speeds Ui 
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which some confidence can be placed that aU tettain factors have been eUminated. For a 

particular Zg adjustment in wind speeds that is only upward or downward in aU eight 

variations, this also incUcates whether the upstteam tertain is rougher or smoother than open 

exposure. There is a general upward adjustment at aU three stations on the front side of the 

storm, where rougher off- and alongshore flow prevaU. A mixture of upward and downward 

adjustment is present in the rear portion of LUi for both TTUW2 and CUUF3 (Figures 5.83-

5.84). The adjustment at LAISI in the rear part of LiU is primarily upward, which can be 

attributed to the rough tettain located within 0.25 km of the station in virtuaUy aU dkections. 
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speeds at TTUW2 tismg aU roughness and adjustinent metiiods (wmd dkection time history 

also included). 
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Figure 5.84. Comparison of non-adjusted and open exposure (Zg - 0.03 m) adjusted wind 

speeds at CUUF3 using aU roughness and adjustment methods (wind dkection time history 
also included). 
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Figure 5.85. Comparison of non-adjusted and open exposure (Zg— 0.03 m) adjusted wind 
speeds at LAISI using aU roughness and adjustment methods (wind cUrection time history 
also included). 
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FocusUig on one particular variation of tiie two techniques for determmmg z„ (GF 

and TI), die open exposure adjusted wmd speeds at aU tiiree stations are compared with tiiek 

non-adjusted counterparts ki Figures 5.86-5.89. Several common pomts stand out m aU four 

of the figures, regardless of which adjustment technique is appUed: 

1. The TTUW2 and CUUF3 adjusted wmd speeds are never quite m agreement 

with one another. In the off- and alongshore flow on the firont side of the 

storm, this could be attributed to the stations experiencing flow firom 

significantiy different trajectories or to mesoscale processes. Withki the period 

of analyzed onshore coastal transition (16:05-20:00 UTC, 3 October), these 

differences may be related to the over 19 km distance that separates CUUF3 

from TTUW2 and the shoreline. 

2. Very Uttie adjustment takes place for both the TTUW2 and CUUF3 stations 

when using Zg values determined by TI to adjust the wind speeds for exposure. 

The adjustments are very smaU since the roughness values determined by TI at 

both stations are near open exposure (Zg '= 0.03 m). 

3. During the period of analyzed onshore flow, the adjusted wind speeds at 

TrUW2 start out higher tiian those at CUUF3, but tiien drop below die CUUF3 

values towards the latter half of the period. This may be related to the extension 

of higher momentum ak farther inland within the radius of maximum wind or 

smaUer scale features within the core not resolved by these techniques. This is 

in conttast to the onshore flow case for stations located 150 km east of the eye 

landfaU location, where a significant reduction in wind speeds occurs with 

increasing landward cUstance ficom the shore. Since no reference data exists from 

an offshore site within the area, it is cUfficiUt to ascertain whether there is any 

reduction in onshore wind speeds between TTUW2 and the bay coastUne or 

between the bay and the open Gulf of Mexico below Marsh Island. 
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Figure 5.86. Comparison of non-adjusted and sector GF-open exposure (Zg = 0.03 m) 

adjusted wmd speeds at TrUW2, CUUF3, and LAISI (6 m/s wmd speed Une approxknates 
neuttal stabiUty). 
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Even after adjusting the LAISI wind speeds to open exposure, only the z„ by GF-

adjusted wind speeds withm LUi's core wind region approach the coincident CUUF3 and 

TTUW2 values (Figures 5.86-5.89). Outside of this region for wuid speeds adjusted by tiie 

GF methods and for virmaUy aU of the TI method adjusted virmd speeds at LAISH, there 

exist large differences in wind magnimde when compared to the adjusted values observed at 

CUUF3 and TrUW2. Smce botii LAISI and CUUF3 are at sunUar distances firom TrUW2 

and are in relatively close proxUnity to one another (Table 5.7), one would surmise that 

similar flow regunes would exist m time for the two sites. The unadjusted wind speeds at 

LAISI prior to the onset of the core winds are weU below the 6 m/s or greater adjustment 

criteria and should, for this reason, be discarded in comparison to winds at CUUF3 and 

i ' lUW2, even after adjustment 

A similar duration of core-adjusted winds exists at both TTUW2 and CUUF3. 

However, the adjusted core winds at LAISH do not last as long when compared with those 

from the other two stations, with the cUscrepancry existing in the onshore flow regime on the 

rear side of the storm (the period of analyzed coastal ttansition) (Figures 5.86-5.89). The 

adjusted wind speeds at LAISI during this period are 6 m/s 10 m/s below the 

cortesponding values at the other two stations, dependent upon the roughness length 

determination technique appUed in the adjustment (Figures 5.86-5.89). This, when 

combined with the fact that CUUF3 and LAISI are relatively eqiudistant from TTUW2 and 

the coast, would imply that the adjusted wind speed cUfferences are associated with the inner 

core of liU leaving LAISI prior to CUUF3 and not issues of localized or mesoscale upwind 

exposure. Time-lapse WSR-88D reflectivity imagery of LUi's k n d M (Landreneau, 2003) are 

inconclusive in aiding to determine the exact cause of the smaUer period of core winds at 

LAISI. The smaUer duration more than Ukely results from both the rougher terrain 

immediately surrounding LAISI and the core of winds pulUng away from the site earUer than 

at the otiier two stations. 

The coastal ttansition period (16:10 UTC - 20:00 UTC, 3 October) for TTUW2, 

CUUF3, and LAISI was analyzed m the same manner as the case of winds ui LiU 150 km 

east of the l andM location. In this case, however, as mentioned at the beginning of this 

section, 5-min averaged wind observations were used to describe the mean wind so that the 
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number of data points employed could be increased. The wind speed observations were not 

normalized by offshore wind observations, since no such observations existed in the region 

of smdy. The cUstance from the shoreline along a wind dkection (the over-land fetch) was 

computed ki exactiy the same manner as described in section 5.3.2. The coastUne between 

the Louisiana mainland and the bays south and west of TTUW2 (Figure 5.57) was taken as 

the mterface ki the cUstance calculations. Figures 5.90-5.93 Ulusttate the changes in the mean 

wind with respect to the coastline over the approximate 4 hr period of analyzed onshore 

flow. Since the three stations aU had TI information available, the wind observations in 

Figures 5.90 and 5.91 were adjusted to open, over-land exposure (z„= 0.03 m) using the TI 

method to obtain the roughness values and then applying the Wieringa (1976) technique 

based upon blending height. The same adjustment procedure was appUed using the 

roughness values determined from the non-sector gust factors and those results are 

cUsplayed versus the cUstance from the coastUne in Figures 5.92 and 5.93. 
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Figure 5.90. Non-adjusted and TI method adjusted 5-mui wuid speed versus distance from 
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Figure 5.93. Non-adjusted and non-sector GF method adjusted 5-min wind speed versus 
cUstance from the coastUne along a fetch cUrection for TrUW2 and CUUF3 only. 

No best fit could be fovmd that describes either the non-adjusted or adjusted 

observations in any of the four figures. It appears that there is Uttie decrease between the 

wind speed between TTUW2 and CUUF3, whether the observations are adjusted for 

exposure or not. This may be uicUcative of the marine onshore flow encroaching farther 

inland in this region than in areas more distant from the ckcadation center. Since the 

roughness length values determined by TI (Figure 5.74) and GF (Figure 5.73) at both of the 

stations are very simUar throughout a large portion of this period, this could also be 

incUcative of similar flow regimes for similar roughness characteristics. Note the ckamatic 

decrease in the non-adjusted, TI method adjusted, and GF method adjusted observations at 

LAISI at about 20 km 30 km cUstance from the coastUne ui Figures 5.90 and 5.92. These 

wind speeds were measured during the period where there was a large cUscrepancy between 

the values at LAISI and the other two stations, the so-caUed "region of discrepancy" in 

Figure 5.88. The slower wkid speeds at LAISI may not be representative of the flow at the 

other two stations, or it may be that the flow covdd not punch through the rough terraki 

concUtions immediately surroundmg LAISI. Most of these observations originated from 
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sectors 6-8, where pine ttees and a nearby buUding obstmct the flow (compare to Figure 

5.69 and 5.81). The flow was likely unable to overcome the influences of these obstacles 

given thek short cUstance from the station. This is an exceUent example to that one should 

surtoimd a buUt stmcture with ttees in order to reduce the chance of stmctural faUure from 

high winds. However, this comes with the risk of ttee faUure that could also breach the 

envelope of the structure. If LAISI and CUUF3 are seeing the same flow dxoring this time, 

then this incUcates that the adjustment to open terrain at LAISI is not enough for the 

observations to faU in line with those at CUUF3. However, as cUscussed before, the higher 

core of winds appears to have departed from LAISI near 17 UTC, 3 October, about an hour 

prior to its departure from the other two stations. Thus, LAISI and CUUF3 Ukely were not 

in the same flow regime for at least part of the period. 

Three-second to five-minute gust factors were determined using the non-adjusted 5-

min averaged wind data over the onshore coastal ttansition period and plotted versus the 

cUstance to the coastline calculated for each 5-min wind dkection segment. In adcUtion, the 

5-min mean wind data that were adjusted to open exposure using Wieringa's (1976) 

techmque appUed to Zg 's determined by the TI method were employed to calculate adjusted 

gust factors. Taking the ratio of the peak 3-sec gust in the 5-min period to the 5-min wind 

speed adjusted to open exposure yields an adjusted GF. The adjusted GF values were then 

compared to thek non-adjusted coimterparts and plotted versus cUstance from the coastline 

along a fetch dkection (Figure 5.94). Again no normaUzation to offshore GF values was 

employed, since such information cUd not exist at any stations close to this region. One wUl 

note that the non-adjusted and open exposure adjusted GF values at LAISI are much higher 

tiian tiiose from CUUF3 and TrUW2. The larger GF values can be attributed to tiie 

bvuldings and ttees adjacent to LAISI ui aU dkections. Factoring out the rougher terrain by 

adjusting the mean wind observations to open exposure lowers the LAISI GF values 

considerably. StiU tiiere is no known way to factor these effects out for the peak gust data. 

Smce die local upwmd terraui at LAISI is much rougher tiian tiiat at CUUF3 and TrUW2 

for tiks time period, tiie GF values adjusted to open exposure remaki greater tiian tiiose 

determined at the other two stations. 
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Figure 5.94. Non-adjusted and TI method adjusted 3-sec/5-min GF versus cUstance from 
the coastUne along a fetch dkection for TTUW2, CUUF3, and LAISI. 

Given that even the adjusted GF values at LAISI are high when compared to the 

ttend in non-adjusted or exposure adjusted GF values exhibited at TTUW2 and CUUF3 

(Figure 5.94), there appears to be a gradual increase in GF moving inland from the coast. 

Best fits for both the non-adjusted and open exposure adjusted GF values at TTUW2 and 

CUUF3 were determined and are plotted versus cUstance from the coastUne along a fetch 

cUrection in Figures 5.94 and 5.95. Note that Figure 5.95 is a zoomed-in version of Figure 

5.94. Fit statistics and correlation coefficients are given in Table 5.8. The fits demonsttate 

that there may be some dependence of GF on the marine fetch, even though a Umited 

number of data points were used to determme the fits. They also show that there is an 

exponential increase ui gust factor moving away from the coastline. The correlation 

coefficients are consistent with an mcrease ui gust factor with mcreased over-land fetch. 
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Figure 5.95. Non-adjusted and TI method adjusted 3-sec/5-min GF versus cUstance from 
the coastline along a fetch dkection for TTUW2 and CUUF3 only. 

Table 5.8. Best fit and correlation statistics for 3-sec/5-min GF versus cUstance from 
coastline (x in km). 

Quantity Non-adjusted GF Open exposure Tl-adjusted GF 

Fit Function 

Sum-Squared Error 

Variance Explained 

Root Mean Square 
Ertor 

Number of 
Observations Used 

Correlation 
Coefficients 

G F ( X ) = 1.314 exp(0.004725x) G F ( X ) = 1.384exp(0.001696x) 

0.48 0.26 

0.35 Oil 

0.071 0.053 

96 

0.59 

96 

034 

Similar to the case of gust factors, the change m TI with respect to the coastUne was 

examined. TI was determined using the ratio of the 3-sec cr^, values about 5-min means to 

the non-adjusted 5-min averaged wind data over the onshore coastal ttansition period. In 

addition, the 5-mki mean wmd data that were adjusted to open exposure using Wieringa's 
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(1976) technique appUed to z / s determmed by die non-sector GF metiiod were employed 

to calculate adjusted turbulence Uitensities. The ratio of tiie 3-sec wind speed standard 

deviation ki tiie 5-nim period to die 5-mui wkid speed adjusted to open exposure yields 

determkies an adjusted TI. Botii die non-adjusted TI and exposure adjusted TI values were 

plotted versus tiie distance from tiie coastime along die 5-mm wmd dkection (Figure 5.80). 

No normaUzation of die TI data to offshore values was employed, smce no offshore station 

existed m the vidnity of TrUW2, CUUF3, and LAISI. 
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Figure 5.96. Non-adjusted and non-sector GF method adjusted 3-sec/5-min TI versus 
distance from the coastUne along a fetch dkection for TTUW2, CUUF3, and LAISI. 

As with the GF's considered earUer, the TI values at LAISI, whether adjusted or not, 

are considerably higher that those at CUUF3 and TTUW2 due to the local terrain features 

surrounding LAISI. However, there is an apparent increase in TI with mcreased distance 

from the coastal interface. Although determined from a Umited number of observations 

(Fable 5.9), the best fits and statistics for both the non-adjusted and open exposure adjusted 

TI observations at TrUW2 and CUUF3 only (Figures 5.96 and 5.97) support tiiis increase. 

The increase appears to be about 10% per 10 km distance from the coastUne for the first 20 

km uiland. Correlation coefficients for the TI and over-land fetch datasets further support 
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the increase in TI with mcreased cUstance from the coastUne, even when local terrain 

characteristics have been hypotheticaUy factored out. 

Table 5.9. Best fit and cortelation statistics for 5-mki TI versus cUstance from coastiine (x 
in km). 

Quantity Non-adjusted TI Open exposure GF-adjusted TI 

Fit Function 

Sum-Squared Error 

Variance Explained 

Root Mean Square Error 

Number of Observations 
Used 

Correlation Coefficients 

77(x) = 1.362exp(0.01367x) 

0.036 

0.43 

0.020 

96 

0.65 

Tl{x) = 1.345 exp(0.009283x) 

0.020 

0.35 

0.015 

96 

0.59 
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Figure 5.97. Non-adjusted and non-sector GF method adjusted 3-sec/5-mui TI versus 
distance from the coastUne along a fetch dkection for TTUW2 and CUUF3 only. 
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5.4 Pressure Gradient Influences on Coastal Transition 

Neglecting tiie mfluence of vertical motions, tiie flow above tiie ABL is strictiy 

governed by forces resulting from pressure gradients, the spmnmg of tiie Eartii (CorioUs 

force), and the centrifiigal force due to curvature near low and high pressure systems. This 

is known as graciient balance and is represented by die foUowing first-order horizontal 

equation of motion for cyclonic ckculations such as hurricanes (Dyrbye and Hansen, 1999; 

WUloughby, 1990). 

dp . 
where -— is the magmmde of the pressure gracUent normal to the isobars, /? is the density 

on 

of ak, / i s the CorioUs parameter (defined below), U^is the gracUent wind, and r^ is the 

radius of curvature of the isobars. The CorioUs parameter 

f = 2Q.smX , (5.15) 

where Q. = 7.27 x 10" rad/s is the angular velocity of the Earth and A is the latimde. 

The gracUent wind results from this balance and is characteristic of the flow above 

the region of influence of the earth's surface. Solving for U^^. by recognizing that (5.14) is 

quackatic yields two solutions, the coaect one (5.16) for c:yclonic flow and a physic:aUy 

impossible solution for anticycloiuc flow aroimd low pressure areas. 

U =-A , Kfi-A ,r,dp 
ir 2 

^^^\'^^_ (5.16) 
2 ) pdn 

Since the gracUent wind is free from frictional influences, comparing its magmmde for 

stations located near the coast and inland wUl help detemUne whether differences ui pressiure 

gracUent are responsible for slowing tiie mean wind with greater distance inland 

Furthermore, since pressure gradients are involved in determining U^, the gracUent wind 

must be derived from gridded pressure data. 

In determining the gracUent wind m the vicinity of low pressure systems, it is 

advantageous to first look at the sknpler case of geosttophic wkid, the near sttaight Une flow 

far away from pressure centers resulting from the theoretical balance of CorioUs and 
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pressure gradient forces only. For a given pressure field, tiie wmd field associated witii 

geosttophic balance is given by 

U g = ^ ( k x V / ; ) , (5.17) 

where k is tiie unit vector pointing upward from tiie earth's surface (WaUace and Hobbs, 

1977). The magnitude of the geosttophic wind is given by 

" " ^ ^ ^ ^ (5.18) 

dp . 
where - - is the magnimde of the pressure gradient normal to the isobars. U is oriented 

on ^ 

paraUel to the isobars and is always perpencUcular to the right of the force due to the 

pressure gracUent, which points towards lower pressure. For the wind flow around low 

pressure centers, the gracUent wind can be related to the geosttophic wind through 

Equations (5.18) and (5.15). The combination of these two yields 

Hence, once the magnimde and dkection of the geosttophic wind is found from equation 

(5.17) using the gridded pressure data and the CorioUs parameter, equation (5.19) can be 

used to determine the gracUent wind field for aU points on the grid. 

Two different proc:edures were employed to determine the gracUent wind speed via 

equation (5.19). The first uses pressure data averaged over a lO-min time period from aU 

available stations to construct gridded pressure fields for each time frame over the course of 

LUi's passage onshore. The 10-min averaged pressure, temperature, and relative humicUty 

data were used to determine the density at aU avaUable stations via the equation of state for 

moist air: 

P (5.20) 

J 
where R^ = 287.04 is tiie gas constant for dry ak, r„ = r ( l 4- 0.61r - r^ ) is die vktual 

Kkg 

temperature with mixing ratio r and Uquid-water mixing ratio r^ . However, since the focus 
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of tiie gradient wmd comparisons is primarily centered on stations m Tertebonne Parish 

(LAISH, LUMAC, LUTEB, LUTAB, CSI05, CSI06, and CSIll), and tiie tiiree CSI stations 

did not mclude relative humidity sensors, T.was replaced witii Tin equation (5.20) so tiiat 

density would be avaUable for more stations witikn tiks region. A script was written m 

MATLAB to first detemune the geosttophic wmd magnitude and dkection for aU grid 

points usmg equation (5.18), and tiien apply tiie geosttophic wmd along witii the otiier 

gridded variables to equation (5.20) to get tiie gradient wmd. The radius of curvature r^of 

the flow ttajectories was determined by assuming a ckcular flow field about LUi's center of 

ckculation. The position of LUi's center of ckculation was found for aU time pericxls in 

question by using another MATLAB script to Uneariy kiterpolate best-ttack and 

reconnaissance data of LUi's path acquked from the National Hurricane Center. 

Maps were generated for various times to show the magnitude of the gracUent wind 

over the entire gridded area. Values of the gridded fields only exist out to points located 

within about 0.03 degrees inside the boundary determined by the stations which form the 

periphery of the gridded region. Another MATLAB script was written to compare the 

particular gridded field with the respective quaUty-conttoUed data from the stations used to 

buUd the gridded analyses. As an example, the 10-min gridded barometric pressure data was 

compared to its coimterpart for stations located within the outer gridded boundary. In most 

cases, the difference between the gridded and quaUty-conttoUed barometric pressure was no 

more than 0.02 mb and was usuaUy much lower. For those stations which form the grid 

boundary, comparisons were made between the station values and a gridded data value 

within a Uttie more than 0.03 degrees racUus of the station. Even in those cases, the gridded 

pressure values were typicaUy witiiin 1 mb of the coaesponcUng values associated with the 

nearby station. An example of the pressure cUstribution utiUzkig aU available stations for the 

entke grid is given in Figure 5.98. Siurface wind dkection at aU stations included in the 

analyses is also plotted on the maps for comparison purposes. 

Unresolved discontiniuties in the gracUent wind along Unes between the stations are 

an artifact of the calculation of the pressure gracUent (Figure 5.98 and 5.99). As a result, 

uncertauity ki the accuracy of the gracUent wind over most of the gridded area is large. It 

appears that most of the variabiUty arises in areas where several stations are clustered in close 
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proxunity to one another. Note diat the gracUent wind speeds west of a LAISH to LUMAC 

Une and south of a TTUB to LAISH Une appear to be reasonable in magnimde. The 

primary interest here is to compare the gradient wind from two stations separated by a 

relatively large overland cUstance, with one of the stations being located near the coastal 

interface. The stations chosen for comparison were LAISH and LUMAC, separated by a 

great ckcle cUstance of 45.8 km. The time period over which the surface wind speed analysis 

of the coastal ttansition for these stations takes place is from 11:40 UTC-19:10 UTC, 3 

October, so the gracUent wind analysis wiU also be focused on this time period. 

31 K 

30 N 

29 N ; Parish 

0 20 40 60 km 

91 W 90 W 93 W 92 W 

Figure 5.98. Map of tiie lO-mm barometric pressiure (mb) at 13:00 UTC, 3 October, using 

aU available stations. 
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Figure 5.99. Map of tiie 10-mui gradient wind speed (m/s) at 13:00 UTC, 3 October, uskig 
aU available stations. 

Several nearby stations had to be eliminated from the gridded analyses in order to get 

a more accurate depiction of the gracUent wind at LAISH and LUMAC. Also relevant to 

uncertainty in the gracUent wind is the slight pressure depression extending east of LUMAC 

over the LUTEB and CSIll stations (Figure 5.98). This depression is prevalent m many of 

gridded pressure plots and may be real. Some sharp gracUents in the gracUent wind field 

within this region are produced as a resiUt of this depression, but are smoothed out by 

removing some of the stations from the analysis. One other potential source of ertor is that 

both geosttophic and gradient balance apply to steady-state flow and do not account for 

horizontal flow accelerations over relatively short time periods. Thus, as is the case here, the 

theory is not dkectiy appUcable to mesoscale motions. 

The vaUcUty of the pressure data used to determine the gracUent wind from each of 

the WAVCIS (CSI) stations was extensively examined and the onUne mauitenance logs for 

the LUMCON stations were checked (www.Iumcon.edu). Pressure sensor drift with time 

has been noted before in the instrument located on WEMITE 2 (Howard et aL, 2001), so it 
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seems reasonable to check the caUbration dates on the sensors used. AU of the LUMCON 

pressure sensors were caUbrated within 14 months prior to LiU's landfaU. It is possible that 

some drift occurred with these sensors. Through coordination with the Coastal StucUes 

Instimte at LSU, it was determined that the pressure sensor at CSIll was 2.3 mb below 

caUbration value during LiU. AU other WAVCIS-CSI sensors were near caUbration values. 

In adcUtion, the pressure data from the CSI stations was adjusted to sea-level pressure prior 

to acqmsirion from the Coastal Studies Institute, but should be adequate for comparison 

with the sensors from non-CSI stations, since those sensors are located just above sea-level 

in most cases. FuU time series of the quaUty-conttoUed 10-min barometric pressure data 

used to determine the gracUent wind for the seven stations located in Terrebonne Parish are 

given in Figure 5.100. Note that CSIl 1 and LUTEB are located on the same platform and 

theoreticaUy should have matching pressure time series for common averaging times. Even 

after the caUbration offset is appUed to CSIll , data from CSIll and LUTEB do not 

perfectiy match. When incorporated into the map analysis, Matlab averages data from two 

different stations located at the same position, therefore it is sometunes beneficial to remove 

one of these two stations from the analysis (CSIll in Figure 5.98, for example). 
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Figure 5.100. Barometric pressure (mb) time histories for seven Louisiana coastal stations. 
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Barometric pressure and gradient wind maps for the same time as those in Figures 

5.98 and 5.99 witii stations CSIl l , CSI05, LUTAB, and LUTEB removed from die analysis 

are presented m Figures 5.101 and 5.102, respectively. The gradient wind field now appears 

to be reasonable to the east of the CSI6 to LAISH Une. Generating grids of the gracUent 

wind field over the entke 48 hours in the study with the same stations removed from the 

analysis, time series of the gracUent wind were constmcted for both LAISH and LUMAC 

(Figures 5.103 and 5.104). Fkst, it should be noted that since CSI06, which forms the outer 

anchor point of the grid in the vicmity of LUMAC and LAISH, stores data for only the 10-

min period before the top of each hour, LUMAC becomes the outer anchor point for the 

other five 10-min periods in eacdi hour. This results in no gracUent wind information for 

LUMAC during those periods. It also generates spikes in the LAISH gracUent wind data 

when CSI06 is included back into the analysis. For the tkne period up until 16:00-17:00 

UTC, 3 October, LUMAC has a greater gracUent wind speed than that for LAISH, when a 

crossover occurs. From this, during the 11:40-19:10 UTC period of onshore coastal 

ttansition, one might conclude that the pressure gracUent could have possibly contributed to 

slowdown of wind magnimde going inland from the coast However, due to the sensitivity 

of the analysis to which stations are included, this is a rather imcertain conclusion. 
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Figure 5.101. lO-min barometric pressure (mb) map at 13:00 UTC, 3 October, with stations 
CSI05, CSIl 1, LUTEB, and LUTAB excluded. 
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Figure 5.102. lO-nun gradient wmd speed (m/s) map at 13:00 UTC, 3 October, witii 
stations CSI05, CSIl l , LUTEB, and LUTAB excluded. 
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Figure 5.103. 10-min gradient wuid (m/s) time histories for LAISH and LUMAC based 
upon gridded analysis excludkig CSI05, CSIl 1, LUTAB, and LUTEB. 
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Figure 5.104. 10-min gracUent wind (m/s) time histories for LAISH and LUMAC based 
upon gridded analysis excludkig CS105, CSIll , LUTAB, and LUTEB (coastal ttansition 
period only). 
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In conttast, consider tiie same comparison of gradient wUid time series witii only 

CSI05 and CSIll excluded from tiie analysis (Figures 5.105 and 5.106). In tius case, die 

gradient wkid at LAISH is about die same m magnitude as before. However, die gradient 

wmd from LUMAC during tiie 11:40-19:10 UTC coastal ttansition period is on average 

about 5 m/s lower tiian tiiat from LAISH, which would mdicate tiiat differences ui tiie 

pressure gradient at die two sites did not play a significant role in decelerating die mean wmd 

mland from tiie coastUne. The acmal surface wind histories are also given ui the figures for 

comparison purposes. Agam, significant uncertakities ki die gridded pressure gradient field 

lead to vmcertamty ui die gradient wmd analysis. This may also be part of the reason why 

die grid derived gradient wind tkne histories are not more visuaUy correlated with the actual 

surface wind data. 

12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 
time (UTC, 10/02-10/04 2002) 

Figure 5.105. 10-min gracUent and surface wind (m/s) time histories for LAISH and 
LUMAC based upon gridded analysis (gracUent only) excluding CSI05 and CSIll. 
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Figure 5.106. lO-nkn gracUent and surface wind (m/s) time histories for LAISH and 
LUMAC based upon gridded analysis (gracUent only) excluding CSI05 and CSIl 1 (coastal 
ttansition period) . 

Due to the uncertainties involved with obtaining gracUent wind information from the 

gridded pressure gradient fields, an alternative method of calculating the gracUent wind not as 

heavUy dependent upon the gridded analysis was sought. One of the earUest steps in fincUng 

the gracUent wind is to detenrdne the magnitude and cUrection of the geosttophic wind from 

the pressure gradient RecaU that the dkection of the geosttophic wind is aUgned with the 

isobars and perpencUcular to the right of the force due to die pressure gracUent, which pomts 

towards lower pressure. In producing maps of the gracUent wind, it was fovmd that the 

uncertainty stems from ambiguity ki the magmtude of the geosttophic wkid (pressure 

gradient) and that the geosttophic wkid dkection was weU-aUgned with the isobaric field 

generated from the surface pressure analysis in the area of LUMAC and LAISH when the 

smoothed analysis is used (Figure 5.107). Uncertauity ui die gradient wkid magnitude for 
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other areas may be attributed to changes in the geosttophic wind dkection caused by the 

pressure gracUent as Ulusttated in Figure 5.107 just to tiie south of the LAISP station. A 

short sensitivity smdy was conducted and it was found that holding the pressure gracUent 

equal and constant at both LAISH and LUMAC, whUe backing the geosttophic wind 

dkection at LUMAC 10 degrees from that at LAISH, produced a 35% decrease ui the 

magnimde of the gracUent wind at LUMAC when compared with LAISH. On the other 

hand, holding the geosttophic wind dkection equal and constant at both locations and 

increasing the pressure gracUent at LUMAC by 10% of its value at LAISH produced only a 

5% increase in the gracUent wind at LUMAC over that at LAISH. 

31 N 

30 N 

29 N 

93 W 92 W 91 W 90 W 89 W 

Figure 5.107. Barometric pressure (mb) field vidth overlaid geosttophic wmd unit vectors. 

The second technique, outikied ui Figures 5.108-5.110, uses die gridded pressure 

field to determkie the geosttophic wkid dkection at LUMAC and LAISH, smce tiiat 

technique has been deemed reUable from visual correlation witii die pressure analysis. 

Instead of usmg tiie gridded pressure field to determkie tiie pressure gradient, tiie actual 

pressure difference between tiie two stations was used to detemune die pressure gradient on 
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a Une between the two stations. This local pressure gracUent is denoted - ^ with cUrection B 

dl ^ 

in Figure 5.108. Let y denote the dkection of the geosttophic wind. Since the pressure 

gracUent force is perpencUcular to the left of the geosttophic wind dkection, its dkection 6 is 
known from the cUrection of the geosttophic wind. Since the normal component of the 

pressure gracUent — wiU be along the same cUrection as this force, the magnitude of the 
dn 

pressure gracUent — from LUMAC to LAISH can be resolved along the dkection of the 
dl 

normal component (Figure 5.109) and decomposed into its northern and eastern 

components (Figure 5.110), if necessary. Then equation (5.16) can be used to find the 

gracUent wind magnitude, thus eliminating use of the gridded fields in most of the method. 

4 North 

LAISH 
-•East 

LUMAC 

Figure 5.108. The first step ui determukng die gradient wuid from a local pressure gradient 
between two stations. 
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Figure 5.109. The second step in determining the gradient wind from a local pressure 
gracUent between two stations. 

Figure 5.110. The third step m determukng the gradient wind from a local pressure gradient 
between two stations. 
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Usmg CSI06 as the outer anchor station for the grid, and excludkig CSI05, LUTEB 

and LUTAB from tiie gridded field analysis, a comparison of results from tiie two 

techiuques can be made. For the second techruque, tiie local pressure gradient along a Une 

from LUMAC to LAISH was used to detemune the gradient wmd at LAISH, whUe the local 

pressure gradient along a Une from CSI06 to LUMAC was used to detemune die gradient 

wmd at LUMAC. The time histories (Figures 5.111 and 5.112) of the gradient wmd from 

the gridded analyses once again reveal that for a portion of the time period of examined 

coastal ttansition (11:40 UTC-19:10 UTC, 3 October), tiie gradient wmd speed at LUMAC is 

lower than that at LAISH. However, for the first portion of this period, tiie opposite 

occurs. One might conclude from this that the slower surface wind speeds at LAISH 

compared to those at LUMAC may have been related to a slightiy wider pressure gracUent at 

LAISH. However, the gradient wind time histories using the second method based upon 

locral pressure gracUents incUcates that retardation of the inland mean surface wind is not 

related to a broader iiUand pressure gradient. 

OveraU the second technique compares fakly weU with the first in determinkig the 

magnimde of the gradient wind. However, the 10:00 UTC data point for LAISH from the 

second technique is obviously in error, since the gracUent wind speed should not be lower 

than the surface wind speed for a given location and time. Two other data points (not 

shown) generated by the second technique had anomalously high values. More data from 

the period of examined coastal ttansition is needed, but the ttends from the analyses tend to 

incUcate that slower inland surface winds are not cUrectiy attributed to a wider inland pressure 

gracUent and subsequent lower gracUent wind speed. However, closer to LUi's center of 

ckc:ulation, where pressure gracUents may vary greatiy over smaUer areas and time scales, it is 

possible there is an effec:t on the inland surface wind field. Insufficient data from the region 

near LUi's landfaU precludes fiirther examination of this hypothesis. The time scales that 

would be involved with these changes may not aUow cUrect appUcation of gradient balance 

theory in that case. 
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Figure 5.111. 10-mki gradient and surface wkid (m/s) time Mstories for LAISH and 
LUMAC based upon gridded analysis and local pressure gradient excludkig CSI05, LUTEB, 
and LUTAB. 
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Figure 5.112. 10-min gracUent and surface wind (m/s) tune histories for LAISH and 
LUMAC based upon gridded analysis and local pressure gracUent excluding CSI05, LUTEB, 
and LUTAB over the period of coastal ttansition. 
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A final supporting argument for tiie case of tiie hurricane pressure gradient havuig 

Uttie effect on the surface wkid deceleration weU downwmd of the coast m the mesoscale is 

Ulusttated by calculating local pressure gradients ^ between two paks of stations. As a 

first order consideration, the pressure gradient along a dkected Une with positive pomting 

mland and negative pointing toward the coast was calculated for 10-min averagmg periods. 

Station information relevant to the determination and comparison of the pressure gracUents 

is given in Table 5.10. Note that the paks of stations Ue roughly m a Une to one another, so 

comparison of the pressure gracUents can be tnade for approximately the same dkection. A 

fiiU time series of each pressure gradient for the 48-hour period of smdy is given m Figure 

5.113, whUe a version centered on the period of coastal ttansition is given m Figure 5.114. 

If there were an effect of the pressure gracUent on the slowdown, then the pressure gracUent 

(in absolute value) would be steeper near the coast and wider inland. From the figures, 

during the period of onshore coastal ttansition, the opposite is actually occurring. 

NotwithstancUng pressure perturbations on length scales smaUer than considered here, it is 

Ukely that any slowdown in the magnimde of the wind during this time can be attributed to 

effecrts from other sources than the pressure gracUent changes moving inland from the coast 

Table 5.10. Station information for local pressure gracUent calculations 

Stations Distance (km) Azimuth (degrees) 
between stations 

CSI06 to LUMAC 46.42 157.5 

LUMAC to LAISH 45.82 157.8 
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Figure 5.113. Per 10 km pressiure gracUent along Unes between coastal stations. 
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Figure 5.114. Per 10 km pressure gradient along Unes between coastal stations for penod of 

coastal ttansition. 
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5.5 Comparison with an Inland Wmd Decay MOHPI 

Hurricane wmd decay after landfaU is attributed to tiie loss of latent and specific heat 

sources from the ocean with passage of tiie ckculation over land. Models which sunulate 

decay from these sources thus provide a meaningfiil comparison to the decay of the wind 

field with respect to the coastUne as given ki this thesis. Kaplan and DeMaria (1995), 

hereafter referted to as KD-95, have constmcted a sunple empirical model for the decay of 

ttopical cyclone winds after landfaU. Thek model simulates the decay of the tnayiirmm 

sustamed (1-min average) post-landfaU surface (10 m height) wind speed (MSSW) and is 

dependent upon the intensity of the storm at landfaU as weU as the amount of time that has 

passed since landfall In empirical form, the model is represented by 

V{t) = V,+{RVg-V,)e-"'-C, (5.21) 

where V^ = 26.7 kt is a background wind speed the MSSW decays to after a certain length of 

time, Vg is the initial MSSW at landfaU, R- 0.9 is a reduction fector for the coastal 

ttansition zone due to the roughness change from water to land, a =0.095 h'̂  is a decay 

constant, and C is a cortecrtion factor for the cUstance inland of the storm center. The 

model was designed to estimate the MSSW decay based upon thek estimates readUy available 

in the advisories from the National Hurricane Center. Equation (5.21) thus technical^ 

appUes only to the MSSW from the storm and not the surfece wind at any point in the 

circulation. However, if the entke wind field near land&U is known it can be appUed to any 

point within the wind field to determine a decay rate (Kaplan and DeMaria, 1995). In domg 

so, the cortection fector C must be neglected since it strictiy appUes to the ckculation 

center. This yields 

V{t) = V,+{RVg-V,}e-"'. (5-22) 

For appUcations of the model to locations otiier tiian where tiie MSSW occurs, an uiitial 

value Vg of wind speed at the particular location of kiterest for the tune just prior to or at 

landfaU of the ckculation center must be determkied. For comparison purposes, a number 

of different wmd speed kktiaUzations are considered here. Also, the decay model was 

kitended to be appUed to storms makmg landfaU perpendicular to tiie coastime. LUi makes 

an ideal case for comparison in that regard. 
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Kaplan and DeMaria (1995) suggest mitiaUzUig tiie wind speed by way of a 

paramettic model sknUar to tiiose used m stonn-surge appUcations (Hubbert, HoUand, 

LesUe, and Manton, 1991). The paramettic wmd field model, as given ki Kaplan and ' 

DeMaria (1995), is represented by 

Vo(r,e) = cXcos(e)]^V^ ' 
v'*. 

exp 1-
' r ' 

\^xj 
(5.23) 

hi applymg tiks model, tiie wkid field is assumed to be tiie sum of a constant ttanslational 

motion storm vector and an azknutiiaUy symmetric ckculation. Equation (5.23) represents 

tiie wmd field at a pomt (r,e) m storm-centered polar coordmates, where r is die radial 

distance from tiie storm center and ^ is tiie angle taken counterclockwise from a Une 

Orthogonal and to tiie right of tiie forward motion dkection of tiie storm, hi equation 

(5.23), c^ is tiie value of die right to left asymmetry that exists m die wmd field when 

accounting for tiie ttanslational speed of tiie storm c, is typicaUy a fraction less tiian one of 

tiie storm's forward motion, but is taken here as ki Kaplan and DeMaria (1995) to be the 

storm's ttanlational speed near landfaU. The quantity V^ is the rotational portion of the 

MSSW. Smce the MSSW estimate includes both the rotational and ttanslational components 

of the wind speed, V^ is determkied by subttacting out the ttanslational estimate c^ from the 

total MSSW. The racUus of maxknum wind is represented in equation (5.23) by r^ and can 

be determmed, as suggested in Kaplan and DeMaria (1995), from akcraft reconnaissance 

data or as a fraction of the estimated eye diameter given reported in the ttopical cyclone 

marme forecast advisory issued by the National Hvmdcane Center every six hours. LUi's 

radar eye was approximately half open at landfaU and therefore the eye cUameter was not a 

reasonable parameter to base the racUus of maximum winds upon. For LiU r^ was 

detennined from a combination of over-land tower data and a H*WIND surface wind field 

analysis near the time of landfaU from HRD (NOAA Hurricane Research Division of 

AOML, 2002). In order to apply equation (5.23) to determine a wind field, a parameter a 

related to the storm size must also be determined. As suggested in Kaplan and DeMaria 

(1995), the parameter a can be determined from the radius of 50 kt winds within the storm. 
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For LUi, a was quickly estimated usmg tiie near-IandfaU HRD H*WIND 50 kt wmd contour 

m LUi and comparing tiiat witii tiie value of a= 0.45 detennuied by Kaplan and DeMaria 

from die 50 kt wmd contour m die HRD surface wind analysis of Hurricane Andrew's 1992 

landfaU m south Florida (PoweU and Houston, 1996). 

Values of aU of tiie mput parameters used m equation (5.23) to detennme tiie landfaU 

wmd field Vg{r,0) are given m Table 5.11. The landfaU time was determmed to be 14:00 

UTC, 3 October, from a minute-by-minute Unear exttapolation of the akcraft 

reconnaissance fixes and NHC Best Track data. This landfaU time is sUghtiy different than 

die 13:00 UTC estimate from NHC and die 13:30 UTC estimate from the H*WIND 

composite analysis, but agrees nicely with time-lapse radar animations of the landfaU 

(Landreneau, 2003). Some uncertauity m the exact time of landfaU exists smce the 

fragmented eye feature present in LiU was enttaining a dry ak patch free of precipitation at 

the time of landfalL This made the ckculation center more difficult to cUscem. The storm 

forward motion was also determkied from these exttapolations and is somewhat slower than 

the 15 kt motion estknated in the NHC landfaU advisory (Avila, 2002b). 

Table 5.11. Parameters used in appUcation of the parametric hurricane wind field model 

Parameter Value 

Right to left asymmetry m winds - c^ 4.68 m/s (9.12 kts) 

(translational storm motion) 

Maximum sustained surfec:e wind (MSSW) 41 m/s (80 kts) 

RacUus of maxknum wmd - r̂  48.3 km (26.1 nm) 

Rotational wind speed - Fl 36.32 m/s (70.75 kts) 

Storm size variable - a 0.68 

The wind field at landfriU detemuned from the parametric model appUcation is given 

m Figure 5.115. The model determined wind center agrees weU with the exttapolated center 

fix position. No reduction factor for the wind field changes that occur at the coastUne has 

yet been appUed, so the over-land wind speed values determined from the model are not 

reaUstic. Wmd bars from the actual 14:00 UTC 1-mm observations are overlaid on the 

model wind field to give a sense of the flow field. 
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Figure 5.115. Parametric model wind simulation at the time of landfaU. 

In order to compare the deceleration of the winds inland from the coastUne 

observed for the Terrebonne Parish coastal stations with the KD-95 modeled wind field 

decay, the 14:00 UTC wind speed Vgis determined by the parametric model equation (5.23) 

at LUTAB in combination with the gridded field used to produce Figure 5.115. Another 

initial wind speed Vg can be determined by taking the 14:00 UTC 1-min wind speed 

observation at LUTAB. An approxunate 1-min wind field at 14:00 UTC gridded from the 

acmal station observations is given in Figure 5.116. A thkd independent Vg at LUTAB can 

be determined from the best-fit analysis of the 1-min wuid speeds versus distance from the 

coastUne for the time period of mterest (Table 5.12). In order to cortespond with die period 

of coastal ttansition stocked m section 5.3, the time period of comparison chosen here is 

from 14:00 UTC to 19:10 UTC, 3 October. The ttack of LUi mland over tins period is 

depicted by the magenta lines in Figures 5.115 and 5.116. 
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Figure 5.116. 1-min wind field at 14:00 UTC determined from station observations. 

Table 5.12. InitiaUzarion information (14:00 UTC) at LUTAB for the decay comparison. 

Parameter Value 

Radial distance from storm center - r 

Angle with right perpencUcrular Une to tiie 
storm morion vector - 0 

Wind speed determined from parametric 

model- Vg 

Observed wind speed - Vg 

Best-Fit wind speed - Vg 

154.13 km 

345.13° 

24.19 m/s (47.11 kts) 

19.1 m/s (37.2 kts) 

17.97 m/s (35,01 kts) 

Given an mitial value of Vg at LUTAB, tiie procedure to constmct a decay model 

dataset for comparison with the actual observations is: 

1. Find F(r)at LUTAB for the various times t in tiie period beyond die time of 

landfaU uskig tiie Kaplan and DeMaria inland wmd decay model (Equation 5.22). 
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2. Translating tiie storm inland along tiie observed ttack over tiie time period of 

kiterest, find tiie distances die LUTAB station would have moved by teanslating 

k paraUel to the motion of the ckculation center. This path is represented by the 

black and white Unes to the north of LUTAB in Figures 5.115 and 5.116, 

respectively. In this case, the distances to LUTAB from each 1-min observation 

change along the plotted path are determined. This is approxknately equivalent 

to a ttanslational time-to-space conversion. 

3. Using the uiformation determined in (1) and (2), form the wind speed versus 

distance from LUTAB, which is assumed to be the coastiine. 

Since tiie Kaplan and DeMaria inland wind decay model is designed to produce wind speed 

estimates in knots, aU wind speeds have been converted to knots for purposes of 

comparison. Comparisons between the observations and the decay-modeled wind speeds 

are given in both Figures 5.117 and 5.118. 
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,117. Comparison of mland wmd decay model wUid speeds witii observations. 
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Figure 5.118. Comparison of modeled and observed wind speeds normalized by the over 
water observations (at LUTEB). 

The sharp ckop off in the KD-95 model curves near the coastline is a result of the 

appUcation of the reduction factor r to the initial wind speeds V^. This is based upon 

assumption that the effect of the roughness change at the sea-land interface on the surface 

wind speeds is almost immediate. The actual 1-min observations from the four stations and 

the associated best fit curve incUcate the decay rate of winds to be significantiy faster than 

the rates determined from the Kaplan and DeMaria model winds. However, the 1-min 

observations have not been adjusted for exposure, which is particularly critical in the case of 

LAISH where the upstteam flow advected over two forested areas prior to reaching the 

observation site. Information on both the 1-min observational best-fit curve (Figure 5.117) 

and the normaUzed observational best-fit curve (Figure 5.118) is given m Table 5.13. The 

best-fit curve for 10-min observations with the over-land wind speeds (from LUMAC and 

LAISH) adjusted to open tertam is given to provide a s%htiy more reaUstic comparison to 
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die modeled decay. Even after removmg local tertam effects durough adjustment to open 

exposure, die decay rates for tiie KD-95 model curves appear to be less tiian tiiose 

determkied from tiie observations. For tiie case where tiie modeled data and observations 

are normaUzed by tibe data at tiie coastUne (LUTEB), die observed decay rate appears to be 

weU more than an order of magiutude greater than the modeled decay rates (Figure 5.118). 

Table 5.13. Best fit information for the 1-min curves in Figures 5.117 and 5.118. 

Quantity 

Fit Function 

Sum-Squared Effor 

Variance Explained 
RcK)t Mean Sĉ uare 

Error 
Number of 

Observations Used 

1-min observational best fit 

V(x) = = 31.51exp(-

16490 

0.68 
3.6 

1244 

0.00978 Ix) 

1-min normalized observational 

K W = 

best fit 

: 0.9564 exp(-0.009659x) 

11.46 
0.73 
0.096 

1244 

The decay rates for modeled wind speeds are smaU due to the low wind speeds (weU 

below hurricane force) used to initialize the model. Kaplan and Demaria have foimd that 

the steepness of the decay rate increases with greater intensity storms at the time of landfalL 

Since the Kaplan and DeMaria model is designed to estimate the decay of the maximum 

sustained winds in a storm over a given time period, the model may not correctiy simulate 

the decay of winds from the outer portion of a storm's ckculation. This could be another 

possible reason to explain the difference between the modeled and observed decay rates. 

Given the more than four hour time span over which the wind observations were 

measured and the 12-22 m/s flow, any mean wind stmctures would have adequate tune to 

pass over aU of the observing stations. The mean wmd wUl have a memory and wUl 

graduaUy slow witii greater passage mland, even if tiie flow is unobstmcted or there are no 

otiier surface changes beyond the kutial interface. For how long tiie slowmg due to tiie 

mitial roughness change takes place is stiU largely unknown. Closer to tiie center of 

ckculation tiie modeled and observed decay rates may be more cortelated, where k 

hypotiiesized tibat tiie wmd decay may be governed more by tiie loss of heat sources tiian by 

fric:tional sources. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE STUDY 

This smdy considered several aspects of tiie onshore coastal ttansition tiiat takes 

place m tiie right semickcle of ttopical cyclones near, at, and after landM. In particular, die 

case of Hurricane LUi (2002), which made landfaU on tiie soudi-centtal Louisiana coastiuie as 

a Category 1 Stortn on 3 October, 2002, provided a large dataset of sur&ce obsenrations 

from meteorological mstrumented towers to evaluate tiie modifications taking place m tiie 

onshore flow regune. Various portions of tiie dataset were employed to compare tiie 

changes m botii die mean and turbulent wmd stmcture at botii mland and near offshore 

sites. The foUowing conclusions were gleaned from this smdy: 

1. The logaritiunic profile yields an accurate depiction of the changes m mean 10-

mm wmd speeds with respect to height m tiie lowest 15 m above tiie surface 

withm a hurricane. The turbulence mtensity techruque, when modified usmg 

developed relationships between the turbulence mtensity at two heights and die 

standard deviation of tibe wind speed at two heights, provides an accurate means 

for adjusting wind speed data for height comparable to the logarithmic profile 

method. This offers an advantage, since the profile method requkes wind data 

from multiple anemometer heights, whUe the turbulence intensity method only 

requkes wind information from one height above the surface. However, the 

developed relationships Ukely depend on roughness length, so that the 

relationships for one location may not apply to another. 

2. WeU outside the inner core of T-iU, a ttansition zone exists downwind of the 

coastline within the onshore flow, whereby both the mean and turbulent winds 

adjust to changes in surface caused by the cUffering roughness stmcture on 

opposite sides of the coastline. This finding is consistent with previous smdies 

from landfelUng ttopical cyclones (PoweU, 1982,1987; PoweU et al., 1991; PoweU 

and Houston, 1996, 1998). Characteristics of tiiis ttansition zone uiclude an 

exponential slowing of the 10 m, 10-min mean wind speeds by 10% within the 

first 10 km of the coastUne for open-tertam, over-land exposure. The rate of 
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sea decrease slackens to below 5% for mland distances beyond 10 km of the land 

uiterface. .An apparent increase in the 3-sec to 10-mki gust fector with increase 

in over-land cUstance also takes place withki the ttansition zone; however, local 

tettain effects may not be completely factored out in this finding. 

3. For the region weU to the east of liU's landfaU location, a progressive increase in 

tertain roughness was also foimd between two near-shore over-water coastal 

stations, one station located inland near the coast, and one station approximately 

45 km inland. Some of the increase can be attributed to local tertain effects from 

objects close to the two inland stations. The differences in roughness lengths at 

the two over-water sites may be related to changes in wave stmcrture associated 

with decreased water depth closer to the coastUne. 

4. The mesoscale slowing of the onshore mean wind downwind of the coastUne for 

areas distant from LiU's center of ckculation appears to be kidependent of the 

differences ui surface pressure gracUent at coastal and mland locations. For the 

analyzed period of surface roughness-attributed wind slowdown, a steeper 

pressure gradient was found at mland locations when compared to coastal ones, 

knplying that an mcrease m wmds governed by pressure gradient would be 

expected moving inland from the coast. 

5. The decay rate of 1-mm wmd speed observations coUected m tiie onshore flow 

150 km distant from LUi's landfaU location is about an order of magnimde faster 

tiian tiie rate determkied usmg various mitiaUzations of tiie Kaplan and DeMaria 

(1995) mland wmd decay model. The difference may be tiie result of tiie 

comparison witii observations weU away from tiie kmer core, where tiie wmd 

decay is highly related to tiie change m roughness at tiie coastime. 

6. Botii tiie mrbulence mtensity technique variations of findmg roughness lengtii 

and tiie variations of tiie gust factor metiiod for detertummg roughness provide 

accurate depictions of tiie changes m tertam surroundmg a location, when 

compared to mfcared aerial photography of tiie site. The mrbulence mtensity-

detertnmed values appear low when compared to reference values from multi-
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smdy tertam classifications (Wieringa, 1992). This result is consistent witii tiie 

findings ki Bartheknie et al. (1993) for non-hurricane wkid cases. 

7. The wmds m a ttopical cyclone are modulated not only by changes m tertain, but 

also by meteorological aspects of the wind characteristics within the storm. As a 

case in pomt, tiie mner-core of 20-25 m/s, 5-mki wmds m LUi departed tiie 

LAISI station about an hour prior to its departure from the location of CUUF3, 

approximately 7 km away. Some evidence suggests this departure was 

independent of cUfferences in roughness at the two sites. 

8. Local tertain features significantiy modify the flow surrouncUng anemometer 

locations. The best example of this modification comes from the onshore flow 

period 16:00 UTC-18:00 UTC, 3 October, at tiie stations CIJUF3 and TrUW2, 

about 40 km from LiU's landfaU location. An order of magnimde cUfference in 

roughness values at the two stations exists over this time period. Scattered local 

obstacles upwind of CUUF3 increase the roughness length values there, whUe 

near-fiUl marine exposure at l'i'UW2 diminishes those roughness lengths. The 

distance from the coastline to CUUF3 may also play a role in increasing the 

roughness values, but too few representative wind speed data points (about 44) 

exist from this period to adequately adckess this issue. 

9. The 5-min mean winds within LUi's racUus of maximum of wind region (the inner 

core) appeared to be maintained inland at CUUF3 to about 19 km cUstance 

during tiie analyzed onshore flow period (16:10 UTC - 20:00 UTC, 3 October), 

with no appreciable decrease ki magnimde discerned from the data. This result 

is consistent with the hurricane onshore flow fincUngs m Dobos et aL (1995). 

However, results of the wmd data analysis from LAISI, located about 7 km 

northeast of CUUF3, mdicate tiie higher onshore winds were not mamtauied 

tiiere. This may be related to tiie fact tiiat LAISI and CUUF3 experienced 

different flow ttajectories for ak origmating offshore of tiie coastime to tiie 

south. 

10. Gust factors and turbulence mtensities detertnmed from tiie 3-sec and 5-mui 

wmd mfortnation m LUi's core-wmd region show exponential mcreases witii 
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kicreased cUstance mland from the coastUne during the period of analyzed coastal 

ttansition (16:10 UTC-20:00 UTC, 3 October). Given tiiat tiie higher-speed 

onshore flow was makitamed inland at the CUUF3 site, this would unply 

increased peak-gust values for some inland locations. 

Many opportuiuties for future work in this area exist, given tiiat there are many 

unanswered questions concerning onshore coastal ttansition in hurricanes. Fkst, since the 

results of this smdy are predicated on the assumption of neuttal stabiUty within the high-

velocity regkne of the hurricane wind field, analyzing the thermodynamic data from LiU and 

other landfalUng systems to resolve its effects on the wind field should vaUdate that 

assumption. OveraU, the thermodynamic surface data should be examined to determine 

whether a thermodynamic ttansition takes place in the onshore flow regime downwind of 

the coastiine. Specifically, the effects of sea-surface temperature and soU temperature in 

both the on- and offshore flow on the stabUity sttatification should be considered 

Although it was concluded that the mesoscale pressure gracUent weU outside of LUi's inner 

core had no influence on the deceleration of winds inland from the coastiine, it woidd be 

worthwhUe to ascertain if there is an effect on the modification of wind speeds within the 

inner-core of ttopical cyclones, where a much steeper pressure gracUent exists. Given that 

no high-resolution surface wmd data has been coUected from the eyewaU of a major 

hurricane (Category 3 or higher) at landfaU, the mobUe field programs should continue tiiek 

work m plannmg experiments and coUecting the data to resolve remammg issues. This 

mcludes resokmg tiie unknowns mvolved witii onshore coastal ttansition, which are critical 

to determinmg the maxknum sustained winds at landM. Furtiiermore, multiple 

mstnunented towers should be placed near tiie coastime m a manner to resolve tiie question 

of whetiier tiie ttansition due to surface changes is knmediate or whetiier k is graduaL Also, 

tiie changes m roughness of tiie sea surface as a result of tiie flow movmg from tiie deep 

ocean to shaUow bays requke fiuther exammation, particulariy in mean surfece wmd speeds 

greater tiian hurricane force. Comparisons of observationaUy determmed wmd decay rates 

m tiie kmer core of land&Umg systems should be compared witii mland wmd decay models 

Uke tiiose provided by Kaplan and Demaria (1995). 
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Given tiie relatively fast-shifting wind dkections and curvature associated widi die 

passage of a ttopical cyclone over a site, smdies of spatiaUy-averaged velocity data coUected 

from mobUe radars such as tiie SMART-radars and tiie DOWs are paramount to 

understandmg the modifications of the onshore flow along tiie same ttajectory at multiple 

inland locations. The potential also exists to determine turbulence mformation over the 

entke hurricane wind field usmg the capabUities of these radars. The SMART-radar data 

coUected in LUi wUl provide a first step m this analysis. Dual-Doppler studies wUl be an 

mtegral part of analyzmg the onshore coastal transition both near the surface and aloft weU 

inland. 

Wind and thermodynamic profiles from the GSP ckopwindsondes measured over 

the near-shore coastal waters should be compared with instrumented tower data from both 

coastal and inland locations. Once some type of common averaging time is established 

between the two platforms, the profiles wiU provide adcUtional insight into just how the 

vertic:al structure of the horizontal wind changes with its progression across the coast and 

inland. 
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